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Abstract 
A team of researchers conducted research among the Bahnaric language cluster 

for six weeks, from February to April 2006, in the provinces of Mondul Kiri and 

Kratie in the Kingdom of Cambodia. The research presented here is the first of a 

series of ongoing evaluations of the linguistic and sociolinguistic relationships 

within and between Bahnaric language varieties in Cambodia. Researchers visited 

30 villages, administering sociolinguistic questionnaires to village and commune 

chiefs and collecting wordlists for comparison of lexical similarity. 

The main purpose of this survey was to get a broad overview of the current 

sociolinguistic situation in Mondul Kiri and Kratie. To this end, we sought to 

identify the various vernacular languages, ethnic groups and languages of wider 

communication, and to determine sociolinguistic relationships. A secondary 

purpose was to gather preliminary information to assist in determining which 

Bahnaric varieties could be considered for development. The issues of bilingual 

proficiency and language vitality repeatedly arose in our interviews; they are vital 

factors to consider before making future decisions about language development 

needs. This survey was successful in its purposes of providing a broad overview 

of the linguistic area, obtaining preliminary information, and pinpointing exact 

issues, ethnic groups, and geographical areas for further research.  

Government cooperation 
International Cooperation Cambodia (ICC) is currently conducting two mother-tongue literacy 

projects with five Bahnaric languages in Mondul Kiri and Ratanak Kiri (Rattanakiri) provinces. 

The agreements with the Ministry of Education governing these projects encourage ICC to 

conduct research in other languages and other provinces. Based on these agreements, the director 

of Mondul Kiri’s Provincial Department of Education composed a letter of permission for us to 

survey for the purposes of education. We then presented this letter to the leader of each 

commune in which we sought information. The commune leader, in turn, verified our documents 

so that they would be acceptable to the village chiefs from whom we would be collecting data. In 

January of 2006, we were able to visit Kratie province with a member of the Department of 

Ethnic Minorities in Phnom Penh in order to test our questionnaire. The governor of Kratie 

province was gracious enough to meet with us and give his approval to our linguistic research in 

his province. We were very thankful for the good cooperation of all the people we met.  

The director of the Provincial Department of Education demonstrated his good nature, energy, 

and passion to see life improvements for minority people by granting his willing and quick 

approval to our request for conducting linguistic research in his province. We are grateful to him 

and our colleagues in Mondul Kiri for their time and effort in building a strong relationship with 

this director and proving their integrity. We also want to thank the governor of Kratie, the 

Ministry of Rural Development’s Department of Ethnic Minorities, and the deputy director of the 

Provincial Department of Ethnic Minorities in Kratie. We also thank Dr. Ramzi Nahhas of SIL’s 

Mainland Southeast Asia branch for his comments, insight, and hours of meticulous editing on 

this report.  
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1 Introduction 
The Bahnaric-speaking people inhabit a large area of Mainland Southeast Asia, from the 

southern region of Laos, through the eastern provinces of Cambodia, and on into Vietnam. They 

are minorities, according to the political boundaries of their countries, but may, in fact, be the 

majority of the population in their provinces of residence. Many researchers and workers have 

already contributed much in the way of collecting wordlists (especially in Vietnam during the 

1960s), attempting historical reconstructions and comparisons and, most of all, working with the 

people themselves, developing written scripts, training literacy teachers, and producing primers, 

booklets, and literature among many Bahnaric varieties. We hope to contribute to other linguists’ 

knowledge and experience through our research and assist them in further work.
1
  

 

 
 

 

1.1 Geography 

The Kingdom of Cambodia lies in the southeastern region of the Indochinese Peninsula (see 

figure 1). Vietnam borders it on the east and south, Laos to the north, and Thailand to the west 

and north. The Gulf of Thailand runs along the southwest coastline. Cambodia is divided into 

provinces, which are in turn divided into districts, each district into communes, and each 

commune into number of villages. Villages are subdivided into “groups” that have their own 

names or numbers and that may be spread out from one another. 

This survey focuses on those Bahnaric-speaking people currently living in Mondul Kiri and 

Kratie provinces (see figure 2). Mondul Kiri is located in the east of Cambodia, with Vietnam 

                                                 
1
The members of the research team, all affiliated with ICC, an international non-government organization (NGO) 

with headquarters in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, were Chitse Magaspag, Julie Barr, Eric Pawley, and Mee-Sun Pawley. 

Other ICC staff, government officials, and other NGOs working in the area assisted us greatly. We would especially 

like to thank Dr. Diethelm Kanjahn, Mimi Kanjahn, Todd and Rebecca Bequette, Phil and Mariam Smith, and Steve 

Hyde for sharing their knowledge, staff and resources, and for giving practical assistance. 

Figure 1. Cambodia and surrounding countries. 
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bordering its south and east sides. Kratie province lies just west of Mondul Kiri. The researchers 

visited all districts in Mondul Kiri. Research in Kratie was limited to the three districts in which 

minorities reside. Those districts are Snuol in the southeast, just to the west of Mondul Kiri, 

Kratie in the center (on the eastern side the Mekong River), and Sambour in the northeast (see 

figure 3). 

Mondul Kiri is a mountainous, heavily-forested province, consisting of five districts and twenty-

one communes. Only part of the main road is paved (National Road 76, called the “road to 

Phnom Penh”) into and leading out of the provincial capital of Saen Monourom. However, the 

government has recently done some repair on this main road and built metal bridges over the 

river crossings and other rough areas, so travel is quite smooth during the dry months. Other 

roads and paths in the province are, in general, very rough dirt roads. The road from Phnom Penh 

enters Saen Monourom from the southwest of Mondul Kiri and then turns north. It becomes 

extremely sandy and difficult as it approaches Kaoh Nheaek district and Rattanakiri province. At 

the time of this portion of the survey (late February 2006), workers were busy making 

improvements to this portion of the road as well. Other minor roads branch off from the main 

road, including several roads leading to Vietnam.
2
 No other major or minor roads cover the full 

length or width of Mondul Kiri. 

Mondul Kiri has many rivers and waterfalls. Bridges have been built over the river where it 

crosses the main road from Phnom Penh, but other river crossings can provide a challenge for 

travel. The best time for research is from late November to April in order to avoid the rains. 

February, March, and April comprise the hot season in the lowlands (including western Pechr 

Chenda and Kaev Seima districts and all of Kaoh Nheaek district), but most of Mondul Kiri is 

higher elevation and, therefore, not as hot as the rest of the country. 

 

 

 

                                                 
2
The border crossings are tightly monitored and are only open for Cambodian and Vietnamese nationals. 

Figure  2. The provinces of Cambodia. 

(Ratanak Kiri) 

 

(Mondul Kiri) 
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Snuol is the southeasternmost district of Kratie province. Snuol town lies just north of the road 

from Phnom Penh to Mondul Kiri. The town is situated along National Road 7, which continues 

farther north into Kratie’s provincial capital and beyond and, in the opposite direction, joins 

Road 74, which leads to Vietnam. Kratie town, the provincial capital of Kratie province, lies in 

the center of the province (in Kratie district) on the eastern bank of the Mekong River. Sambour 

district is the farthest north, on both sides of the Mekong River, bordering both Stung Treng and 

Mondul Kiri provinces. We conducted all of our research on the eastern side of the Mekong 

River. We did not travel to the northernmost parts of Sambour or the westernmost parts of 

Mondul Kiri. Inter-village travel can be rough in Kratie but, in general, the roads and paths are 

better than in Mondul Kiri, as long as the log or plank bridges are in good repair. Cars or trucks 

can travel easily on Kratie’s main roads but with difficulty to some villages. Hired motorbikes 

and drivers are much better for reaching villages lying farther off the main road. 

 

 

 

 

1.2 People and languages 

By most estimates, the Khmer comprise well over 90 percent of the almost 13 million people 

living in Cambodia. Larger minority groups spread throughout the country include Vietnamese, 

Chinese, and Cham. More than 20 smaller ethnic minorities total around 140,000 people, or 

about 1 percent of the population of Cambodia. About half of these speak a language in the 

Bahnaric language family and live in northeastern Cambodia, between the Mekong River and the 

Vietnam border (see table 2 and figure 2). 

Mondul Kiri 

Kratie 

Kaev Seima

Kaoh Nheaek

Ou Reang

Pechr Chenda

Saen 
Monourom 

Chhloung

KratiePreak 
Prasab 

Sambour 

Snuol

Figure 3. Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces and their districts. 
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Table 1. Ethnolinguistic groups of Cambodia 

 People Source  People Source 

Major Languages   Bahnaric Languages   

Khmer 12,279,057 2006 MoI 
a
 Kreung  14,000 1996 CAS 

Vietnamese      600,000 1996 CAS Brao   5,500 1996 CAS 

Chinese      300,000 1996 CAS Kavet   4,000 1996 CAS 

Lao        21,587 2006 MoI Lun      300 1996 CAS 

Thai          1,860 2006 MoI Kachok   2,200 1996 CAS 

Khmer Khe          1,600 1996 CAS Lamam      280 1996 CAS 

Kuy (Katuic)        15,495 2005 Gordon Tampuan  18,000 1996 CAS 

Chamic Languages   Bunong 19,000 1996 CAS 

Cham 290,199 2006 MoI Stieng    3,300 1996 CAS 

Jarai   15,000 2006 MoI Ro'ang Mentioned 1996 CAS 

Rhade           12 1996 CAS Kraol    1,960 1996 CAS 

Pearic Languages   Thmoan      543 1996 CAS 

Chong 5,000 2005 Gordon Mel    2,100 1996 CAS 

Pear  1,440 1995 MoI Khaonh       544 Unpublished 

Samre  820 families 2005 Ironside Unclassified Languages   

Saoch    175 1996 CAS Arach 100 1992 MoR 

Somray  2,000 2005 Gordon Kachrouk 100 1992 MoR 

Suoy  1,200 1996 CAS Kaning 150 1992 MoR 

Total 12,719,387 2006 MoI 
Poang 260 1992 MoR 

Robel 1,640 1995 MoI 
a
 Ministry of Interior, Royal Government of Cambodia (2006) 

The Bahnaric language cluster is a sub-branch of Eastern Mon-Khmer, falling under the 

Austroasiatic family. As such, its members are distant cousins to Central Khmer, the national 

language of Cambodia. Central Khmer and the Bahnaric languages are, however, mutually 

unintelligible. Linguists first divided the Bahnaric language family into three subfamilies 

(Thomas and Headley 1970). This later increased to five groups (Thomas 1979), then was 

reduced again to four groups (Gordon 2005). Some linguists still hold to just three subfamilies, 

although different from the previous three-fold subdivision (Sidwell and Jacq 2003).
3
 Following 

the sub-groupings set forth in the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), Bahnaric languages found in 

Cambodia come from the South, Central, and West groupings. Following Sidwell and Jacq, they 

come from the West and Central, as they assign Stieng to a Central, rather than South grouping 

(Tampuan is not yet grouped); following Thomas from the South (Stieng and Bunong), West 

(Brao/Krung/Kravet),
4
 and Central (Tampuan). Other Bahnaric languages of Cambodia (Mel, 

Khaonh, Ra’ong, and Thmon) are not mentioned and have yet to be classified. See figure 4 for 

the geographical location of Bahnaric sub-groupings in Southeast Asia. 

 

 

 

                                                 
3
Thomas proposed a five-fold division with “tightly knit southern and western groups, a slightly less tightly knit 

northern group, a very loose central group, and a small eastern group.” Sidwell and Jacq distinguish only Central, 

North, and West. Gordon lists Central, South, West, and North, as well as further breaking down the North group 

into east and west. 
4
Found in Thomas (1970), as the 1979 publication does not list Brao, Krung, and Kravet. 
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Figure 4. The Bahnaric language cluster according to the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005). 

 

Bahnaric languages commonly reported to be in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces include 
Central Mnong (cmo), Stieng (sti or stt), Kraol (rka), Mel, Thmon, Ra’ong, and Khaonh. Some 
Tampuan (tpu) also live in these areas, although the vast majority live in Ratanak Kiri 
(Rattanakiri) province. Little is widely known about Mel, Thmon, Ra’ong, and Khaonh; they 
have yet to be officially classified. Refer to figure 5 for the geographical location of languages in 
Cambodia. 

The Central Mnong have a variety of names, including Pnong, Budong, Budang, Phanong, Bu 

Nong, and Bunong. This report will use Bunong for both the people and their language, as this is 

the closest romanization to the term the people use for themselves in Cambodia. Gordon (2005) 

lists Pre’h (Pre), Biat (Bhiet), Bu Nar, Bu Rung, Dih Bri (Di-Pri), and Bu Dang as dialects of 

Central Mnong. Gordon states, “Biat is the main dialect of Cambodian Mnong,” and may, in fact, 

“be a separate language related to Eastern Mnong.” 
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Figure 5. The languages of Cambodia. 

In the 1960s, a Roman-based script was developed for the more than 30,000 Central Mnong in 

Vietnam (Gordon 2005). Although substantially similar to Bunong spoken in Cambodia, the 

government felt that a Roman-based script did not suit the needs of its people. Moreover, 

sociolinguistic factors heavily contribute to Cambodian Bunongs’ lack of understanding of the 

Vietnamese Mnong. A literacy effort in Mondul Kiri province by ICC has developed a new 

Khmer-based script for the Bunong people. This will facilitate the transition from literacy in 

Bunong to literacy in Khmer. 

Mother-tongue Bunong speakers reportedly account for about 80 percent of the population of 

Mondul Kiri province (Hiett 2003, Gordon 2005). They traditionally practice swidden farming 

and still burn parts of their fields, forest, and the hillsides each year. Disputes over land rights, 

land ownership, and the increasing population of Mondul Kiri, in part due to migration of Khmer 

peoples from lowland areas, present great difficulties to Bunong who wish to maintain their 

livelihood and traditional way of life. 

According to a survey (T. Bequette 2005) done in Kaoh Nheaek district, Mondul Kiri, in January 

2005, and subsequent visits to each district in the province, Bunong is a language of wider 

communication (LWC) for the minority groups of Mondul Kiri. The same report indicated that, in 

Nang Khi Loek commune of Kaoh Nheaek district, however, many Bunong people speak Lao better 

than they speak Bunong or Khmer, and the various ethnic groups were using Lao as a LWC. 

During the past four years, some of our ICC colleagues have worked alongside the Bunong in 

Mondul Kiri to develop an acceptable orthography for their language, to produce beginning 

primers, storybooks, agricultural and health pamphlets, and to train literacy teachers. They are 

currently working with the Provincial Department of Education to develop bilingual education 

for the Bunong people. According to a literacy survey conducted in four districts and 20 villages 
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of Mondul Kiri, 4 percent of Bunong are literate (in Khmer)
5
 while 10 percent have attained a 

lower level of proficiency termed “semi-literate.”
6
 These results are not surprising, considering, 

based on self-assessment, almost three-fourths of the women and over half of the men either 

speak Khmer poorly or have no Khmer language ability at all (Hiett 2003). 

Regarding Stieng and Ra’ong, ICC colleagues familiar with Bunong in Mondul Kiri were unsure 

whether Ra’ong is a dialect of Mnong or Stieng, or whether it stands on its own. Other contacts, 

including Ra’ong people themselves, have since indicated that the Ra’ong should be grouped 

with Stieng. Stieng falls into two main varieties of Bulo and Budeh but, for purposes of this 

report, we will use the generic term Stieng.  

1.3 History 

Traditionally, in keeping with their practice of swidden farming, the Bunong live a nomadic 

lifestyle. The village is less a location and more the community of people. We see evidence of this, 

in part, by an entire community’s move to a new location to which they will, perhaps, give the 

same name as the previous site. This situation can create difficulty for the researcher who would 

wish to return to the same community after a period of time (Mariam Smith 2006, personal 

communication). During the Pol Pot regime (1975–1979), approximately 4,000 Bunong fled to 

Vietnam, the majority of whom were forced to return in the mid 80s; another 1,000 moved to the 

border of Thailand, returning to their former homes in the late 1990s. Even more people moved 

north to the Se Pok River valley in Kaoh Nheaek district of Mondul Kiri to do wetland rice 

farming.
7
 

1.4 Previous research 

Researchers working in Vietnam among the Bahnaric cluster during the 1960s and Cambodia in 

the 1970s elicited wordlists for Tampuan (Cambodia), Central Bu Nong (Preh dialect, Vietnam), 

Stieng (Vietnam), and Tamun (a Chrau dialect in Vietnam).
8
 A brief survey, alluded to above, 

was conducted in Kaoh Nheaek district in Mondul Kiri in 2005. Various other short surveys were 

conducted before language-development work began in Mondul Kiri and Ratanak Kiri 

(Rattanakiri). Although much has been published on Bahnaric languages, most has concentrated 

on historical, rather than descriptive, linguistics. Blood (1968) poses a reconstruction of proto-

Mnong, Ken Smith (1972) produced a reconstruction of proto-North Bahnaric, and Sidwell 

(2000) has completed a reconstruction of proto-South Bahnaric. Sidwell and Jacq (2003) have 

constructed a comparative West Bahnaric dictionary. The short list of descriptive linguistic 

                                                 
5
Researchers conducting the survey defined a literate person as “a person aged 15 years or over who can, with 

understanding, both read and write a short, simple statement about everyday life.” 
6
“A stage of literacy in which some literacy skills have been acquired, but they cannot be fully utilized in everyday 

life. In this study, a respondent can read simple words and simple sentences, write his own address, write using 

simple language, and understand the principles of addition and subtraction with 2 integers and multiplication and 

division with 1 integer. They could not read and comprehend a story with instructions, fill out a simple form, nor 

demonstrate proficiency in addition or subtraction, nor multiply or divide with 2 integers.”  
7
Personal communication with Dr. Dietrich & Mimi Kanjahn, based on their extensive work with Bunong people. 

Statistics on exact numbers of Bunong refugees are unavailable from UNHCR since minority groups still tend to be 

grouped together, even if they are distinguished from the general Khmer population,. When conducting our research, 

we always asked interviewees where they were born, where they grew up, and where else they had lived. Many 

respondents said they had spent the Pol Pot years in Kaoh Nheaek. 
8
Most of these materials are archived at SIL’s David Thomas Library in Bangkok, searchable at http://msea-

ling.info/dtlibry/. 
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resources on Bahnaric languages as currently spoken in Cambodia includes: a short phonology 

on Bunong by R. Bequette (2006); a phonology of Tampuan by J. D. Crowley; and a description 

of Brao dialects currently in process by K. Gregerson. Other linguists in Mondul Kiri and 

Ratanak Kiri (Rattanakiri) have begun or completed various analyses for the varieties where they 

work, but have not yet published or disseminated them. Linguistic descriptions for the Bulo 

Stieng of Vietnam include Vera Miller’s An Overview of Stieng Grammar (1976) and articles on 

Stieng phonemes and word-final syllabics by Ralph Haupers. The Haupers also compiled a 

Stieng-English dictionary in 1991. Owen (2002) offers a discourse analysis for Budeh Stieng.   

2 Research purpose, goals, and questions 
This survey was only one step in the large task of evaluating the Bahnaric cluster as a whole. The 

main purpose of this survey was to get an overview of the current sociolinguistic situation in 

Mondul Kiri and Kratie. The research questions corresponding to this purpose are as follows: 

• What are the LWCs spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces? 

• What are the vernacular language varieties spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces? 

• Where and by whom are these varieties spoken? 

• What are the sociolinguistic relationships between these language varieties? 

• What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between and within the 

ethnolinguistic groups that speak these varieties? 

A secondary purpose of this survey was to gather information to assist in determining which 

Bahnaric varieties could be possible candidates for language development. Another goal of the 

survey was to determine the linguistic and sociolinguistic relationships between the Bahnaric 

varieties found in Cambodia. Research questions corresponding to this purpose are as follows: 

• What are the groupings of Bahnaric varieties, based on intelligibility? 

• How do speakers of the Bahnaric varieties in Cambodia perceive the groupings of 

Bahnaric varieties? 

• What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between and within the Bahnaric 

groups? 

The remainder of this report explains the methodology used in the survey, how the survey 

instruments were used to answer the research questions, the results of the survey, how the results 

relate to the research questions, and recommendations for further research. Copies of the survey 

instruments are included in the appendices. 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Site selection 

The purposes of this survey necessitated locating and visiting villages where different ethnolinguistic 

groups were reported to live. We did not know this information ahead of time, because, at the 

national level, accurate population figures were not available for Mondul Kiri or Kratie provinces. 

Therefore, two researchers from our team went to Mondul Kiri one week in advance in order to 

obtain a better picture of the population distribution there. The ICC Bunong staff members and 

experienced expatriate coworkers were a wonderful resource to this end. Starting with areas close to 

the provincial capital and working outward, we relied on their knowledge to pick sites of reported 
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Bunong dialectal differences or, in other districts, villages which housed significant communities of 

other minority groups.
9
 Relying solely on our colleagues’ and Bunong helpers’ advice, we visited 

five Bunong villages relatively close to Saen Monourom, but in different directions, in order to 

obtain a base of information and wordlists from the “central” variety of Bunong. We named other 

varieties after far eastern and western areas in Mondul Kiri province, to which we traveled later.
10

 

There are relatively few significant communities of minority groups, other than Bunong, in 

Mondul Kiri, so we were able to visit every non-Bunong site reported to us. In Kaoh Nheaek 

district we visited one Thmon community,
11

 but they were not able to give locations of other 

Thmon in Mondul Kiri province. At one site, we administered a sociolinguistic questionnaire to a 

Bunong commune chief while also eliciting wordlists from Jarai
12

 and Tampuan men. For further 

investigation into Jarai and Tampuan, they referred us to “higher up,” meaning Rattanakiri 

province to the north. In Kaev Seima district (southwest Mondul Kiri) and Snuol district, Kratie 

province, we began with villages recommended to us by expatriate contacts, intending that the 

village chiefs’ responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire would either direct us to other sites 

and language pockets or confirm that no further clear diversity existed. 

In April 2006, we went to the Department of Planning in Kratie town to obtain a list of villages 

and population figures for the minority groups in Kratie province. The provincial government 

official was aware that their information was not complete and most likely inaccurate; he was 

anxious that we help obtain more accurate population figures and village locations for the 

groups. However, the department’s list was very helpful, listing each district with its communes 

and names of villages in the commune. For most villages, there was a breakdown of how many 

families and individuals lived there from each ethnic group, excluding Khmer (see Appendix A).  

Most of the minorities in Kratie live in three of the five districts. Because we already had an 

ample sampling of Bunong villages from Mondul Kiri and Snuol district, we only wanted one 

Bunong village in each of two districts. We had already decided beforehand, due to our contacts’ 

relationships, that we would visit a certain Kraol village.
13

 We began by looking for the largest 

population listed in a single village for each minority group and picked those villages first. We 

then looked at the geographical distribution of those selected villages. We wanted to visit at least 

one village from each ethnic group in each district, if such villages existed, or the farthest apart 

from each other in the same district. We also looked for villages that had two large pockets of 

groups. In order to have a better chance of eliciting accurate wordlists and of finding groups still 

speaking their languages,
14

 if possible, we wanted to avoid villages in which half or more of the 

                                                 
9
We use the term “significant community” here with the intent to exclude small pockets of just a few families or 

individual speakers. 
10

These variety names are informal distinctions given by our colleagues and others working in Mondul Kiri. On the 

eastern side is “Bu Sra,” the center of population near a large waterfall of the same name. Speakers from this area 

reportedly tend to sound more “Vietnamese.” To the west is the “Kaev Seima dialect,” distinguishable by the use of 

presyllables.  
11

Twenty-four Thmon families and 72 Bunong families. 
12

Although Jarai is not part of the Bahnaric language cluster, we thought we should take advantage of the 

opportunity to talk to the Jarai man for the purpose of future linguistic research.  
13

Another reason to visit this village, Srae Chis, was that we had tested our questionnaire there in January 2006, so 

we wanted to return in order to elicit our wordlist.  
14

We knew that language vitality would be more of an issue in Kratie than in Mondul Kiri, so we operated on the 

assumption that if an almost “pure” minority village was using Khmer more than their own language (such as Chrap 

or Chukrang villages in Snuol), they likely would not be speaking the minority language in a predominantly Khmer 

village.  
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occupants were Khmer. Because the list from the Department of Planning did not include the 

number of Khmer, we relied on the provincial official and other contacts for this information. 

Using this list, we obtained a rough plan, allowing information obtained during the survey from 

village chiefs, villagers, and other informants to guide us further. 

See table 2 for a list of the villages visited, date of the visit, and person interviewed. Figure 6 

shows the location of the sites on a map. The map key follows figure 6. 

Table 2: Bahnaric sites visited 

 Village Commune District Date SLQ interviewee 

1 Lao Ka 

ឡវក 
Sokh Dom 

សខុដុម 
Saen Monourom 

ែសនមេនរមយ 15 Feb Village chief 

2 Puretang 

ពូរ៉តង 
Sokh Dom 

សខុដុម 
Saen Monourom 

ែសនមេនរមយ 16 Feb Village chief 

3 Puxiem 

ពូេហៀម 
Saen Monourom 

ែសនមេនរមយ 
Ou Reang 

អូររំង 17 Feb Village chief 

4 Andong Kralaeng 

អនឧុងរកែឡង 
Saen Monourom 

ែសនមេនរមយ 
Ou Reang 

អូររំង 20 Feb Village chief 

5 Purang 

ពូរ៉ង 
Saen Monourom 

ែសនមេនរមយ 
Ou Reang 

អូររំង 21 Feb Village chief 

6 Puleh 

ពូេលស 
Dak Dam 

ដក់ដំ 
Ou Reang 

អូររំង 21 Feb Village chief 

7 Pulung 

ពូលងុ 
Romonea 

រ ៉ម៉ូេនៀ 
Saen Monourom 

ែសនមេនរមយ 22 Feb Village chief 

8 Rungoal 

រងូល ់
Me Mang 

េមម៉ង 
Kaev Seima 

ែកវសមី 23 Feb Village chief 

N/A* Srae I 

ែរស អ៊ ី
Romonea 

រ ៉ម៉ូេនៀ 
Saen Monourom 

ែសនមេនរមយ 23 Feb N/A 

9 Putang 

ពូតង 
Bu Chri 

បូរចី 
Pechr Chenda 

ភិរជេចនត  23 Feb Village chief 

10 Putil (Village #4) 

ពូេទៀល(ភូមិបួន) 
Bu Sra 

ប៊ូរស 
Pechr Chenda 

ភិរជេចនត  24 Feb Village chief 

11 Village #7 

ភូមិរបំពីរ 
Bu Sra 

ប៊ូរស 
Pechr Chenda 

ភិរជេចនត  24 Feb 
Former 

chief 

12 Pukraeng 

ពូែរកង 
Srae Ampum 
ែរសអំពុំ 

Pechr Chenda 

ភិរជេចនត  24 Feb 
Deputy 

chief 

13 Srae Thom 

ែរសធ ំ
Sokh Sant 

សខុសនត 
Kaoh Nheaek 

េកះែញក 27 Feb Village chief 

14 Roya 

រយ ៉
Roya 

រយ ៉
Kaoh Nheaek 

េកះែញក 28 Feb 
Commune 

chief 

*N/A, instead of a number, means that we talked to people in the village but did not administer a questionnaire 

or elicit a wordlist. # = Number assigned to the wordlists elicited (the variety code). 
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Table 2: Bahnaric sites visited (continued): 

15 Nang Bua 

ណងបួរ 
Nang Khi Loek 

ណងឃលីកឹ 
Kaoh Nheaek 

េកះែញក 28 Feb Commune chief 

16 Memom 

េមមម 
Roya 

រយ ៉
Kaoh Nheaek 

េកះែញក 1 Mar Village chief 

17 Chhnaeng 

ែឆនង 
Srae Khtum 

ែរសខទុម 
Kaev Seima 

ែកវសមី 2 Mar 
Group 

leader 

18  Ou Rona 

អូររណ 
Srae Khtum 

ែរសខទុម 
Kaev Seima 

ែកវសមី 2 Mar Village chief 

19 Ou Am 

អូរអំ 
Srae Khtum 

ែរសខទុម 
Kaev Seima 

ែកវសមី 2 Mar 
Group 

leader 

20 Chrap 

រចប 
Pi Thnu 

ពីរធនូ រ 
Snuol 

សនួល 
7 Mar Village chief 

21 Mil 

មិល 
Khsuem 

ឃសឹម 
Snuol 

សនួល 
8 Mar Village chief 

22 Chukrang 

ជូរកង 
Khsuem 

ឃសឹម 
Snuol 

សនួល 
8 Mar Village chief 

23 Chung 

ចឹង 
Khsuem 

ឃសឹម 
Snuol 

សនួល 
8 Mar Village chief 

24 

25 

Kosang 

កសង 
Changkrang 

ចរងកង់ 
Kratie 

រកេចះ 24 Apr Commune chief 

26 Srae Tahaen 

ែរសតែហន 
Sambok 

សបំុក 
Kratie 

រកេចះ 25 Apr 
Head of village 

development 

27 Bung Run 

បឹងរនុ 
Sambok 

សបំុក 
Kratie 

រកេចះ 25 Apr 
Deputy  

chief 

N/A* Khnach 

ខន ច 
Thmei 

ថម ី
Kratie 

រកេចះ 25 Apr N/A 

28 Chhok 

ឈក  
Thmei 

ថម ី 
Kratie 

រកេចះ 25 Apr 
Former 

chief 

29 Ou Krieng  

អូរេរគៀង 
Ou Krieng 

អូរេរគៀង  
Sambour 

សបំូរ  26 Apr Village chief 

30 Ampok 

អំពក 
Srae Chis 

ែរសជះិ 
Sambour 

សបំូរ 
26 

Apr/ 
Village chief 

31 Srae Chis 

ែរសជះិ 
Srae Chis 

ែរសជះិ 
Sambour 

សបំូរ 26 Apr Village chief 

 NA Srae Roluos 

ែរសរលសួ 
Roluos Mean Chey 

រលសួមនជ័ 
Sambour 

សបំូរ 26 Apr N/A 

* N/A, instead of a number, means that we talked to people in the village but did not administer a 

questionnaire or elicit a wordlist. # = Number assigned to the wordlists elicited (the variety code). 
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Mondul Kiri

Kratie
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Snuol
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Svay Chreah
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Kaoh Khnhaer
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Kanhchor
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Figure 6. Locations of sites visited. 

 

Map key 

Mondul Kiri Province name   Survey site 
Kaoh Nheaek District name   Bunong 
 
Chong Phlah Commune name   Stieng 

 

Village/town   Khaonh 

  
National road   Mel 

   Local road   Kraol 

 
Province/district boundary   Ra’ong 

 
Commune boundary   Thmon 
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3.2 Instruments and subject selection 

3.2.1 Sociolinguistic questionnaire 

In order to answer our questions concerning vernacular languages, the LWC, ethnic groups, 

sociolinguistic relationships, dialect perceptions, and interactions in Mondul Kiri and Kratie 

provinces, we administered a sociolinguistic questionnaire
15

 to the village chief. The 

questionnaire was first written in English, then translated into Khmer.
16

 If the village headman 

was unavailable, we would usually wait for someone to call for him. In some villages we 

interviewed the commune head, the deputy village chief, or the second deputy. 

3.2.2 Wordlist  

We collected a 142-item wordlist
17

 from each ethnolinguistic community in each village.
18

 We 

explained our requirements for a wordlist informant
19

 to the village head and asked him to 

recommend a suitable candidate to us for eliciting the wordlists. 

3.3 Fieldwork timeline 

The first fieldwork portion of this survey took place from mid-February to early March 2006. 

Two members of the team arrived in the town of Saen Monourom, the provincial capital of 

Mondul Kiri, on February 11, and spent the first week talking with ICC staff, mapping out a 

tentative schedule, visiting a few villages, and beginning research. The remaining ICC team 

members, the SIL Mainland Southeast Asia survey coordinator, and one guest linguist followed 

on February 17 to begin fieldwork as a large group. The fieldwork lasted almost five weeks in 

total. We began our research with day trips to those villages closest to the provincial capital, 

allowing us to gain experience and obtain guidance from our survey coordinator while he was 

able to be with us. On average, we visited two villages per day. On a few occasions, the research 

team divided into two groups to visit villages in different directions. 

During the third week of fieldwork, three expatriate researchers and three Bunong helpers 

traveled to Kaoh Nheaek district for three days and then down to Kaev Seima district. Two 

expatriate researchers then went to Snuol district in Kratie province during the fourth week. In 

late April, three members of the team again went to Kratie, this time to Ou Krieng and Sambour 

districts for about one week. See table 2 for the dates visited and persons interviewed. 

                                                 
15

See Appendix C. 
16

The questionnaire was also translated into Bunong for regions of Mondul Kiri as a precaution, in case some of the 

leaders did not understand the Khmer. However, we did not meet any leaders who did not handle Khmer well, and 

we did not want to bias the leader for or against a certain variety of Bunong, so we later decided not to use the 

Bunong translation at all. Our Bunong helpers were fluent in Khmer and were able to clarify in Bunong if 

clarification was needed.  
17

See Appendix H. 
18

We first asked which ethnic groups lived in the village and then if we could meet a person from each group.  When 

thinking about which groups lived there, we did not consider one family or a few spouses to be a “group.” Almost 

without fail, when we asked which minorities lived in the village, if one ethnicity contained only a couple of 

families or a few speakers, the villagers would tell us so and then ask if we still wanted to talk to them/him/her. We 

did, on occasion, elicit lists from isolated speakers. 
19

Native speaker from that area, clear speech, full set of teeth, preferably a male over 40, although we did elicit some 

wordlists from residents younger than 40 years old and from women. 
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3.4 Analysis 

3.4.1 Summary of data 

As previously mentioned, we elicited a 142-item wordlist; however, for purposes of comparison, 

we used a specific list of 85 words (see Appendix G and Appendix H). First, we entered the 

wordlists into an Excel spreadsheet, then imported that data into a beta version of WordSurv 

6.0.
20

 for comparison and analysis, and finally transported the table of results back into an Excel 

document. Next, we compared the Bunong lists with each other and then chose three Bunong 

lists to compare with the rest of the varieties. These particular Bunong wordlists were chosen 

based on three following factors: 

1. Range of similarity with other Bunong varieties: Putang (V9) had the highest 

similarity to the most lists, while Bung Run (V27) and Chukrang (V22) had some 

of the lowest. Tables 3 and 4 (see section 4.1) offer matrices showing lexical-

similarity percentages. 

2. Location: Putang is in Mondul Kiri province, Bung Run in Kratie district of 

Kratie province, and Chukrang in Snuol district of Kratie province. 

3. Number of words available to compare: Some of the earlier lists taken (varieties 

1–3) showed high similarity but, due to some later additions to our wordlist, some 

items are missing.
 21

  

We entered answers to the sociolinguistic questionnaires into an Excel spreadsheet for 

comparison. Because of the open-ended nature of the research questions, the results do not lend 

themselves to any sort of quantitative grouping or organization into tables or charts. We give a 

prose overview of the results in section 5. Also see Appendix D. 

3.4.2 Criteria for answering the research questions 

In order to give some indication of similarity between Bahnaric varieties and as a screening tool 

for lack of intelligibility, we collected a wordlist from each ethnolinguistic community in each 

village we visited. Results of the wordlist comparisons give answers to these basic questions. 

The criteria, as set forth in Blair (1990), guided the comparison process and, following SIL 

standard practice (Sim 1991), we set a threshold of 70 percent. Varieties are considered 

unintelligible if fewer than 70 percent of the items are lexically similar. No further intelligibility 

testing is needed. Speakers of varieties found to be over 70 percent lexically similar to each other 

cannot necessarily understand each other, but the possibility for understanding exists. 

Intelligibility testing would need to be done to clarify the situation. Answers to questions 

regarding travel patterns and reported comprehension can also provide further insight into 

intelligibility.
22

  

                                                 
20

WordSurv is a linguistics computer program designed to aid in the collection and analysis of wordlists. The current 

version, WordSurv 6, is being developed through a partnership between the Computer and Systems Science 

Department at Taylor University and SIL International. It can be downloaded at no cost from 

http://wordsurv.css.taylor.edu/. 
21

V1 has 78 of the 85 items we used for comparison, V2 has 72 of the 85, and V3 has 72 of the 85 items. 
22

See question numbers 33, 40, 44–47, 50, 51, 54–58, and 61h in Appendix C; also, summaries of the SLQ data in 

section 4.2 and Appendix D. 
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Beyond the questions regarding intelligibility, research questions for this survey were open-

ended; therefore, the results are qualitative in nature, although some areas of commonality are 

found and a few loose groupings are possible.  

Research questions aimed at identifying the various vernacular languages, ethnic groups, and 

sociolinguistic relationships and the corresponding question numbers from our questionnaire are 

as follows:  

• What are the vernacular language varieties spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces? 

Questions 21, 25, 26, 37 

• Where and by whom are these varieties spoken? Questions 38–42, 44–45, 61h 

• What are the sociolinguistic relationships between these language varieties?  

Questions 29, 30, 42, 46, 47, 50, 54, 55, 58 

Answers to questions regarding religious, social, and educational contact within and between 

groups; travel and migration patterns within the area, among the dialects, and out of the area; 

language use when traveling; intermarriage patterns; and ethnolinguistic makeup of the village 

all contribute to answering the following questions:  

• What are the LWCs spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces? Questions 41, 43, 54e, 

55g, 55h, 58f, 59d, 60f, 61h 

• What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between and within the 

ethnolinguistic groups that speak these varieties? Questions 29, 30, 35, 43, 52, 54–61 

We also asked numerous questions aimed at dialect perceptions and contact, including perceived 

sameness/difference, in order to discover the following:  

• What are the groupings of Bahnaric varieties, based on intelligibility? 

• How do speakers of the Bahnaric varieties in Cambodia perceive the groupings of 

Bahnaric varieties? Questions 33, 34, 40, 44–47, 50, 51  

• What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between and within the Bahnaric 

groups? Questions 29, 30, 35, 43, 52, 54–61 

The remaining questions from our questionnaire cover basic background information, such as 

population, location of the school, current residents’ history, and people-group history.  

4 Results 
The following section presents only the data we collected, which we applied to answer the 

research questions. See the conclusions in section 5 for a summary and answers to the research 

questions.  

4.1 Wordlists 

Tables 3 and 4 provide the wordlist similarity percentages. See Appendix G for an explanation of 

how the percentages were calculated. Some items of particular interest are as follows: 

• As expected, not being part of the Bahnaric family, Khmer is the least similar to all other 

varieties. The Bahnaric language that is least similar to all other varieties is Tampuan 

(V15).  
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• Mel (V26 and V29) seems surprisingly similar to Khaonh (V25 and V28); between 80 to 

90 percent. One Mel list (V29) was actually closer to both the Khaonh lists than to the 

other Mel wordlist.  

 

• Ra'ong (V19) in Kaev Seima shows less similarity with the Stieng wordlists (V17, 20, 

and 21) than the other Stieng wordlists do with each other. When giving a listing of 

villages that speak Bunong differently, the chief of Nang Bua village listed the “Bunong 

Ra’ong” in Kaev Seima. However, Ra’ong is more similar to the Stieng varieties we 

collected (around 80 percent) than to the Bunong (around 70 percent).  

 

• All Bunong wordlists were over 80 percent (83–100 percent) lexically similar to each 

other. No true dividing line is clear; all varieties seem to belong to just one group. 

However, based on lexical similarity alone, we can see some slight differences. The 

varieties with the least overall similarity to the rest are the two in Snuol (V22 and 23). 

They were from 83 to 93 percent lexically similar to the other Bunong varieties 

(excepting V18), while the other Bunong varieties were from 91 to 100 percent lexically 

similar to each other. 

 

Based on these results, one could posit a division between the Bunong spoken in Snuol 

and the other Bunong varieties (refer to the map in figure 6). The variety spoken in the 

southwestern part of Kaev Seima district of Mondul Kiri (V18), which borders Snuol, 

seems to be in between these groups. One can also see that the varieties that are most 

similar to each other (V1–5, V7–10) form a narrow North-South strip passing through 

Saen Monourom district. Geographical exceptions to this are Putil/Village 4 (V10) in Bu 

Sra, and Rungoal (V8). This latter village, while not being “in the strip,” is part of a 

remote, yet thriving mining community. The road is very difficult and is only accessed 

via Saen Monourom town.  

 

These “divisions,” based on the Bunong lists, are only pointing out which varieties are 

more or less similar, rather than dissimilar. In fact, they are all lexically quite similar; 

well above the 70-percent threshold. In addition, this similarity refers to lexical similarity 

only and does not guarantee intelligibility. 
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Table 3. Lexical similarity of Bunong varieties 

(“M” = Mondul Kiri, “K” = Kratie) 

Village District, Province Variety V9                  

Putang Pechr Chenda, M V9 100 V10                 

Putil (Village #4) Pechr Chenda, M V10 100 100 V1                

Lao Ka Saen Monourom, M V1 100 100 100 V2               

Puretang Saen Monourom, M V2 99 99 99 100 V7              

Pulung Saen Monourom, M V7 97 95 96 97 100 V3             

Puxiem Saen Monourom, M V3 96 96 97 96 97 100 V8            

Rungoal Kaev Seima, M V8 95 95 96 96 94 96 100 V5           

Purang Ou Reang, M V5 94 94 95 96 94 97 97 100 V4          

Andong Kralaeng Ou Reang, M V4 93 93 94 94 94 96 98 97 100 V13         

Srae Thom Kaoh Nheaek, M V13 94 94 95 93 93 96 97 94 94 100 V12        

Pukraeng Pechr Chenda, M V12 94 94 95 92 92 94 94 93 94 95 100 V11       

Village #7 Pechr Chenda, M V11 94 94 95 93 94 94 92 93 92 93 98 100 V6      

Puleh Ou Reang, M V6 95 95 95 93 91 92 94 90 91 92 94 91 100 V24     

Kosang Kratie, K V24 93 93 94 93 93 99 94 94 92 96 93 93 91 100 V27    

Bung Run Kratie, K V27 93 93 94 93 88 94 94 91 91 96 95 93 93 96 100 V18   

Ou Rona Kaev Seima, M V18 92 92 94 92 90 93 93 92 92 91 88 88 88 89 87 100 V22  

Chukrang Snuol, K V22 86 86 87 86 84 88 91 87 93 87 87 85 86 86 86 95 100 V23 

Chung Snuol, K V23 85 85 86 86 83 88 88 87 88 86 85 85 84 87 85 94 94 100 
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Table 4. Lexical similarity of Bahnaric varieties 

(“M” = Mondul Kiri, “K” = Kratie) 

Village  District, Province Variety V21                 

Mil Snuol, K Stieng {V21} 100 V17                

Chhnaeng Kaev Seima, M Stieng {V17} 90 100 V20               

Chrap Snuol, K Stieng {V20} 88 86 100 V19              

Ou Am Kaev Seima, M Ra’ong {V19} 79 83 80 100 V14             

Roya Kaoh Nheaek, M Kraol {V14} 70 72 71 67 100 V30            

Ampok Sambour, K Kraol {V30} 70 72 71 66 94 100 V31           

Srae Chis Sambour, K Kraol {V31} 66 71 70 65 93 95 100 V26          

Srae Tahaen Kratie, K Mel {V26} 73 72 72 72 66 69 67 100 V29         

Ou Krieng Sambour, K Mel {V29} 69 72 72 70 67 67 69 84 100 V28        

Chhok Kratie, K Khaonh {V28} 67 72 72 67 69 69 69 80 90 100 V25       

Kosang Kratie, K Khaonh {V25} 69 71 72 66 72 71 70 81 86 95 100 V16      

Chukrang Snuol, K Bunong {V22} 65 72 66 71 76 74 72 67 67 72 71 100 V22     

Memom Kaoh Nheaek, M Thmon {V16} 66 73 66 72 59 58 57 64 65 64 63 69 100 V9    

Putang Pechr Chenda, M Bunong {V9} 63 70 63 71 60 58 57 66 67 67 67 71 86 100 V27   

Bung Run Kratie, K Bunong {V27} 60 67 60 70 60 58 57 66 66 65 64 69 85 92 100 V15  

Nang Bua Kaoh Nheaek, M Tampuan {V15} 49 52 48 48 47 45 47 45 49 50 49 53 45 44 43 100 Kmr 

  Khmer 19 19 21 17 30 30 30 26 22 22 24 23 14 16 20 16 100 
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4.2 Sociolinguistic questionnaires: Within the varieties 

This section addresses each Bahnaric ethnolinguistic group individually, first the Kraol, then 

the Khaonh, Mel, Stieng, Ra’ong, Thmon and, finally, Bunong. The variety codes in 

parentheses, such as (V14), correspond to the variety codes in the lexical similarity matrices 

in figures 3 and 4. They have no significant meaning, other than being the number we 

assigned to each individual wordlist. The reader should keep in mind that the purpose of this 

survey was merely to obtain a broad overview of sociolinguistic situation of the Bahnaric 

language-speaking people of Cambodia. We traveled to many locations, but a single 

individual in each village, often the village chief, reported the most information. However, 

the following village descriptions help form preliminary hypotheses. Further in-depth 

research would be needed to confirm the information reported for each ethnolinguistic group. 

 

The research questions (and their corresponding SLQ question numbers) are as follows; they 

pertain to how members of each language community identify themselves and their language, 

and who else they perceive as being the same: 

• What are the vernacular language varieties spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie 

provinces? Questions 21, 25, 26, 37 

• Where are these varieties spoken and by whom? Questions 38–42, 44, 45, 61h 

• What are the groupings of Bahnaric varieties based on intelligibility? 

• How do speakers of the Bahnaric varieties in Cambodia perceive the groupings of 

Bahnaric varieties? Questions 33, 34, 40, 44–47, 50, 51 

• What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions within the Bahnaric groups? 

Questions 35, 56, 57 

4.2.1 The Kraol  

We met two groups of Kraol people. One group lives in Roya village in Kaoh Nheaek, the 

northernmost district of Mondul Kiri province and the other group lives in eastern Sambour 

district in northern Kratie province, near the border of Mondul Kiri.  

Roya village 

We interviewed the head of the commune in Roya village (V14); he reported that the vast 

majority of people in the commune are Kraol people, speaking the Kraol language. When 

asked about nearby villages, he listed three: Memom ែមមួម, 10km away, which is a Bunong 

and Thmon village (with some Kraol residents) using the Bunong language almost 

exclusively; Ktaoy េកត យ, a Kraol village, 73km away; and Rovak រវ៉ក, an almost pure Kraol 

village, 15km away. According to this commune chief, the Kraol people as a whole originally 

came from Kaoh Nheaek. Many have moved to Kratie province, but some stayed in Kaoh 

Nheaek. The Kraol people of Roya speak Kraol more than any other language, both in the 

home and out in the village. The commune head told us that the villages of Roya, Rovak, and 

Ktaoy all call their language “Kraol” and speak it the same way. People from Roya travel to 

Srae Sap, Srae Chis, and Srae Rung in Kratie province; people from those villages also travel 

to Roya. They reportedly all use Kraol with each other. Srae Sap and Srae Rung are not 

included on the list of villages and communes obtained from the provincial office of the 

Ministry of Planning. 
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Ampok village 

Ampok village (V30) is located in Sambour district, Kratie province, very near the Kraol 

village of Srae Chis, one of the villages visited by Kraol residents of Roya commune. 

Wordlists from Ampok and Srae Chis were 95 percent similar to each other. Over 100 Kraol 

families and ten Bunong families live in Ampok. According to the village chief, the Kraol 

people living there originally came from Srae Chhuk village, Roluos Mean Chey commune, 

Sambour district. They moved to Ampok looking for land; they still travel back and forth 

between Srae Chhuk and Ampok. They also visit Ktaoy village in Kaoh Nheaek, a fact that 

the commune head of Roya also mentioned. The government’s population list for Srae Chhuk 

village does not include any Kraol people. The Kraol language is very strong in Ampok 

village,
23

 although they also speak Khmer. They say that all Kraol people in their village 

speak Kraol the same; they could not provide names for any villages that speak Kraol 

differently. People from Ampok village and Ktaoy and Rovak villages in Kaoh Nheaek 

district of Mondul Kiri (again, the same villages the commune head in Roya mentioned) visit 

each other back and forth and reportedly speak Kraol the same; Ampok’s village chief made 

no mention of Roya village. The 70-year-old man from whom we elicited the wordlist is 

originally from Roya, but he has lived in Ampok for the last 40 years.  

4.2.2 The Khaonh and the Mel 

We collected two wordlists each from the Khaonh and the Mel. The portion of the lexical 

similarity of Bahnaric varieties table (table 4) pertaining to Khaonh and Mel is shown in  

table 5: 

Table 5. Lexical similarity between Khaonh and Mel 

Village District Province Variety V26    

Srae Tahaen Kratie Kratie Mel{V26} 100 V29   

Ou Krieng Sambour Kratie Mel{V29} 84 100 V28  

Chhok Kratie Kratie Khaonh{V28} 80 90 100 V25 

Kosang Kratie Kratie Khaonh{V25} 81 86 95 100 

 

Closer examination of these percentages reveals that not only are the wordlists from the two 

different groups similar to each other, but in the case of the Mel lists, Ou Krieng village 

(V29) was closer to both Khaonh varieties (90 and 86 percent) than to the other Mel list 

elicited from Srae Tahaen (84 percent). This is especially interesting since Srae Tahaen and 

the two Khaonh villages are close together, while Ou Krieng is further north. See figure 6, the 

map of sites visited, in section 3.1.  

Kosang village—Khaonh 

In Kosang village, where there are communities of both Bunong (V24) and Khaonh (V25), 

we interviewed the Changkrang commune chief, who is a Bunong man. He reported that 

Chhok village in Thmei commune has Khaonh people and said that, in fact, the Khaonh 

people from Kosang originally came from Chhok. He did not comment on the level of 

understanding between the Khaonh in these two places. Khmer people make up the majority 

of the population in Changkrang commune, almost double the Khaonh and two-and-a-half 

times the Bunong. 
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Other ethnicities living there, including Khmer, learn Kraol. We met a Khmer man who wanted to sit with us 

when we elicited the Kraol wordlist, eager to give his assistance.  
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Chhok village—Khaonh 

Within Chhok village (V28), the Khaonh comprise a very strong majority. Khaonh is the 

language used most often in the village; however, the children speak Khaonh poorly. Parents 

and elders use either Khmer or Khaonh with the children, but those under 15 years of age 

have a passive understanding of Khaonh and speak Khmer. The commune chief from Kosang 

reported that the Khaonh in his village originally came from Chhok, but Chhok’s former 

village chief says that the Khaonh from Chhok village originally came from Ou Krieng, 

although the Khaonh in Ou Krieng speak differently. The list we obtained from the 

Department of Planning did not list any Khaonh people in Ou Krieng village or in any village 

located in Ou Krieng commune. When asked about villages that speak Khaonh the same, the 

government worker listed Kosang, Chrava (Kantuot commune), and Kou Loab (Kou Loab 

commune), in Kratie district. No minorities were listed for these latter two villages. Villagers 

from Chhok travel to Kosang village and speak Khaonh; people from Kosang and Ou Krieng 

in turn visit them, speaking Khaonh. 

Ou Krieng village—Mel 

We found no Khaonh people in the village of Ou Krieng (V29) and the chief made no 

mention of Khaonh people. Khmer are the clear majority in Ou Krieng village, with only ten 

Bunong families and nine Mel families. However, the Khmer also call the Mel people 

“Paklae” after the name of a village nearby in Roluos Mean Chey commune with over 800 

Mel people. The Mel people in Ou Krieng speak Khmer more than Mel, even in their own 

homes, and they report the same for Paklae village, telling us that all Mel people from Ou 

Krieng come from Paklae. Both the Khmer village chief and a Mel woman who helped him 

answer the questionnaire say that all people in the village of Ou Krieng speak Khmer. The 

Kratie provincial government had observed that the Mel had assimilated into the Khmer 

language and culture already and, in fact, we did not meet or hear of any communities of Mel 

people who are using Mel more than they use Khmer. 

Srae Tahaen village—Mel 

Although Mel account for the majority of the population in Srae Tahaen (V26), residents 

under the age of 25 speak Khmer exclusively. Mel people in Srae Tahaen originally came 

from Chongdop village, Kbal Damrei commune. The head of village development we 

interviewed listed Chongdop as a village that speaks Mel in the same way as the Mel in Srae 

Tahaen. When people (over 25 years old) from Srae Tahaen visit Chonghop village, they use 

Mel with Mel people and Khmer with others. 

Based on the lexical similarity of Khaonh and Mel, as well as reported migration patterns, 

perhaps “Khaonh” and “Mel” are actually two names for the same language or ethnic group, 

or perhaps they at least have one common origin. The Khaonh in Kosang had come from 

Chhok, the Khaonh in Chhok had come from Ou Krieng, but there are no Khaonh currently 

living in Ou Krieng, and the residents there make no mention of relatives in either Chhok or 

Kosang. Perhaps at some point in the past, Mel from Ou Krieng founded Chhok village and 

somehow became known as “Khaonh” people; then those Khaonh from Chhok left and 

settled in Kosang village. Under this hypothesis, the Mel of Srae Tahaen and Ou Krieng (or, 

more accurately, Paklae) were either never part of the same village, or separated from each 
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other even further back than the founding of Chhok, and did not have much further contact 

with each other.
24

  

4.2.3 The Stieng 

Chhnaeng village 

Chhnaeng village (V17) is about one-half Stieng people and one-half Bunong people. Both 

languages seem to be strong as, according to the chief, the Stieng people speak Stieng among 

themselves and Bunong to Bunong people, but the Bunong also learn Stieng. The Stieng in 

Ou Rona speak differently
25

 but can be understood; the people in Chhnaeng village still 

consider those in Ou Rona to be Stieng people who speak the Stieng language. Srae Ampil, 

Khu, and Srae Khtum in Kauv Seima are places that speak the same. The people of Chhnaeng 

travel to and receive people from Ou Rona, Village #7, and Ou Am. They visit and receive 

visits from relatives in these places, using Stieng, Khmer, and Ra’ong.
26

 

Chrap village 

In Chrap village (V20) in Snuol, Kratie, the young people understand Stieng but do not speak 

it. The very old speak Stieng; others can speak Khmer to them, but they will answer in 

Stieng. Those between the ages of about 50 to 60 years, such as the village chief, speak 

Stieng with each other, but will speak Khmer to younger people. Children usually speak 

Khmer only, although some are able to speak Stieng, if their mothers always use it to speak to 

them. The Stieng in Chrap want their children to learn Khmer so that they are able to 

understand it clearly at school. When asked how older people perceive the language situation 

in their village, the chief said they do not really have any feelings one way or the other, 

because they still use their language and the younger people still at least understand it. 

However, in his opinion, the Stieng in Chrap are losing their language. 

The village chief did not know of any Stieng villages where all or most of the children are 

still speaking Stieng. He said they are all speaking Khmer now. No nearby “Stieng” villages 

are purely Stieng, all are mixed a little with Khmer and Cham, such as Thma Hal Viel 

ថមហលវល. However, the Stieng in those places still consider themselves to be Stieng people. 

Instead of inquiring who speaks Stieng poorly, we asked the village chief who speaks Khmer 

poorly in his village. He answered that, although everyone in the village can speak Khmer, 

the Stieng in general do not speak Khmer “well” or “clearly,” because they are Stieng. As an 

example, he pointed out a young woman, perhaps 25 years old, who was sitting in on the 

interview. “She does not speak Stieng at all,” he told us, “only Khmer, but she does not speak 

Khmer clearly.” In other words, she and other Stieng people, although fluent in Khmer, have 

an accent or a different way of speaking Khmer that distinguishes them from Khmer people 

who are speaking Khmer.
27

  

Regarding which Stieng people speak the Stieng language differently, the village chief could 

only single out the Stieng from Vietnam. He went on to say that no village in Cambodia has a 

                                                 
24This is just one hypothesis attempting to account for the strong lexical similarity between Ou Krieng and the 

Khaonh villages. Thanks to Ramzi Nahhas of SIL’s Mainland Southeast Asia survey department for suggesting 

it.  
25

This could be because there are only two Stieng families in Ou Rona, living with 89 Bunong families and 40 

Khmer families.  
26

This Stieng leader listed Ou Am as a nearby village containing people from other ethnic groups; specifically 

mentioning the Ra’ong as being the other ethnic group. 
27

We noticed this while testing our questionnaire a few months earlier in the nearby village of Thma Hal Viel. 

When speaking Khmer, the women especially had a noticeable lilt and distinctive intonation to their speech.  
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large community of these Stieng.
28

 According to the village chief, they do speak Stieng, but 

they do not speak clearly. For an example, they might have a different pronunciation of the 

same or a similar word; their accents or vowels are different. Villages he specifically 

mentioned that speak the same are: Thma Hal Viel ថមហលវល; Kbal Ampoe កបលអំេព; 

Bravaeng Lemut របែវងលមូត; Trapeang Srae រតពំងែរស; Cheng Khle េជង េឃល; and Cheng Khla 

េជង ឃល. They go to visit siblings and other relatives in these Stieng villages. 

According to the Chrap village chief, the Stieng people come from Kratie, but only the Stieng 

Leu េសទៀងេល—the ‘upper’ Stieng. Interestingly, he differentiates between these 'upper' Stieng 

and the Stieng-Bunong េសទៀងពនង. In answering other questions, the village chief specifically 

called the Bunong a separate ethnic group and did not closely associate them with the Stieng. 

Quite possibly, Stieng-Bunong refers to the Ra’ong.  

Mil village  

According to the village chief, all the Stieng in Mil village (V21) speak Stieng. It is the 

language of the home, the language used most often in the village, and everyone speaks it the 

same way. 

Another village that reportedly speaks Stieng in the same way is Chhnaeng village. Villagers 

from Mil travel to Chhnaeng village and they, in turn, visit Mil village. They have no 

problems understanding each other’s Stieng. According to the chief, people from Phum Kbal, 

Snuol, Krung Tonle, Provaeng, Peng Sra, and Chengkley
29

 speak Stieng a little differently. 

Mil village seems to have more interaction with Khmer people than it does with any other 

ethnic group (as more than half the village is Khmer). They consider themselves to be Stieng 

and do not see any ethnic difference in Stieng people they meet from other places, even those 

they report as speaking a little differently. 

4.2.4 The Ra’ong 

There are still many gaps in our understanding of who the Ra’ong people are, their history, 

how they view themselves, and how they are viewed by other minority groups, particularly 

the Stieng and the Bunong. When asked the question (#34), “Which nearby villages have 

people from other ethnic groups?” the Stieng group leader in Chhnaeng village in Kauv 

Seima mentioned the Ra’ong people in Ou Am village (V19). The Ra’ong have always been 

there, just as the Stieng have always been in his village. The group leader we interviewed in 

Ou Am told us that, when Stieng people ask him questions, he answers them in their own 

language but, when he asks them questions, he uses his own language, Ra’ong. 

The Bunong chiefs of Rungoal in Kaev Seima and Nang Bua in Kaoh Nheaek said that the 

“Bunong Ra’ong” in Kaev Seima speak Bunong differently than the Bunong in their villages. 

When asked which non-Ra’ong speaking people travel into their village, the Ou Am 

interviewee listed the Bunong, putting them in the category of people who speak a different 

language, not those who speak their own language differently. These Bunong visitors could 

use either Bunong or Khmer with the Ra’ong people.  

Perhaps the Ra’ong people’s fluency in Bunong is what causes them to be called Bunong, and 

yet be recognized as speaking Bunong in a different manner than the Bunong people. Perhaps 
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We later heard that a large village, Trapeang Srae, located on the road between Snuol town and Vietnam has a 

community of Stieng who speak a different dialect than others in Cambodia. We have yet to confirm this or visit 

the village. 
29

The village Praek Kdai was also mentioned, but was included as the answer to both questions, as a village that 

speaks the same and as a village that speaks differently. In the department’s list of villages, quite a few villages 

have the same name. Perhaps that is the case here, but we are unsure of its real place in the village chief’s lists.   
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even the Bunong themselves do not realize that the Ra’ong are not actually Bunong people—

that they do not speak a slightly different variety of Bunong as their mother tongue, but speak 

Bunong as a second language. 

The Ra’ong call their language “Ra’ong.” Others (the people in Saen Monourom) also refer 

to their language as Ra’ong, or as Kegiag or Stieng. They do not mind any of those names. 

The village chief of Ou Am was a newly-appointed Khmer man. He told us that outsiders 

know Ou Am as a Stieng village. He recommended that we talk to a minority leader in the 

village if we wanted to know anything about the people or their language. The group leader 

to whom we administered the sociolinguistic questionnaire said that he himself is Stieng, and 

the Stieng of Ou Am are Ra’ong. The 57-year-old farmer, from whom we elicited the 

wordlist, had lived his whole life in Ou Am; he identified himself as a Stieng-speaker, saying 

that the first language of both his parents was also Stieng. His second languages are Khmer 

and Bunong. 

According to the group leader whom we interviewed, Ou Am is the only Ra’ong village in 

Cambodia,
30

 but that a Jarai village in Vietnam speaks Ra’ong in the same way. Whether this 

means that the Jarai people there speak Ra’ong as well or that some Ra’ong are living in a 

predominantly Jarai village is unclear.  

The people of Ou Am speak Khmer with those who cannot speak Ra’ong; Bunong, Khmer, 

and Stieng are also spoken in the village.
31

 A few people occasionally go to Vietnam for 

business (to buy and sell things, literally ‘seek, eat’), and others will occasionally go to visit 

their relatives in other Ra’ong villages in Vietnam. The names and locations of these villages 

were not given.
32

  

4.2.5 The Thmon 

The Thmon people in Memom village (V16) originally came from Kratie province. They 

relocated to Kaoh Nheaek, Mondul Kiri, in 1973, due to the war. In response to virtually 

every question about language use in the village, the chief answered that the people use 

Bunong. There is only one community of Thmon in Mondul Kiri (there in Memom), but they 

have stopped using Thmon. The chief, a Bunong man himself, was born in Srae Huy, and he 

has lived in Memom since 1993.
33

 Our wordlist subject was a 66-year-old man who was born 

in Benam village, Kotol commune, in Sambour district of Kratie.
34

 He has lived in Memom 

for 33 years, since 1973. 

4.2.6 The Bunong in Mondul Kiri 

The Bunong in Mondul Kiri seem to be comprised of three groups, namely: Kaev Seima, Bu 

Sra, and others. The “others” can be loosely grouped into three main groups, based on which 

villages they specifically mentioned as speaking the same or differently: those who consider 
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He also said that group Opam, 2
nd

, 3
rd

, and 4
th

, have people from other ethnic groups (Bunong, Ra’ong, and 

Khmer) but people in his village call them all Khmer. Perhaps this means that these are predominantly Khmer 

villages containing only a small number of ethnic minorities. In addition, the name and location of Opam is 

unclear.  
31

Some villagers can most likely also speak Vietnamese, as travel to and from Vietnam was mentioned quite 

frequently during the interview.  
32The interviewee was uncomfortable and nervous to talk about Vietnam or to give many details. 
33

Although this man is the chief, he could possibly think everyone speaks Bunong all the time because he 

himself does not speak Thmon, so people speak only Bunong to him and around him. 
34

This was not on the department of planning’s list of either villages or communes; it very likely does not exist 

anymore.  
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Bu Sra to speak differently, those who consider Bu Sra to speak the same, and those who 

consider Kaev Seima to speak differently.  

“The people in Bu Sra speak differently.” 

The village chief in Lao Ka (V1) specifically mentioned the group of villages in Dak Dam 

(V6) and Bu Sra (V10 and 11) as places that speak differently, especially Village #7 (V11). 

He said people from those places come from Vietnam and use different words. When pressed 

further, however, he could only say that they call some vegetables differently, but otherwise 

speak the same. If he travels into their area, he will change his speech to be more like theirs, 

but they will not do likewise when traveling into his area. The Lao Ka chief also specifically 

mentioned Putrom village as a place that has different vegetable names as well. When asked 

in which places people speak the same as his village, he listed Kauv Seima, Ou Reang, and 

Me Mang. 

Ironically, perhaps, in Pulung (V7) we were told that the Bunong in Dak Dam, Bu Sra, and 

Lao Ka speak differently, but those in Bu Chri (V9) and Srae Ampum (V12) communes, 

KrungTae, and Kaoh Nheaek (V13) district speak the same. The chief of Putil (V10), Village 

#4 in Bu Sra, also commented that Bunong in Dak Dam and Lao Ka, as well as Putang (V9) 

and Putrum, speak differently from those in Bu Sra. Srae Ampum, Bu Chri,
35

 and Krung Tae 

speak the same. The deputy village chief of Pukraeng village (V12) in Srae Ampum 

commune did not consider any Bunong to speak differently. 

The leaders we interviewed in Putang (V9) and Andong Kralaeng (V4) also said the people in 

Bu Sra speak a little differently. However, the Putang chief also said that the Bunong people 

all came from Bu Sra and Me Mang. The chief of Andong Kraleang calls the people in Bu 

Sra “Bunong Mpiat”
36

 or “Bunong Naar.” This same chief, when asked for villages that speak 

the same, listed places in Kaev Seima district. 

“The people in Bu Sra speak the same.” 

The Puleh (V6) village chief reported that people in Butrang village speak Bunong as if they 

are from Vietnam, but people from Bu Sra and Buchun speak the same as his village. Puleh 

village is located in Dak Dam commune, which the Lao Ka chief had grouped with Bu Sra as 

speaking differently. 

The former village chief of Village #7 (V11) in Bu Sra began by commenting that there are 

villages in Kaoh Nheaek where people speak a little differently, but that all Bunong speak the 

same, even the Bunong in Vietnam. This village has a church, and many Bunong Christians 

travel, including Bunong from Dak Dam, to attend celebrations in their village. 

In Rungoal (V8 in Me Mang commune), the chief told us that the Ra’ong people speak 

differently. Places where Bunong is spoken only a little differently included Bu Sra, Dak 

Dam, Kaev Seima, and villages in Kaoh Nheaek, most of Mondul Kiri, in fact. He then 

reported that Bu Sra people speak the same, but he does not know about the Bunong in 

Vietnam. He had once heard some Bunong people speaking very differently, but did not 

know where they were from. 
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Putang village is located in Bu Chri. It is possible that we misunderstood this village chief, or that there is 

another village with the same name, or that he meant to exclude Putang village as part of the Bu Chri commune 

in this context.   
36

Recall that Gordon (2005) states, “Biat is the main dialect of Cambodian Mnong,” and may in fact “be a 

separate language related to Eastern Mnong.” The chief of Andong Kraleang was the first person, and one of the 

only people, we interviewed to give any other name to a variety of Bunong, other than “Bunong.”  
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“The people in Kauv Seima speak differently.” 

The village chief of Purang (V5) said Bunong in Kauv Seima speak differently; he can 

understand when they speak but he has a hard time understanding. When asked to be more 

specific, he did not give the names of any villages, and then responded that only people with 

speech impediments speak differently. 

The Putang (V9) chief included Kaev Seima, along with Ou Reang and Bu Sra, in his 

“different” list, saying they use different words. An example he gave was once again a 

vegetable; in those places, Bunong people speak “hard” when they say the word for pumpkin. 

Mae Bai, Churi Chan, and Chong Phang speak the same as Putang village. 

In Nang Bua, the village in Kaoh Nheaek from which we also elicited Jarai and Tampuan 

wordlists, the Bunong village chief listed three places in which Bunong is spoken differently:  

• Kaev Seima: the Bunong Ra’ong 

• Sokh Sant: the Bunong Mpiet 

• Bu Sra: the Bunong Preah
37

 

The Bunong village chief was from Srae Huy in Sokh Sant (as was the chief of Memom), and 

said that the Bunong in Srae Huy speak the same as in Nang Bua. He also stated that the 

Bunong in Nang Bua usually used Lao or Khmer, rather than Bunong. 

Other Bunong village reports from Mondul Kiri 

In Srae Thom village (V13) in Kaoh Nheaek, the chief considered their variety of Bunong to 

be the same as Bu Chri commune (where Putang is located) and Ku’un in Kaoh Nheaek. 

According to this chief, the village of Srae Thaih in Kaoh Nheaek uses different names for 

some fruits and vegetables. 

The village chief of Memom village, where we elicited the Thmon wordlist, is a Bunong man 

originally from Srae Huy. We did not collect a Bunong wordlist from this site but, according 

to the chief, the villages that speak Bunong differently from Memom are Yulo, Srae Huy, and 

Neyo.
38

 Villages that speak the same are Srae Chis in Kratie
39

 and Obphe.
40

 

In Ou Rona (V18), located in southwestern Kaev Seima, the village chief said that no villages 

speak Bunong even a little differently.
41

 Villages he specifically mentioned that speak the 

same are Srae Ktum, Preah, and Puta. Srae Lvei village Group 4 uses just a few words that 

are different, but everything is understandable. 

4.2.7 The Bunong in Kratie 

The village chief of Chukrang (V22) reported that the Bunong in his village use Khmer more 

than Bunong. The small children do not speak Bunong, but can understand it. The Bunong in 

Chukrang are originally from Chung commune, but were forced to move because of the war. 

In Chung commune, he said, they only use Bunong, not Khmer. However, whether the chief 

was telling us of the past or the present is unclear. Perhaps the village chief meant that back 

when they lived in Chung they only spoke Bunong, or perhaps he was trying to tell us that the 
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Recall that Gordon (2005) lists Pre’h (Pre) as a dialect of Central Mnong. Also refer to section 1.4. One of the 

wordlists elicited in Vietnam in the 1970s was of the Preh dialect of Central Bu Nong. Many of those we 

interviewed said that the Bunong of Bu Sra are from Vietnam.   
38Note that he says that he comes from an area that speaks differently than the village in which he lives now. 
39

A predominantly Kraol village.   
40

Neither one of these latter villages he mentions is nearby. 
41

This chief said that he does not really go to places where people do not speak Bunong, although he has 

traveled to Phnom Penh once. 
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Bunong still living in Chung only use Bunong. Those in Chukrang village who still speak 

Bunong speak it in the same manner as those in Trapeang Chey, although the chief could not 

think of any villages that speak differently. 

According to the chief in Chung village (V23), no villages speak differently, although the 

villages that specifically speak the same are Srae Preng, Ptoal, and Chukrang. The commune 

chief in Kosang (V24) also stated that no villages speak Bunong differently, although now 

the minority children (including the Khaonh also living in his commune) are too lazy to speak 

their languages. In the village of Bung Run (V27), there are Bunong people who do not speak 

Khmer, but Khmer is the predominate language of the village. The deputy chief did not list 

any villages that spoke Bunong either the same or differently. 

4.3 Sociolinguistic questionnaires: Between the varieties 

Regarding the relationships between the Bahnaric varieties, we sought answers to the 

following questions: 

• What are the LWCs spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces? Questions 41, 43, 

54e, 55g–h, 58f, 59d, 60f, 61h 

• What is the sociolinguistic relationship between the Bahnaric language varieties in 

Mondul Kiri and Kratie? Questions 29, 30, 42, 52, 54, 55, 58 

• What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between these Bahnaric 

varieties? Questions 29, 30, 43, 52, 54, 55, 58–61 

Regarding interaction between the varieties, a brief summary of the answers, given village by 

village, to the relevant questions from the questionnaire can be found in Appendix D and 

Appendix C. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 summarize the answers to the research questions regarding 

relationships between the varieties.  

5 Conclusions 
This section summarizes the answers to all the research questions and highlights the main 

points and common themes.  

5.1 LWC  

• What is the LWC spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces? 

The LWC is the common language that speakers from different linguistic communities use in 

order to communicate with each other. 

In Kratie province, Khmer is decidedly the LWC. Overall, ethnic minority groups in Mondul 

Kiri use Khmer, Bunong, or Lao to speak together. Mother-tongue Bunong speakers 

reportedly account for about 80 percent of the population of Mondul Kiri province and, so the 

entire province of Mondul Kiri could be considered a “Bunong speaking area,” although 

Khmer is spoken in the provincial capital. In parts of Kaoh Nheaek district very near to 

Ratank Kiri (Rattanakiri) province, Lao is an important LWC between language 

communities. In both Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces, every ethnic group contains 

members who are able to speak Khmer. 

At this point, it should be emphasized that, although Khmer may be the LWC of Kratie and 

one LWC of Mondul Kiri, it does not necessarily mean that all or even most of the residents 

are able to speak or understand it. Referring to the Bunong in Mondul Kiri, for instance, 

previous research has shown that nearly three-fourths of the women and over one-half of the 
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men either speak Khmer poorly or have no Khmer language ability at all.
42

 We asked the 

village leaders questions about villagers’ travel patterns and the language they use with 

strangers, but not all villagers travel or verbally interact with outsiders. Therefore, to say a 

certain language is the LWC does not imply that the majority of residents can speak it 

fluently or even marginally. 

5.2 Vernacular languages 

• What are the vernacular language varieties spoken in Mondul Kiri and Kratie 

provinces? 

• Where and by whom are these varieties spoken? 

Bahnaric vernacular languages
43

 spoken in Mondul Kiri province include Bunong, Stieng, 

Kraol, Tampuan, Ra’ong, and, possibly, Thmon. Those in Kratie province include Bunong, 

Stieng, Kraol, Khaonh, Thmon, and, possibly, Mel.
44

 For each of these groups, the name is 

the same for both the people and their language, although Ra’ong appears to be a subgroup or 

dialect of Stieng. The Thmon of Mondul Kiri appear to have stopped using their language in 

favor of Bunong as their mother tongue; they may have undergone a complete language shift, 

but we cannot be certain whether or not Thmon is still used in some situations. We did not 

speak with the Thmon of Kratie, but secondhand reports say they use the Thmon language. 

The Mel live in Kratie province and, although some still speak Mel, by all reports they are 

using Khmer; Mel children have Khmer as their mother tongue. Some Stieng, Bunong, and 

Khaonh are also using Khmer more and more, with many children understanding, but not 

speaking the language of their parents and grandparents. 

5.3 Groupings of Bahnaric varieties 

• What are the groupings of Bahnaric varieties, based on intelligibility? 

Lexical similarity is only the very first step in measuring intelligibility, as it merely describes 

the percentage of words that are the same between two or more wordlists. Actual 

intelligibility testing would be needed to confirm the groupings. Based on lexical similarity 

alone, Mel and Khaonh are grouped together, as are Ra’ong and Stieng, although Ra’ong is 

also around 70 percent similar to some of the Bunong varieties. All Bunong varieties are over 

80 percent similar to each other and so belong to one grouping as well. Otherwise, Thmon, 

Kraol, and Tampuan each stand alone, although Kraol, Thmon, Khaonh, and Mel are about 

70 percent similar to Stieng as well. Tampuan is the least similar to all other varieties.  

• How do speakers of the Bahnaric varieties in Cambodia perceive the groupings of 

Bahnaric varieties? 

The Bunong, Stieng, Kraol, Khaonh, Tampuan, and Mel all see themselves as separate groups 

speaking different languages (in the places where they are still using their ethnic vernacular 

languages). Each group is solid and cohesive within itself; they either consider all people in 

the ethnic group to speak the same or, while recognizing that some villages may speak a little 

differently, do not impose any clear divisions among themselves. The Mel are possibly 

beginning to see themselves as Khmer, rather than Mel. The Thmon of Mondul Kiri are using 

Bunong as a mother tongue; it is still unclear whether they still view themselves as Thmon or 
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See Hiett (2003) for more information regarding self-assessed proficiency in spoken Khmer among the 

Bunong of Mondul Kiri. 
43

In addition to the Bahnaric groups, there were also pockets or individuals of Jarai, Lao, Kuy, Cham, and 

Khmer.  
44

“Possibly” refers to the fact that language vitality is an important issue. More research is needed to discover 

whether or not the Thmon and Mel peoples are, in fact, still using the Thmon and Mel languages. 
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are beginning to identify more with Bunong people. The Ra’ong identify themselves as 

Stieng, although perhaps perceive themselves to be a different kind of Stieng people using a 

different type of Stieng language. Some Bunong and Stieng in Mondul Kiri consider the 

Ra’ong to be members of their respective groups, albeit speaking their languages a little 

differently. Other Bunong and Stieng consider the Ra’ong to be a different ethnic group. 

5.4 Relationships and interactions 

• What are the sociolinguistic relationships between these language varieties? 

Although the majority of Bahnaric groups we met view themselves as separate and different 

from the other groups, they still travel back and forth between each other’s villages, live in 

mixed villages, and even intermarry. We did not conduct a thorough sociolinguistic survey of 

the groups’ attitudes toward one another, but we did not encounter or detect any noticeable 

animosity or hostility between the groups.  

• What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between the Bahnaric groups? 

All villages we visited were mixed with Khmer and/or other ethnic groups, and they are 

becoming increasingly so. The one exception was Andong Kralaeng, which is a pure Bunong 

village in Mondul Kiri. Some areas, such as Kaoh Nheaek district in Mondul Kiri, have 

always been mixed. Intermarriage between the Bahnaric groups as well as with Khmer is 

common, which in turn leads to an increase in village mixture. Some areas, such as Kaoh 

Nheaek district in Mondul Kiri, have been mixed for as long as anyone can remember. In 

other areas, village chiefs told us that, in the past, their villages were “pure” but now are 

mixed, due to intermarriage. In only one village did we hear any rumors of a negative attitude 

toward intermarriage, as the interviewee believed that the Khmer do not want to marry with 

the other ethnic groups.  

The Bunong comprise the majority of the population of Mondul Kiri and have less interaction 

with those outside their own group than the other minorities do. Kratie province and Kaoh 

Nheaek district of Mondul Kiri have much more diversity. Throughout both provinces, 

however, proximity rather than ethnicity seems to guide travel for all the ethnic groups. Those 

who travel generally go to the nearest villages or to the market in town. Some people we 

talked to could not name any other places to which they traveled that were outside of their 

ethnic area. However, wherever different ethnic groups were living in close proximity to each 

other, there were people who traveled between those nearby villages.  

• What are the types, natures, and extent of interactions within the Bahnaric groups? 

As previously stated, proximity is one important factor in travel decisions, with the other 

main factor being where one’s relatives live. All groups traveled to other nearby villages of 

their same ethnic groups (if there were any). Travel to villages further away, which is not as 

common, generally involved visiting relatives and/or going back to an area from which a 

group had migrated, for example, the Kraol in Kratie traveling back to visit the Kraol in Kaoh 

Nheaek.  

With the possible exception of Ra’ong being classified as a subgroup or dialect of Stieng, we 

did not encounter any overt divisions, either linguistically or socially, within any groups. The 

Bunong often stated that other Bunong speak as if they are from Vietnam. However, even 

with that difference, all interviewees told us that Bunong people all speak the same, and this 

reported speech difference did not appear to be a hindering factor in their travel choices. 
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5.5 Overall summary 

The main purpose of this survey was to get an overview of the current sociolinguistic 

situation in Mondul Kiri and Kratie. To this end, we sought to identify the various vernacular 

languages, ethnic groups, LWCs, and to determine sociolinguistic relationships. 

Seven members of the Bahnaric language cluster live in Mondul Kiri and Kratie provinces of 

Cambodia: Bunong, Kraol, Stieng (including Ra’ong), Thmon, Khaonh, Mel, and Tampuan. 

All groups we interviewed reported using the same word to refer to both their people and 

language. The groups reported no negative feelings toward one another, but they do view 

themselves as separate from each other. Even varieties that display a fair degree of lexical 

similarity, such as the Khaonh and the Mel, do not consider any other group’s language to be 

similar to their own. When speaking to people outside their own ethnic group, Bahnaric 

people usually use Khmer, although this does not mean that all members can speak Khmer 

well, or even at all. Mondul Kiri is a predominantly Bunong-speaking area and, in northern 

Mondul Kiri, Lao is a very important LWC between groups. 

A secondary purpose of this survey was to gather information to assist in determining which 

Bahnaric varieties could be considered for development. Another goal of this survey was to 

determine the linguistic and sociolinguistic relationships between the Bahnaric varieties 

found in Cambodia. 

None of the Bahnaric minority ethnic groups in Mondul Kiri or Kratie consider that any other 

group’s language is similar to their own; the lexical comparison results support this view.
45

 

One possible exception to this is between the Khaonh and the Mel. They have a fair degree of 

lexical similarity to each other, yet they do not see themselves as similar.  

Language vitality is a major factor when considering any sort of language development. 

Although many Khaonh still use their language, the younger generation seems to be using 

Khmer more. Similarly, in the opinion of the representatives we met from Kratie’s provincial 

government, the Mel have already assimilated into the Khmer culture and language. 

Furthermore, the Thmon of Mondul Kiri appear to be replacing their language with Bunong. 

Research needs to be conducted among the Thmon living in northeast Kratie in order to 

discover more about their language and how they fit both linguistically and 

sociolinguistically within the Bahnaric cluster. 

Stieng could possibly be a candidate for development. More research would need to be 

conducted to test language vitality, bilingualism in Khmer, and to discover whether 

development should be centered in Snuol or Kaev Seima.  

Kraol is also a possible candidate for development, as they still seem to be enthusiastically 

using their language but, again, more research should be conducted.  

Language development is already taking place for both the Bunong and the Tampuan, as well 

as other Bahnaric groups in Ratanak Kiri (Rattanakiri). However, these language varieties are 

not similar enough to any of the groups studied in this survey to share their literature or 

orthographies. As previously mentioned, we generally obtained information about each 

village from only one individual, often the village chief. While this does mean that any 

conclusions must be tentative, this survey was important in providing a broad overview of the 

linguistic area, obtaining preliminary information and pinpointing issues, ethnolinguistic 

groups, and geographical areas for further research. The following recommendations section 
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For further detail, and/or explanations as to why some groups appear to be lexically similar but are still 

considered different, refer to sections 5.3 and 5.4. 
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highlights some possibilities for research that would need to be conducted in order to provide 

sufficient information for wise language-development decisions. 

6 Recommendations 
The purpose of this survey was neither to test bilingualism nor to gauge language vitality. 

However, both of these issues repeatedly arose in our interviews and are vital issues to be 

considered in making language-development decisions. They are also interesting topics for 

other linguists and academics, for the Cambodian government, and hopefully for the Bahnaric 

people themselves. Therefore, most of our recommendations for further research and survey 

involve either bilingualism or language vitality, as follows: 

• Evaluate Stieng language vitality and determine groupings of Stieng varieties in 

Snuol, Kratie. 

• Determine the place of Ra’ong in the Bahnaric cluster. Perhaps the Ra’ong speak a 

dialect of Stieng more commonly found in Vietnam. 

• Assess Bunong bilingualism among the Ra’ong and Stieng in Mondul Kiri province. 

• Evaluate Thmon language vitality in Kratie province. 

• Determine the place of Thmon in the Bahnaric cluster. 

• Elicit wordlists, administer sociolinguistic questionnaires, and conduct intelligibility 

testing for the Kraol of Ktaoy and Rovak villages in Kaoh Nheaek, Mondul Kiri, and 

the Kraol in Sambour, Kratie. 

• Assess Khmer bilingualism among the Kraol in Sambour, Kratie. 

• Evaluate Bunong language vitality in each district of Kratie province. 

• Assess Khmer bilingualism among the Bunong in Kratie province. 

• Determine if the Bunong spoken in Cambodia is significantly different from the 

Central or Southern Mnong spoken in Vietnam. 

• Evaluate Khaonh language vitality and assess Khmer bilingualism among the 

Khaonh. 

• Evaluate Mel language vitality: Are the Mel fully assimilated into the Khmer 

language and culture or does the Mel language still have vitality in Paklae village? 

• Conduct intelligibility testing between Khaonh and Mel. This would possibly be a 

purely academic pursuit, as both groups appear to be shifting to Khmer. 

• Assess Lao bilingualism in Kaoh Nheaek district. 
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Appendix A. Department of planning figures 
Tables 6 through 8 reflect a summary of the information received from the Department of 

Planning in Kratie province, showing the number of communes (the shaded rows), and the 

villages within each commune. Population figures indicate the total number of individuals.
46

 

NBM=No Bahnaric Minorities. NI=No Information. V= Visited. 

Table 6. Site options in Kratie province, Kratie district 

 
Name of commune (Khum) / 

village (Phum) 

Population (number of individuals) 

Bunong 

ពនងពនងពនងពនង    
Stieng 

េសទៀងេសទៀងេសទៀងេសទៀង    
Mel 

មលិមលិមលិមលិ    
Kraol 

េរកលេរកលេរកលេរកល    
Thmon 

ថមូនថមូនថមូនថមូន    
Khaonh 

េខញេខញេខញេខញ    

1 Khum Changkrang 
ឃុចំរងកង់ 

      

 Phum Changkrang 
ភូមិចរងកង់ 

238 0 0 0 0 0 

V Phum Kosang 
ភូមិកសង 

547 0 0 0 0 147 

2 Khum Kantuot 
ឃុកំនទត 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Aloch 
ភូមិអលច 

879 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Sraenon 
ភូមិែរសនន 

752 0 0 0 0 0 

 
three other villages, NBM: Anthongvien ភូមិអនតង់េវៀន; Chrava ភូមិរចវ៉; Kantot ភូមិកនទត 

3 Khum Kou Loab 
ឃុេំគលប់ 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Chrava 
ភូមិរចវ៉ 

17 0 0 1 0 14 

 Phum Komba 
ភូមិកំេបរ 

0 0 0 35 0 0 

 
three other villages, NBM: Banthiew ភូមិបនទ យ; Koloap ភូមិេគលប់; Somret ភូមិសរំតិ 

4 Khum Sambok 
ឃុសំបំុក 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

V Phum Bung Run 
ភូមិបឹងរនុ 

625 0 0 0 0 0 

V Phum Srae Tahaen 
ភូមិែរសតែហន 

0 0 319 0 0 0 

 
three other villages, NBM: Kakot ភូមិកកុត; Kbalchue ភូមិកបលជួរ; Sombok ភូមិសបំុក 

5 

Khum Thma 

Andaeuk 
ឃុថំមអេណដ ក 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Sompung 
ភូមិសពំុង 

325 0 0 0 0 0 

 

five other villages, NBM: Chuekroch ភូមិជួររកូច; Domnakso ភូមិដណំក់សរ; Le'ok ភូមិលអក់; Saosokha 

ភូមិេសរសីខុ; Sraedong ភូមិែរសដូង 
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At what age this list begins to count children is unknown. Not all villages we visited in Kratie appeared on the 

list. 
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Table 6. Site options in Kratie province, Kratie district (continued): 

6 Khum Thmei 
ឃុថំមី 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

V Phum Khnach 
ភូមិខន ច 

0 0 0 0 0 784 

 Phum B'ia 
ភូមិេបអៀ 

1034 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Svaychrom 
ភូមិសវ យរជុំ 

372 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Triep 
ភូមិរទប 

1479 0 0 0 0 0 

 

six other villages, NBM: Chronaol ភូមិរចេណល; Krasang ភូមិរកសំង; Mien Chey ភូមិមនជយ័ ; 

Thmei ភូមិថមី; Tnaot ភូមិេតន ត; Viel Sombou ភូមិវលិសបំូរ 

7 Khum Bos Leav 
ឃុបំុសេលវ 

   

 

eight villages, NBM: Bos Leav Kre ភូមិបុសលវេរក; Bos Leav Leu ភូមិបុសលវេល; Lviatong 

ភូមិលវ ទង; Preah Konlong ភូមិរពះគនលង; Praek Kow ភូមិែរពកកូវ; Praek Ta’am ភូមិែរពកតអំ; Praek 

Tatung ភូមិែរពកតថងឹ; Taluh ភូមិតលះុ 

8 Khum Dar 
ឃុដំរ 

   

 

nine villages, NBM: Onhcienh ភូមិអញច ញ; Chuachrae ភូមិជួរែរជ; Da ភូមិដរ; Khnong Poh ភូមិខនងពស;់ 

Khsa ភូមិខសរ; Braum ភូមិេរបម; Seraiphiep ភូមិេសរភីព; Stung Svay ភូមិសទងឺសវ យ; Tangun ភូមិតងូន 

9 Khum Kaoh Chraeng 
ឃុេំកះែរចង 

  

 

five villages, NBM: Kandal ភូមិកណដ ល; Kbal Koh ភូមិកបលេកះ; Praek ភូមិែរពក; Roka Khno 

ភូមិរករខនរ; Voet ភូមិវតត 

10 Khum Kaoh Trong 
ឃុេំកះរទង់ 

  

 
two villages, NBM: Kbal Koh ភូមិកបលេកះ; Chong Koh ភូមិចុងេកះ 

11 Khum Krakor 
ឃុរំកគរ 

   

 
two villages, NBM: Kroko ភូមិរកគរ; Tuel Monourom ភូមិទួលមេនរម 

12 Khum Kracheh 
ឃុរំកចះ 

   

 

five villages, NBM: Doen Chram ភូមិដូនរជំ; Krocheh ភូមិរកេចះ; Phsa Vaeng ភូមិផសរែវង; Trapeang 

Pring ភូមិរតពំងរពីង; Voet ភូមិវតត 

13 Khum Ou Ruessei 
ឃុអំូរឬសសី 

   

 

five villages, NBM: Kontring ភូមិករនទីង; Kapo ភូមិកប៉ូ; Ou Rusei 1 ភូមិអូរឬសសី ១; Ou Rusei 2 

ភូមិអូរឬសសី២; Srae Stau ភូមិែរសេសត  
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Table 6. Site options in Kratie province, Kratie district (continued): 

14 Khum Roka Kandal 
ឃុរំករកណដ ល 

  

 
two villages, NBM: Roka Kandal ភូមិរករកណដ ល; Roka Kandal ភូមិរករកណដ លc

 

15 Khum Thma Kreae 
ឃុថំមែរគ 

  

 

three villages, NBM: Ruessei Cha ភូមិឬសសីចរ; Thma Kre Kanda ភូមិថមែរគកណដ ; Thma Kre Leu 

ភូមិថមែរគេល 
c
This name does occur twice on the list. Whether it is merely a typo, or they should be labeled 1 and 2, or whether there 

really are two villages in the same commune with the same name is unknown. Other village names appear more than once, 

but are listed as being in different communes.  
 

 

Table 7: Site options in Kratie province, Sambour district 

 Name of commune/village    Population (number of individuals) 

 English 

Khmer 

ែខមរែខមរែខមរែខមរ    
Bunong 

ពនងពនងពនងពនង 

Stieng 

េសទៀងេសទៀងេសទៀងេសទៀង 

Mel 

មលិមលិមលិមលិ 

Kraol 

េរកលេរកលេរកលេរកល 

Thmon 

ថមូនថមូនថមូនថមូន 

Khaonh 

េខញេខញេខញេខញ 

1 Khum Kbal Damrei 
ឃុកំបលដំរ ី       

 
Phum Uapo 

អួរេពរ 
147 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Phum Srae Traeng 

ភូមិែរសែរតង 
736 0 0 0 0 0 

 
three other villages, NBM: Chongdop ភូមិចងឌប; Ou Tanung ភូមអិូរតណឹង; Srae Sbaw ភូមិែរសសបវ 

2 Khum Kaoh Khnhaer 
ឃុេំកះែខញរ 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Kampong Pnau 
ឃុកំំពង់េពន  

327 0 0 0 0 0 

 

four other villages, NBM: Bay Somnom ភូមិបយសណំុំ; Cheng Piet ភូមិេជងពត; Koh Chba ភូមិេកះចបរ; 
Svay Chek ភូមិសវ យេចក 

3 Khum Ou Krieng 
ឃុអំូរេរគៀង 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Pontchia 
ភូមិពនកធជ 

468 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Ou Preah 
ភូមិអូររពះ 

130 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Ou Krak 
ភូមិអូររកក់ 

114 0 0 0 0 0 

V Phum Ou Krieng 
ភូមិអូរេរគៀង 

52 0 0 0 0 0 

 
two other villages, NBM: Koh Khnae ភូមិេកះែខញ; Khsach Liew ភូមិខសច់លវ 

4 

Khum Roluos Mean 

Chey 
ឃុរំលសួមនជ័ 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Paklae 
ភូមិប៉ែកល 

0 0 841 0 0 0 

V Phum Srae Roluos 
ភូមិែរសរលសួ 

105 0 1048 0 0 0 
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Table 7: Site options in Kratie province, Sambour district (continued): 

 Phum Srae Chhuk 
ភូមិែរសឈកូ 

278 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Tong 
ភូមិេទង 

542 0 0 0 327 0 

5 Khum Sandan 
ឃុសំណដ ន់ 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Sangkom 
ភូមិសងគម 

905 0 0 0 0 0 

 
three other villages, NI: Thmei ភូមិថម;ី Thom ភូមិធ;ំ Sandan ភូមិសនដ ន់ 

6 Khum Srae Chis 
ឃុែំរសជះិ 

Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

V Phum Ampok 
ភូមិអំពក 

264 0 0 3358 333 0 

 

five other villages, NI: Koen Va ភូមិកូនវ៉; Phnom Pi ភូមិភនំពីរ; Rovieng ភូមរិេវៀង; Srae Chis ភូមិែរសជះិ; Tnaot 

ភូមិេតន ត 

7 Khum Boeng Char 
ឃុបំឹងចរ 

   

 
three villages, NBM: Domrae ភូមិដែំរ;៉ Kampong Rotoeh ភូមិកំពង់រេទះ; Koh Dombong ភូមិេកះដបំង 

8 Khum Kampong Cham 
ឃុកំំពង់ចម 

   

 

seven villages, NBM: Yiew ភូមិយវ; Kampong Krobei ភូមិកំពង់រកបី; Achen ភូមិអេចន; Koh Phtau 

ភូមិេកះេផត ; Tonsaung Thleak ភូមិទេនសងធល ក់; Ampil Tuk ភូមិអំពិលទឹក; Somphin ភូមិសភំិន 

9 Khum Sambour 
ឃុសំបំូរ 

   

 

eight villages, NBM: Cha Thaol ភូមិចរេថន ល; Doen Mieh ភូមិដូនមស; Kaeng Brasat ភូមិែកងរបសទ; Koh 

Riel ភូមិេកះរល; Koh Sam ភូមិេកះស;ំ Sambour ភូមិសបំូរ; Samrong ភូមិសេំរង; Srae Kheuen ភូមិែរសេខឿន 

10 Khum Voadthonak 
ឃុវំឌឍន: 

   

 

four villages, NBM: Anlong Preah Ko ភូមិអនលង់រពះេគ; Praek Krieng ភូមិែរពកេរគៀង; Voddone’ ភូមិវឌឍន; 

Tanguen ភមូិតងួន 
 

 

 

Table 8. Site options in Kratie province, Snuol district 
 Name of commune/village Population (number of individuals) 

 English    
Khmer 

ែខមរែខមរែខមរែខមរ    
Bunong 

ពនងពនងពនងពនង    
Stieng 

េសទៀងេសទៀងេសទៀងេសទៀង    
Mel 

មលិមលិមលិមលិ    
Kraol 

េរកលេរកលេរកលេរកល    
Thmon 

ថមូនថមូនថមូនថមូន    
Khaonh 

េខញេខញេខញេខញ    

1 Khum Khsuem 
ឃុឃំសឹម 

      

V Phum Mil 
ភូមិមិល 

0 322 0 0 0 0 

V Phum Chung 
ភូមិចឹង 

420 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 8. Site options in Kratie province, Snuol district (continued): 

 Phum Khsum Knang 
ភូមិឃសឹមកនង 

14 14 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Khsum Krao 
ភូមិឃសឹមេរក 

50 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Somrang 
ភូមសិរំង៉ 

106 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Srae Roniem 
ភូមិែរសរនម 

33 0 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Srae Thmei 
ភូមិែរសថម ី

202 10 0 0 0 0 

 
one other village, NBM: Dong ភូមិដូង 

2 Khum Pir Thnu 
ឃុ២ំធនូ  Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Cheng Khle 
ភូមិេជងេឃល 

0 579 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Cheng Khla 
ភូមិេជងឃល 

0 528 0 0 0 0 

 

Phum Thmahal Dei 

Krahom 

ភូមិថមហល 
ដរីកហម 

0 487 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Bravanh 
ភូមិរបវ៉ញ 

0 695 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Thmahal Viel 
ភូមិថមហលវល 

0 654 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Thrapaeng Srae 
ភូមិរតពំងែរស 

0 268 0 0 0 0 

V Phum Chrab 
ភូមិរចប 

0 334 0 0 0 0 

3 Khum Snuol 
ឃុសំនួល Bunong Stieng Mel Kraol Thmon Khaonh 

 Phum Kbal Snuol 
ភូមិកបលសនួល 0 402 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Krong 
ភូមិរគង 

0 1440 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Praek Kdei 
ភូមិែរពកកតី 

0 600 0 0 0 0 

 Phum Thpong 
ភូមិថពង 

0 435 0 0 0 0 

 
three other villages, NBM: Kat Dai ភូមិកត់ៃដ; Snuol Kaut ភូមិសនួលេកត; Snuol Lech ភូមិសនួលលចិ 

4 Khum Srae Char 
ឃុែំរសចរ 

 
six villages, NBM: Rohia ភូមិរហរ; Kbal Trach ភូមិកបលរតច; Meak Kandal ភូមិមក់កណដ ល; Mean Chey 

ភូមិមនជយ័; Triek ភូមិេរទៀក; Sat ភូមិសត 

5 Khum Svay Chreah 
ឃុសំវ យរជះ 

 

eight villages, NBM: Thnal ភូមិថនល;់ Voet ភូមិវតត; Sambua ភូមិសបំួរ; Tasaum ភូមិតេសម; Srae Cha 

ភូមិែរសចរ; Tapom ភូមិតពុំ; Doenmia ភូមិដូនម; Rompok ភូមិរពំុក 
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Appendix B. Populations for selected villages, by ethnicity 
Demographic information is given in table 9 for every village in which we conducted research and received population figures. All numbers 

represent number of individuals, unless otherwise noted. fam=families, hous=houses, # = the number assigned to the wordlist elicited in the 

village (the variety code). 

 

Table 9. Mondul Kiri province reported population figures 

# Village Commune District Khmer Bunong Stieng Kraol Thmon Tampuan Jarai Lao Cham 

1 
Lao Ka 

ឡវក 
Sokh Dom 

ឃុសំុខដុម 

Saen Monourom 

រសុកែសនមេនរមយ 4fam 158fam     
5  

1fam 

6  

1fam 
 

2 
Puretang 

ពូរ៉តង 
Sokh Dom 

ឃុសំុខដុម 

Saen Monourom 

រសុកែសនមេនរមយ 
4  

4fam 
126fam 

1  

1fam 
      

3 
Puxiem 

ពូេហៀម 
Saen Monourom 

ឃុំែសនមេនរមយ 
Ou Reang 

រសុកអូររងំ 
 1224        

4 
Andong Kralaeng 

អនឧុងរកែឡង 
Saen Monourom 

ឃុំែសនមេនរមយ 
Ou Reang 

រសុកអូររងំ 
 

88 

16hous 
       

5 
Purang 

ពូរ៉ង 
Saen Monourom 

ឃុំែសនមេនរមយ 
Ou Reang 

រសុកអូររងំ 

29 

11fam 

115 

54fam 
       

6 
Puleh 

ពូេលស 
Dak Dam 

ឃុដំក់ដំ 

Ou Reang 

រសុកអូររងំ 

17 

2-3fam 
403        

7 
Pulung 

ពូលុង 
Romonea 

ឃុរំ ៉ូម៉េនៀ  
Saen Monourom 

រសុកែសនមេនរមយ 10 
532 

91hous 
       

8 
Rungoal 

រូងល ់
Me Mang 

ឃុេំមម៉ង 

Kaev Seima 

រសុកែកវសមី 
3 

362 

57hous 
 1      

9 
Putang 

ពូតង 
Bu Chri 

ឃុបំូរចី 

Pechr Chenda 

រសុកភិរជេចនត  26fam 123fam       4fam 
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Table 9. Mondul Kiri province reported population figures (continued) 

10 
Putil 

ពូេទៀល 
Bu Sra 

ឃុបំ៊ូរស 

Pechr Chenda 

រសុកភិរជេចនត  4fam 
225 

53fam 
 1      

11 
Village #7 

ភូមិរបំពីរ 
Bu Sra 

ឃុបំ៊ូរស 

Pechr Chenda 

រសុកភិរជេចនត  
6 

4fam 

No 

numbers 
       

12 
Pukraeng 

ពូែរកង 
Srae Ampum 

ឃុែំរសអំពុំ 

Pechr Chenda 

រសុកភិរជេចនត  
28 

9fam 

211 

48fam 
      

101 

25fam 

13 
Srae Thom 

ែរសធំ 
Sokh Sant 

ឃុសំខុសនត 
Kaoh Nheaek 

រសុកេកះែញក 
 

860 

176fam 

157hous 

       

14 
Roya

d
 

រយ ៉
Roya 

ឃុរំយ៉ 

Kaoh Nheaek 

រសុកេកះែញក 
10fam 150 fam  312fam 1fam     

15 
Nang Bua 

ណងបួរ 
Nang Khi Loek 

ឃុណំងឃលីកឹ 

Kaoh Nheaek 

រសុកេកះែញក 
18fam 23fam  3fam  34fam 2fam 30fam  

16 
Memom 

េមមម 
Roya 

ឃុរំយ៉ 

Kaoh Nheaek 

រសុកេកះែញក 
3fam 72fam   24fam 1fam    

17 
Chhnaeng 

ែឆនង 
Srae Khtum 

ឃុែំរសខទុម 

Kaev Seima 

រសុកែកវសមី 
 123fam 126fam       

18 
Ou Rona 

អូររណ 
Srae Khtum 

ឃុែំរសខទុម 

Kaev Seima 

រសុកែកវសមី 
40fam 89fam 2fam       

d
These figures represent the population for the commune, rather than the village only. 
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Table 10. Kratie province reported population figures 

For comparison, alternate population numbers from tables 6–8 in Appendix A. Department of planning figures are shaded and given in italics. 

# Village Commune District Khmer Bunong Stieng Kraol Thmon Khaonh Mel Kuy 

20 
Chrap

e
 

រចប 
Phi Thnu 

ឃុំពីរធនូរ 
Snuol 

រសុកសនលួ 
6 fam  

63fam 

334 
     

21 
Mil 

មិល 
Khsuem 

ឃុំឃសឹម 

Snuol 

រសុកសនលួ 

424       

88fam 
 

315 

66fam 

322 

     

22 
Chukrang 

ជូរកង 
Khsuem 

ឃុំឃសឹម 

Snuol 

រសុកសនលួ 
18fam 70 fam       

23 
Chung 

ចឹង 
Khsuem 

ឃុំឃសឹម 

Snuol 

រសុកសនលួ 
74fam 

423 

420 
      

24 

25 

Kosang
f 

កសង 
Changkrang 

ឃុំចរងកង់ 

Kratie 

រសុករកេចះ 

1356 

164fam 

547 

118fam 

547 

   

704 

155fam 

147 

  

26 
Srae Tahaen 

ែរសតែហន 
Sambok 

ឃុំសំបុក 

Kratie 

រសុករកេចះ 
      

80fam 

319 
 

27 
Bung Run 

បឹងរុន 
Sambok 

ឃុំសំបុក 

Kratie 

រសុករកេចះ 
94fam 

54fam 

625 
      

28 
Chhok 

ឈក 
Thmei 

ឃុំថមី 
Kratie 

រសុករកេចះ 
5fam 3fam    130fam  10fam 

29 
Ou Krieng 

អូរេរគៀង 
Ou Krieng 

ឃុំអូរេរគៀង 

Sambour 

រសុកសំបូរ 346fam 
10fam 

52 
    9fam  

30 
Ampok 

អំពក 
Srae Chis 

ឃុំែរសជិះ 

Sambour 

រសុកសំបូរ  
10fam 

264 
 3358 

2–3
g
 

333 
100+ fam   

31 
Srae Chis 

ែរសជិះ 
Srae Chis 

ឃុំែរសជិះ 

Sambour 

រសុកសំបូរ         

e
The numbers we received were: sixty-three Stieng families, six Khmer families, and a total of 1,334 people, which averages out to 19.3 people per family. The government’s list included 188 

Cham families for this village, and sixty-nine Stieng families (334 individuals), which might account for the discrepancy but would also greatly change the sociolinguistic dynamics of the 

village. The chief made no mention of any Cham residents, and certainly not a large group, so perhaps we misheard him or simply recorded the information wrong.  
f
These figures represent the population for the commune, rather than the village only. 

g
These Thmon individuals were not included on the village chief’s list; however, when we were searching for wordlist subjects, the villagers (including the chief) had told us that there were a 

few Thmon people in the village, but they were all away, working in the fields. We decided not to go looking for them or wait for them to come home. 
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Appendix C. Sociolinguistic questionnaire 
Questions that we asked in earlier villages, but then eventually took out, are still included in 

the following questionnaires but are indicated with a strikethrough.  

English version 

Instructions 
• Record all answers in a bound data notebook. 

• Leave a few pages at the beginning for a table of contents. 

• Number all pages. 

• If possible, read the questions exactly as written. However, you may at times need to offer 

an explanation to make the question clearer. If you have to explain the question, make 

sure you do NOT suggest an answer. Note in your notebook (near the answer) that 

you had to explain the question. 

• Shaded items are NOT to be read aloud. 

• Items in parentheses ( ) give information about when or how to ask a question. Items in 

brackets [ ] require a choice, depending on whatever is appropriate. 

• Record the answers in the notebook using the same numbering as in the questionnaire. In 

that way, it will be clear later what answers go with what questions. 

• Try to write as neatly as possible. 

• Write exactly what the subject answers. 

• Enjoy! 

 

Oral consent 
Hello, my name is _______. I work for ICC, an NGO doing development work among 

minorities in Ratanak Kiri (Rattanakiri) and Mondul Kiri. We are doing some research into 

the different minority languages of Cambodia. We are especially interested in finding 

languages or dialects that are not widely known.  
 

We have a few questions we want to ask about you and your language. There are no “right” 

or “wrong” answers. Please just tell us what you think. When we write a report of our 

research, we will not include your name or other identifying information. The whole thing 

will take about ___ minutes. 
 

Are you willing to answer our questions? 
 

□ “Oral consent given.” Note in your notebook if they say “yes” or “no”. 

Preliminary information 
1. Questionnaire number (start with 1 and number consecutively) 

2. Survey 

3. Interview location 

4. Interviewer name 

5. Date (day, month, year) 

6. Language of elicitation 

7. Language of response 

8. Interpreter name (if needed) 

9. Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy about this interview) 
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Subject demographics 
10. What is your name? 

11. Gender 

12. How old are you? 

13. Are you married?  

14.  (If married) Do you have any children? 

a. Yes or no 

b. (If yes) How many? 

15. What is your job?/What are you busy doing during the day? 

16. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

17. Where were you born? 

18. Where did you grow up? 

19. Where do you live now? 

20. How long have you lived there/here? 

21. What do you call your language? 

Village name and population 
22. What is the official name of this village? 

a. Name 

b. What “district” is it in? Village, Commune, District, Province 
 

23. What do the people who live here call this village?  

a. Name 

b. What does that name mean? 

Is there another/different/old name for this village? 
 

24. What do outsiders call this village? 

a. Name 

(If not the same as their own name for the village) 

b. Who calls it that? 

c. What does that name mean? 

d. Do people in this village like that name? 

Languages and ethnic groups 
{What are the vernacular languages spoken in this region?  

What are the LWC’s spoken? 

Where and by whom is each spoken?} 
 

25. What do you call the language of this village? 

a. Language name 

b. What does that name mean? 
 

26. What do others call the language of this village? Is there another name for the language? 

a. Language name 

b. Who calls it that? 

c. What does that name mean? 

d. Do people in this village like that name? 
 

27. What do the people who live in this village call themselves? (lit. What ethnicity do they 

think they are?) 

a. People name 

b. What does that name mean? 
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28. What do others call the people who live in this village? 

a. People name 

(if not the same as their own name for their people) 

b. Who calls you that? 

c. What does that name mean? 

d. Do people in this village like that name? 
 

29. Is this village all [X] people or are there others living here as well? 

a. All [X] or others, too 

(if others, too) 

b. What groups live here? 

c. About how many houses and people in this village are from each group? 

Number of houses for each group 

Number of people for each group 
 

30. Has it always been this way? (lit. Have you always lived together like this? OR Has it just 

been the [X] minority group since the beginning?) 

a. Yes or no 

(If no) 

a. Which way is it changing … more [X] people or fewer  
 

31. Using a map of the language area ask: 

a. Where have you traveled in this region? 

b. What languages are spoken in those areas? 

For varieties you haven’t heard about before ask: 
c. Where do the people who speak that language live? 

d. What do they call themselves? 

e. What do other people call them? 

f. Is their language similar or different from yours? 
 

32. Which nearby villages speak an entirely different language? 

a. Villages 

b. What do you call that language? 

c. What do the people who speak the language call that language? 

d. What language do you use when you speak to those people? 
 

33. Are there [X] people who speak [X] poorly? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

b. Who? (lit. Which group?) 

c. What language(s) do they speak well? 

d. What language do you use with them? 
 

34. Which nearby villages have people from other ethnic groups? 

a. Villages 

b. What do you call those people? 

c. What do they call themselves? (lit. What ethnicity do they think they are?) 
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History 
{What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between and within ethnolinguistic groups in the 

region?} 
 

35. Where did the people who are here now come from? 

a. Where 

b. Where did they come from before that? 

c. When did they move here? 

(If they have moved here recently) 

d. When they were [X], what other groups were they around? 

e. What languages/varieties were used [X]? 

f. Why did they move here?  

g. Do people from [X] ever come here? Why? 

h. Do people from here ever go [X]? Why? 
 

36. Where did the [X people] in general, not just this village, come from? 

a. Where 

b. When did they come to this area? 

c. Why did they leave their former home? 

d. Do people from there ever come here? Why? (lit. come to visit) 

e. Do people from here ever go there? Why? 

f. Where did the [X people] come from originally? 

Language use and language(s) of wider communication (LWC) 
{What are the LWCs spoken in the region? 

What are the vernacular languages spoken?  

Where, by whom, and how well is each spoken?} 
 

37. Other than [X], what languages are spoken in this village? 
 

38. Do [X] people in this village use [X] at home? 

a. Yes or no  

(If no) 

b. What do they speak at home? 
 

39. What language do [X] children in this village usually speak? 
 

40. (for each language from #37 ) 

a. Who speaks [language X] well? [For example: men, women, old, young, 

merchants, etc.] Which Bunong speak Khmer well? 

b. Why do those types of people need to speak that language well? 

c. Are there any types of people in this village who speak [language X] poorly? 

i. What types 

ii. Why? 

Does everyone speak language [X] well? 
 

41. Are there people in this village who do not speak [X] language?  

a. Yes or no  

(If yes) 

b. What language(s) do they speak? 

c. Do they learn [X] language? 

d. What language do you speak with them? (lit. What language do the [X] people 

speak with them?) 
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42.  Of all the languages including [X], which language is used most often? 
 

43. If someone from this village meets someone who cannot speak [X], what language do 

they use with that person? (literally, with each other.) 

Dialect perceptions 
{What are the vernacular languages spoken in the region? 

Where and by whom is each spoken? 

What are the ethnic identities/groupings found in the region? 

Where is each group located and how many of them are there?} 
If subject is a native speaker of [X] language: 
 

44. Does everyone in your village speak [X] about the same? 
 

45. About how many villages speak [X]?  
 

46. Are there villages that speak [X] very differently from here?  

a. Yes or no 

(If yes)  

b. What are the names of those villages? 
 

47. The villages that speak very differently… 

a. For the most part do you understand everything, some things, or nothing at all? 

(If not everything) 

b. How are they different? 

(If they don’t answer) 

□ “Examples given.” Note in your notebook if you have to give the “for 

example” below. 
How are the words different? 

How is the rate of speech different? 

c. What do you call that language? 

d. What do you call those people? 

e. When you speak with people from one of those villages what language do you use 

with each other? 

(i)   Both use your variety  

(ii)  Both use their variety 

(iii) Each use your own variety but understand each other 

(iv)  Both switch to another language (if so, what language?) 
 

48. Are there villages that speak [X] a little differently from here? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

b. What are the names of those villages? 
 

49. The villages that speak a little differently… 

a. For the most part do you understand everything or some things, or nothing at all? 

(if not everything) 

b. How are they different? 

(If they don’t answer) 

□ “Examples given.” Note in your notebook if you have to give the “for 

example” below. 
How are the words different? 
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How is the rate of speech different? 

c. What do you call that language? 

d. What do you call those people? 

e. When you speak with people from one of those villages what language do you use 

with each other? 

(i)   Both use your variety  

(ii)  Both use their variety 

(iii) Each use your own variety but understand each other 

(iv) Both switch to another language (if so, ask what language) 
 

50. Are there villages that speak [X] the same as here? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

b. What are the names of those villages? 
  

51. The villages that speak the same…  

a. Do you call their language the same as yours? 

(If no) 

b. What do you call their language? 

c. What do you call those people? 

Language Contact 
{What are the types, natures, and extents of interactions between and within ethnolinguistic groups in the 

region? 

What are the LWC’s spoken in the region?  

Where, by whom and how well is each spoken?} 
 

52. Do [X] people from this village marry [non-X] speaking people? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

a. What [non-X] speaking people do they marry? 

b. How common is this? 
 

53. Are there people from here who go away during certain seasons of the year? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

a. Where do they go? 

b. Why do they go? 

c. What languages do they speak there? 
 

54. Do [non-X] people ever travel into the [X]-speaking area? 

a. Yes or no 

If yes, then ask the following: 
b. What types of people come? (example: merchants, farmers, certain ethnic groups) 

c. Why do they come? 

d. How often do they come? (lit. how many times within 1 month/year) 

e. What language do they use when they speak with [X] people? 
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55. When [X] people travel outside of the [X]-speaking area, where do they usually go? Are 

there any other places that they go often? 

 

a. List locations 

(Ask the following for each location:) 
b. What types of people go?  

c. Do very many go, or just a few? 

d. Why do they go? 

e. How often do they go? 

f. What people live there? 

g. What language do they speak? 

h. What language do they use there with [non-X] people? (lit. What language do they 

use with people who do not know how to speak language [X] ?) 
   

56. Do [X] people from this village travel to other [X] villages? 

a. List locations 

(Ask the following for each location:) 
b. What types of people go?  

c. Do very many go, or just a few? 

d. Why do they go? 

e. How often do they go? 

f. Are they able to speak to each other in [X] or do they have to use another 

language? 

(If they use X) 

g. Do they have any trouble understanding each other? 

h. Do they have to change the way they speak [X] to communicate? 
 

57. Do people from other [X] villages ever come here? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

b. From what villages? 

c. What types of people come? (example: merchants, farmers, certain ethnic groups) 

d. Why do they come?  

e. How often do they come?  

f. Are they able to speak to people here in [X] or do they have to use another 

language? 

(If they use X) 

g. Do they have any trouble understanding each other? 

h. Do they have to change the way they speak [X] to communicate? 
 

58. Are there any religious festivals/gatherings with more than one [ethnic group / village]? 

 (lit. Does your ethnic group celebrate any festivals with any other ethnic group?) 

a. Yes or no 

If yes, then ask the following: 
b. What festivals? 

c. Where are they held? 

d. What [groups / villages] attend? 
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e. How often? 

f. What languages do people use with each other? 
 

59. Are any of your young people now living in [major city]? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

b. Why did they go? 

c. Do very many go or just a few? 

d. While they live there, what languages do they use there? 

e. Do they ever come back to live here (to stay)? 

School 
60. Is there a school in this village? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes) 

b. What levels are taught in the school? 

c. What is the language of instruction? 

d. What percentage of children from this village attends school? 

e. About what proportion of the school is from each ethnic group?  

f. What language(s) do the schoolchildren use with each other? 
 

61. Do any students go to any other villages/towns for school? 

a. Yes or no 

(If yes)  

b. About what proportion of children go elsewhere for school? 

c. Where? 

d. What levels do they go for? 

e. What is the language of instruction in that place? 

f. What ethnic groups attend that school? 

g. About what proportion of that school is from each language group? 

h. What language(s) do the schoolchildren use there with the other children? 
 

62. About how many years of education do boys from this village usually complete? 
 

63. About how many years of education do girls from this village usually complete? 
 

64. Usually, children in this village stop studying at which grade level? 
□ The 1

st
 level 

□ Complete level 1  
□ Complete level 9 
□ Complete level 12 

 

65. Why do they drop out of school? 
 

66. What is the average class size? 
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Appendix D. Summary of answers concerning interactions 

between the varieties 
This appendix summarizes the answers to questions 29, 30, 43, 52, 54, 55, and 58 through 61 

regarding the interactions between the Bahnaric groups. The groups are listed by village in 

order of their variety code (e.g.,V1), which corresponds to the wordlist number, as well as the 

order in which we visited the villages.  

V1: Lao Ka 

Lao Ka is a predominantly Bunong village, with 158 Bunong families, four Khmer families, 

one Jarai family, and one Lao family. In the past, only Bunong lived in Lao Ka. Intermarriage 

with Khmer people is common here, especially for the women. If Lao Ka villagers meet 

someone who cannot speak Bunong, they will speak Khmer. The only “others” traveling to 

Lao Ka are Khmer people. Only those Lao Ka villagers married to non-Bunong spouses will 

travel outside the Bunong-speaking area to Stung Treng.
47

 When they celebrate festivals, they 

speak Bunong; the children speak Bunong with each other outside the classroom. 

V2: Puretang 

Puretang village has 126 Bunong families, four Khmer families, and one Stieng family. In the 

past, the village did not have much mixture with other ethnicities. Now, however, Bunong 

women intermarry with other ethnic groups such as Khmer and Stieng, although, relatively 

speaking, this is not common, as only four people from their village have done so. The only 

Bunong in the village who speak Bunong poorly are children who have studied in Phnom 

Penh (they speak Khmer well instead). “Others” who frequently come to the village include 

merchants and foreigners; Puretang villagers speak Khmer with them. According to the chief, 

the villagers’ travel outside the Bunong-speaking area includes Dak Dam, Me Mang, Kaoh 

Nheaek, Bu Sra, Ou Reang, and Kaev Seima.
48

 Only the few people who are married to non-

Bunong go to visit relatives in these places, perhaps every few months. However, the places 

mentioned by the village chief are actually all predominantly Bunong-speaking areas in 

which Bunong people comprise the majority of the population. Puretang villagers celebrate 

planting and harvesting festivals with Bunong people. All the students at the school are 

Bunong and, as a result, they only speak Bunong to each other. 

V3: Puxiem 

There are 1,224 Bunong and 65 Khmer individuals living in Puxiem. In the past, there were 

no Khmer at all, but now some Khmer have moved to the village in order to do construction 

work in the government’s plan to build houses in the area. Only one or two people have 

intermarried with the Khmer. “Others” who come to the village are spouses who marry into 

the village, foreigners, and sellers of goods. The villagers speak Khmer with these non-

Bunong speakers and, when they themselves travel from Puxiem to Khmer places, such as the 

market in Saen Monourom town, they will speak Khmer there as well.
49

 They go as often as 

they want or need in order to buy things. They do not celebrate festivals with any other 

groups. The children speak Khmer in school, but they will use Bunong outside the classroom. 

                                                 
47

Presumably where their Khmer in-laws live. 
48

Perhaps the interviewee was thinking of places that have more mixture than his own village, as all of the 

places that he mentions, except possibly Kaoh Nheaek, are Bunong-speaking areas.   
49

However, many Bunong live in and near Saen Monourom town, frequenting the market there and selling 

things as well.  
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V4: Andong Kralaeng 

Andong Kralaeng has always been a pure Bunong village. They never have had any instances 

of intermarriage. “Others” do visit their village, but no details were given. According to the 

village chief, they use Khmer with non-Bunong speakers. Andong Kralaeng villagers 

themselves only travel within the Bunong-speaking area and do not celebrate festivals with 

any other groups. 

V5: Purang  

Purang has been a mixed village for a long time, although, in the past, there were fewer 

Khmer people. Fifty-four Bunong families and 11 Khmer families live there now. “Others” 

who visit their village are interviewers like us. Travel outside the Bunong-speaking area is 

limited to merchants who go to Kaoh Nheaek, meeting both Bunong and Lao people. In 

addition, some youth from their village have gone to Phnom Penh to study or to work for the 

government. The schoolchildren in the village speak Bunong with each other. 

V6: Puleh 

In 1981, the Bunong who had been sent to Kaoh Nheaek returned and began to intermingle 

with the Khmer. There are now 84 Bunong families and two or three Khmer families in 

Puleh. A few people intermarry, usually a Khmer man taking a Bunong wife. “Others” do not 

go to their village although, according to the chief, the villagers are able to speak Khmer with 

non-Bunong speakers. When they travel outside their area, they will go to Saen Monourom or 

Phnom Penh. According to the village chief, all types of people travel, maybe even twice a 

month, in order to attend a government or NGO-sponsored workshop, all in the Khmer 

language. They do not celebrate festivals with other groups. Two or three people from their 

village are now living in the city.
50

 There is no school in the village, but the children from 

Puleh can attend a commune school, speaking Khmer with Khmer children and Bunong with 

Bunong children. 

V7: Pulung 

There are 532 Bunong families and ten Khmer spouses living in Pulung. In the past, this was 

a pure Bunong village; intermarriage with Khmer began after 1980. Pulung villagers use 

Khmer with non-Bunong speakers. This presumably means only Khmer people or foreigners, 

as the chief says that they have never met other minorities. “Others” who go to Pulung are 

Khmer relatives, visiting perhaps two or three times a year. Travel “outside” is very limited, 

going to nearby waterfalls, where they speak Khmer with the people they meet. They never 

go far. They also do not celebrate festivals with any other groups. Two young women from 

their village have gone to Phnom Penh to study. Pulung has a school, where the children 

speak Khmer in the classroom but Bunong among themselves. 

V8: Rungoal 

Rungoal has 57 Bunong houses. One Kraol person also lives in the village. The first Khmer 

married into the village in 1991, the second in 2000, and the third in 2003. Intermarriage in 

the village includes three Bunong men who have taken Khmer wives, three Bunong women 

who have taken Khmer husbands, and a Kraol man who is married to a Bunong woman. 

Everyone in the village speaks Bunong, even the Khmer. The Kraol man speaks Kraol, 

Bunong, Khmer, and Lao. Rungoal villagers speak Khmer with non-Bunong speakers and, if 

the outsider cannot speak Khmer, the chief suggested that perhaps the outsider should then 

meet the Lao speakers in the village. “Others” who go to the village include Khmer people 
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If not specified by the interviewee, ‘city’ here and elsewhere is assumed to mean Phnom Penh. The phrase 

used in the Khmer question (#59) is literally ‘big big city.’  
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and a few foreigners; they used to have occasional Vietnamese visitors as well. Rungoal 

villagers of all types travel to Saen Monourom town to go to the market but do not go to other 

places. If they talk to non-Bunong people in Saen Monourom, such as Khmer or Vietnamese, 

they use Khmer. The older people hardly speak any Khmer, but the younger (both male and 

female) are able to speak it well. They celebrate some festivals with Khmer but no other 

minority groups. Children in their school speak Bunong with each other. 

V9: Putang 

The chief of Puretang had mentioned that some Stieng people live in Putang. However, the 

chief of Putang did not list any Stieng people in his count of 123 Bunong families, 26 Khmer 

families, and four Cham families. Two years previously, no Khmer lived in the village. The 

Bunong in Putang do intermarry with the Khmer, but this is not common. They speak Khmer 

with non-Bunong speakers and celebrate festivals with the Khmer and Cham in their village, 

using Bunong with Bunong and Khmer with others. 

V10: Putil (Village 4) 

There are 53 Bunong families, one Kraol wife of a Bunong man, and four Khmer families 

living in Putil, although the village has not always been mixed like this. Two or three people 

have intermarried with Khmer. During the interview, the chief mentioned that some Ra’ong 

also live in the village, but then did not give any further information about them or mention 

them again. The villagers speak Khmer with non-Bunong speakers, such as Khmer people or 

merchants who visit Putil. Perhaps once a year, a few people go to visit relatives in Kaoh 

Nheaek, Bu Chri, and Dak Dam, although these are still predominantly Bunong areas. They 

do not visit any places that are completely outside the Bunong-speaking area. Putil village 

has a school; the children use Khmer in the classroom but Bunong outside. 

V11: Village 7 

The majority of people in Village 7 are Bunong, although the figures are uncertain. Four 

Khmer families also live in the village; there are six intermarriages between Khmer and 

Bunong people. More Khmer live in the village now than in the past. “Others” going to their 

village are the occasional foreigner or tourist, also an Indian seller and a Khmer seller, about 

once a week. No members of other minority groups go to Village 7. Villagers use Khmer 

with non-Bunong speakers; otherwise, they will do their best to communicate in some sort of 

sign language. Most of the people have gone to other villages, but some never have, let alone 

gone to places where Bunong is not spoken. The Christians in the village celebrate Christmas 

together. Christians from other areas join the celebration as well, although, as previously 

stated, this does not include other minority groups.
51

 The language of the festivities is 

Bunong, with some Khmer spoken also. At school, the students will occasionally speak 

Khmer with each other outside of class. 

V12: Pukraeng 

Pukraeng has 48 Bunong families, 25 Cham families, and nine Khmer families. The village 

has not always been mixed like this, although the Khmer families began to move there 

sometime before 1985. The Bunong in Pukraeng do not intermarry with people who do not 

speak their language; all of the Khmer spouses know how to speak Bunong. A Bunong 

couple will speak Bunong in the home and a mixed Bunong-Khmer couple will use both 

languages in the home. The only “others” who go to the village are Khmer relatives visiting 

                                                 
51

The group leader we interviewed in Ou Am village told us that Christians from Bu Sra travel to Ou Am to join 

in their celebrations. Quite possibly, Ra’ong from Ou Am reciprocate the visit, unbeknownst to the chief, 

especially if the Ra’ong are fluent in Bunong.  
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over Khmer New Year. They do not hold festivities with any other ethnic groups. The deputy 

chief did not know to what non-Bunong speaking places the other villagers might go. 

V13: Srae Thom 

Srae Thom is a pure Bunong village with 176 families. Only two people have intermarried 

with Khmer. All nearby villages are also Bunong, although the chief says Srae Thom 

villagers are able to use Khmer with people who do not speak Bunong. Merchants, Cham, 

Khmer, an Indian seller who has a Khmer interpreter, and foreigners sometimes go to the 

village, perhaps three times a year. Occasionally, moto drivers will go to Phnom Penh or 

Kampong Cham in order to buy a motorbike or to take a motorbike for repair. They must use 

Khmer in those places. Villagers do not travel to other non-Bunong areas, do not hold 

festivals with other groups, they have no young people living in the city, and the children use 

Bunong when they are not in the classroom. 

V14: Roya 

Roya commune contains 312 Kraol families, 150 Bunong families, ten Khmer families, and 

one Thmon family. Intermarriage of the Kraol with Bunong, Khmer, and Lao is quite 

common. The commune has always been mixed; the languages of Roya village are Kraol, 

Bunong, Lao, Khmer, and Thmon. The Kraol use the Kraol language with Kraol people and 

are able to understand the Bunong language. They do not speak it so clearly, but can use it to 

communicate with both Bunong and Thmon people, because the Thmon do not speak their 

own language anymore. Kraol villagers speak Khmer as well. No “others” travel to their 

village. A few young people go to visit relatives in Saen Monourom, Kratie, Phnom Penh, 

and Ratanak Kiri. They celebrate festivals in the village, during which they speak Kraol. No 

Kraol people from their village live in the city; the Kraol schoolchildren speak Kraol outside 

class. 

V15: Nang Bua 

Nang Bua has 23 Bunong families, 30 Lao families, 34 Tampuan families, two Jarai families, 

18 Khmer families, and three Kraol families. The village has always had many ethnic groups, 

although the Jarai and the Tampuan are from Rattanakiri. The Bunong in Nang Bua 

frequently intermarry with Lao, Tampuan, and Khmer. Everyone in the village speaks Lao, as 

well as the language of their ethnic group, although Bunong children under ten do not speak 

Bunong well but, instead, speak Lao. Lao and Khmer are the most common languages; the 

Bunong villagers will speak Lao with non-Bunong speakers in the village, and usually speak 

Khmer with non-Bunong outsiders. “Others” visiting the village include Khmer and Lao 

people who occasionally go to buy and sell things there. When they travel outside their area 

they go to Kaoh Nheaek town; two people are studying in the city. They celebrate festivals 

with the other ethnic groups in the village, using Lao and Khmer as their common languages. 

The schoolchildren use Lao and Khmer with each other as well. 

V16: Memom 

There are 24 Thmon families, 72 Bunong families, three Khmer families, and one Tampuan 

family living in Memom. The village only began to be mixed this way in 1984, due to 

intermarriage. The Thmon intermarry with Khmer, Bunong, and Tampuan, although currently 

only two or three families in the village are intermarried. Bunong, Thmon, and Khmer are 

spoken in the village. The Thmon people use the Bunong language with non-Thmon speakers 

in the village (which includes most of the Thmon people themselves). “Others” going to 

Memom village are merchants and Cham people, with whom Memom villagers speak Khmer. 

“Travel outside” is usually limited to Kaoh Nheaek town; a few people who have relatives 

there go to buy and sell things almost everyday. Khmer and Cham people live there in Kaoh 
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Nheaek town. Memom villagers celebrate memorials and the New Year with all kinds of 

people; Bunong and Khmer are the languages spoken during the festivals. 

V17: Chhnaeng  

Chhnaeng is almost evenly split, with 126 Stieng families and 123 Bunong families, 

although, in the past, there were only Stieng. Intermarriage of Stieng with Khmer and 

Bunong people is common. When interacting with others, the Stieng speak Khmer with 

Khmer people and Bunong with Bunong people. Some Chhnaeng villagers speak Lao as well. 

“Others” going to the village are merchants, Khmer, Cham, and Vietnamese. They go there to 

visit relatives and to sell and buy animals about twice a week. They use Khmer with the 

villagers. Chhnaeng villagers who have relatives “outside” will travel to Mondul Kiri,
52

 Snuol 

town, Phnom Penh, and Kampong Cham to visit or to sell things. They speak Khmer in those 

places. Chhnaeng villagers do not hold festivals with other groups (besides those in the 

village), and the village has no one currently living in the city. Children go to the commune 

school, where Bunong, Stieng, Cham, and Khmer children speak Khmer with each other. 

V18: Ou Rona 

There are 89 Bunong families, 40 Khmer families, and two Stieng families living in Ou Rona. 

The village has always been mixed, although, currently, only one or two Bunong are married 

to Khmer. “Others” traveling to the village include a few Indian and Vietnamese who buy 

and sell various goods. They come fairly often; Ou Rona residents speak Khmer with them. 

The Bunong villagers do not really go to places that do not speak Bunong, but the village 

chief has gone to Phnom Penh before. They celebrate Khmer New Year in the village, using 

Khmer and Bunong languages. At school, the children use Bunong and Khmer with each 

other. 

V19: Ou Am 

Ou Am is an almost pure Ra’ong village, with 28 houses. Only three male villagers have 

intermarried with Khmer women. “Others” who often travel to the village include an Indian 

seller, and Vietnamese, Bunong, Cham, and Khmer people, either selling things or visiting 

relatives. Villagers speak Khmer or Bunong with these outsiders. Ra’ong people travel to 

Vietnam, Phnom Penh, and Mondul Kiri.
53

 There is a church in the village;
54

 the group leader 

we interviewed said all the villagers are Christians. They celebrate the “Christian” New Year 

in the village, using both Bunong and Khmer languages. Christians from other villages in 

Mondul Kiri, such as Ou Rona, Bu Sra, and Srae Lvei travel to Ou Am to attend the 

celebrations. 

V20: Chrap 

There are 63 Stieng families and six Khmer families living in Chrap. In the past, the village 

was pure Stieng, but some have recently started intermarrying with Khmer. A few Khmer 

came from far away and took Stieng wives. Khmer is the language used most often in this 

village, so they will use Khmer with anyone else that comes to the village and in any place 

where they travel. Their children use Khmer with other children at school. 

V21: Mil 

In the past, more Stieng than Khmer lived in Mil village, but now 88 Khmer families and 66 

Stieng families live there. “Others” include relatives and merchants going to the village to 
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Presumably, this refers to Saen Monourom, since Chhnaeng village is located in Mondul Kiri. 
53

Presumably, this refers to Saen Monourom, since Ou Am is located in Mondul Kiri. 
54Four-Square denomination. 
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sell things, perhaps twice a month. The people of Mil use Khmer with these outsiders. They 

themselves do not travel “outside” very often. Only a few go to various villages in order to 

visit, sell things, or work. The people who live in the places to which they go are Khmer, 

Bunong, and Stieng, all of whom use Khmer. Stieng and Khmer villagers jointly celebrate 

festivals at the wat in the village, using Khmer and Stieng languages. A few young people are 

currently studying or working in the city, where they must use Khmer. The Stieng children 

are able to speak Khmer with Khmer people, but they use Stieng when addressing Stieng 

people. 

V22: Chukrang 

Chukrang is a Bunong village, with 70 Bunong families and 18 Khmer families. Some 

Bunong marry Khmer people, and this seems very common. Khmer is spoken more than any 

other language, both in the home and with others. We did not ask the chief about “others” 

going to the village, travel outside the Bunong-speaking area, or celebration of festivals, since 

he repeatedly told us that the Bunong in his village use the Khmer language in all their 

interactions with non-Bunong people. 

V23: Chung 

There are 423 Bunong families and 74 Khmer families who live in Chung, although in the 

past there were only Bunong. A few Bunong are married to Khmer, although they have only 

married Khmer who also speak Bunong. “Others” visiting Chung are foreigners or merchants 

who frequently go to sell things. The villagers use Khmer with them. When the Bunong of 

Chung travel, they do not wholly travel outside the Bunong-speaking area. The various 

villages to which they go still contain many Bunong people, although they also meet many 

non-Bunong with whom they must speak Khmer. The Bunong and Khmer of Chung jointly 

celebrate festivals at the wat in the village; the language used is Khmer. The schoolchildren 

use Khmer with each other. 

V24, V25: Kosang 

There are 164 Khmer families, 155 Khaonh families, and 118 Bunong families living in 

Chang Krang commune. In the past, Kosang village was divided up by ethnic groups, rather 

than living together in one area as they do now, although Bunong still typically marry other 

Bunong, and Khaonh marry Khaonh. According to the deputy village chief, the Khmer do not 

want to marry ethnic groups. The groups use Khmer with each other. All types of “other” 

people go to the village, either to visit relatives or to sell things. If Kosang villagers travel 

outside their area, they go into the forest to hunt. Therefore they do not meet any other 

people. The villagers, including the schoolchildren, use Khmer when speaking with each 

other. 

V26: Srae Tahaen 

There are 80 Mel families and 30 Khmer families living in Srae Tahaen. In the past, this was 

a pure Mel village; Khmer began to move into the village in 1979. Intermarriage between 

Mel and Khmer is a common occurrence, although they then have a different traditional 

wedding. The Mel use Khmer with all other groups or outsiders. Outsiders entering the 

village include Cham, Bunong, and Khmer sellers, maybe two or three times a year. The Mel 

in Srae Tahaen will travel “outside” anywhere in order to seek employment, although only a 

few villagers over 20 years old will do this, approximately two or three times a year. They 

celebrate festivals in the village at the school. Only the Mel perform the ceremony for the 

dead, but the Khmer will join them for the other festivals, during which they use Mel with 

Mel people and Khmer with Khmer people. The schoolchildren use Khmer with each other. 
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V27: Bung Run 

There are 94 Khmer families, 54 Bunong families, and one Stieng woman married to a 

Bunong living in Bung Run. The village has always been mixed; now it is very common for 

the Bunong to intermarry with Khmer people. The Bunong of Bung Run speak Khmer with 

non-Bunong people. According to the deputy village chief, all the Bunong, including the 

schoolchildren, speak Khmer, except maybe a couple of people who are over 60 years old. 

“Others” who frequently visit their village are business people and gold diggers, coming to 

do business there two or three times per month. Some Bunong under 40 years of age will 

occasionally travel to Ou Kwa commune or Me Mang in Mondul Kiri to look for gold. A few 

Bunong from Bung Run go to Phnom Penh in order to buy and sell goods, work as tailors or 

servants, or to study. 

V28: Chhok 

Chhok village houses 130 Khaonh families, ten Kuy families, five Khmer families, and three 

Bunong families. The village has always been mixed; intermarriage of the Khaonh with 

Khmer, Kuy, and Bunong is common. The language spoken most often in the village is 

Khaonh, although the Khaonh speak Khmer with the other groups. Sellers of various goods 

will occasionally come to the village. When the villagers travel outside their area, they will 

go to the forest in Sambour. The adults go to farm and visit; they meet Khmer people there 

and are able to speak Khmer to them. They celebrate blessing ceremonies in the village; all 

the ethnic groups participate, using Khmer as the common language. One person from the 

village has gone to Phnom Penh to study. The schoolchildren use Khmer with each other. 

V29: Ou Krieng 

There are 346 Khmer families, nine Mel families, and ten Bunong families who live in Ou 

Krieng. The first Mel came about 1953; the Bunong have been there since 1978 or 1979. The 

Khmer, Mel, and Bunong all intermarry but, currently, only a few have mixed marriages. 

Khmer is the common language used between the groups. The entire surrounding area is a 

predominantly Khmer-speaking one; Khmer is so clearly the language of the village that we 

did not ask questions pertaining to travel outside the “Mel-speaking area” or about “others” 

who visit the village and what language they use with them. Some Bunong are studying at the 

wats in the city, but not many. The Mel schoolchildren speak Khmer with each other; the 

Bunong children do not go to school. 

V30: Ampok 

There are 100 Kraol families, ten Bunong families, and two or three Thmon people living in 

the village of Ampok. Intermarriage of the Kraol with Khmer or Bunong is very common. 

“Others” traveling to the village include Khmer people and an Indian seller, perhaps one to 

three times a year. The villagers use Khmer with these visitors. Ampok villagers go to Kratie 

town to buy various items; perhaps two to three times a month they will go to the forest to 

collect natural resources. According to the village chief, all Bunong, old and young, speak 

their own language clearly; all the Kraol speak Kraol clearly and speak Khmer as well. Some 

Bunong children want to play in the village using the Kraol language. The schoolchildren use 

Kraol with each other. 
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Appendix E. Key to phonetic symbols 
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A note on transcription 

All transcriptions are phonetically symbolized using the International Phonetic Alphabet 

(IPA). Divergences from the IPA include the following: 

c represents a voiceless palatal stop which sounds like English /ch/ rather than /k/. This is 

perhaps an affricate but, if so, is produced further back than the palato-alveolar [tʃ]. 

ɟ is the voiced counterpart of the above. 

ʌ is an open-mid central unrounded vowel ([ɜ] on the IPA chart), rather than the open-mid 

back unrounded vowel. 

ɵ is ɘ, the close-mid central unrounded vowel, just a little lower than ɨ.  

a and ɑ refer to the same vowel, the open central unrounded vowel. 

 

Appendix F. Presyllables and intelligibility 
Differences between Bunong varieties that cannot be seen from the results of the wordlist 

comparison include the use of presyllables, also known as minor syllables. Many words in 

Bunong—as in many Mon-Khmer languages—are sesquisyllabic, meaning they are 

comprised of a syllable and a half. In the lexical comparison procedure we followed,
55

 the 

halfsyllable, or presyllable, is ignored when deciding whether two items are similar or not. 

Only the root is taken into account (as far as one can distinguish what the root is). The 

Bunong in southwestern Kaev Seima (Mondul Kiri)
56

 use presyllables more than the rest of 

the Bunong in Mondul Kiri,
57

 although the list elicited in Kosang village (V24) in Kratie 

actually included more presyllables than any other variety. However, as can be seen in the 

word for ‘eye’ in table 11, some non-Kaev Seima Mondul Kiri varieties use a presyllable 

where the Kaev Seima variety uses none. Typically, the presyllable is [kə] but, as seen again 

in the word for ‘eye,’ this seems to vary also. There seems to be no predictable pattern as to 

which variety would use a presyllable or even what presyllable. What effect these have on 

comprehension is unclear. Grammar and discourse are also involved in intelligibility. ICC 

expatriates working among the Bunong had heard reports of Bunong people from these 

slightly different varieties in Mondul Kiri taking anywhere from an hour to a couple of days 

to be able to fully understand one another. Beyond the obvious use or non-use of presyllables, 

they have been unable to determine other exact causes of difficulty in intelligibility.
58

 None 

                                                 
55

See Appendix G for a short explanation of this method, based on Frank Blair’s Survey on a Shoestring (1990).  
56Reference to a “Kaev Seima” variety excludes villages such as those in Me Mang commune, which, although 

administratively belong to Kaev Seima district, are both geographically and linguistically closer to Saen 

Monourom. 
57

The Bunong orthography is based on this non-presyllable variety, assuming that, in general, most Bunong do 

not use presyllables, and all Bunong would be able to recognize and understand the root word that they have in 

common. 
58

At this point, some may ask exactly why, if we already had this information, we went to so much trouble to 

take so many Bunong wordlists. One reason is that this was our first field experience and we wanted and needed 

much practice so that we would be able to have somewhat accurate data to present. Another reason is that, 

although our ICC colleagues had been working with the Bunong for some years, they had not done a more 

thorough survey of the different Bunong-speaking areas in Mondul Kiri and Kratie. We wanted to not only have 

a firm basis of comparison with other Bahnaric varieties for ourselves, but also to be able to present our 

colleagues with wordlist data across a large region, confirming what they suspected. 
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of their Bunong contacts have satisfactorily explained how they differ; thus far, they have not 

encountered any intelligibility problems in their literacy classes.
59

  

As previously stated, varieties in southwestern Kaev Seima district and Kratie province had 

the most occurrences of presyllables. Some Bunong throughout Mondul Kiri reported that 

Bunong in Kaev Seima speak differently, but Bu Sra was the place most often mentioned as 

speaking differently. The most common “complaint” seemed to be that some Bunong speak 

as if they are from Vietnam (possibly meaning a different accent or a tonal influence from 

Vietnamese) and/or they use a few different words. In fact, no one specifically mentioned 

these presyllables, so it is quite possible that they actually have almost no impact on 

intelligibility. Most importantly, however, throughout the Bunong speaking area, the village 

chiefs—even if they gave names of places where Bunong speak “differently”—still 

concluded that all Bunong speak the same. Some Bunong people speak a Bunong language 

with slight differences.  

 Table 11 gives examples of presyllables in a few Bunong varieties.  

Table 11. Examples of presyllables in Bunong
h
 

h
For purposes of this report, presyllabic nasals are omitted when highlighting the presyllables. This is to concentrate on the 

presence or absence of [kə], since all varieties contain the nasal. Moreover, in some instances, the status of the nasal as 

presyllable is uncertain.  

                                                 
59Meaning problems with the literacy materials.  

Village 
Purang 

(V5) 
Putang (V9) 

Ou Rona 

(V18) 

Chung 

(V23) 

Kosang 

(V24) 

Bung Run 

(V27) 

District Ou Reang Pechr Chenda Kaev Seima Snuol Kratie Kratie 

Province 
Mondul 

Kiri 
Mondul Kiri 

Mondul 

Kiri 
Kratie Kratie Kratie 

G
lo

ss
 

‘star’ mɑɲ Mɑɲ kəmɑɲ kəmɑɲ kəmɑɲ mɑɲ 

‘stream’ ⁿhoːŋ ⁿhɔːŋ kənhoːc ⁿhɔːc ⁿhõːŋ ⁿhoːŋ 

‘wing’ kənɑːr Nɑːr kənɑːr kənɑːr kənɑːr ᵐpɑːr 

‘egg’ tɑ̃p tɑp kətɑp kətɑp kətɑp tɑp 

‘eye’ tromɑt trəmɑt mɑt mɑt məmɑ̃t mɑt 

‘back’ ⁿdru kɑj cərkoç kəj kəj kəkɵj kəkəːj 

‘fingernail’ ɲɛh ɲɛh kəɲɛh kəɲjɛh ɲɛh ɲɛh 

‘heavy’ ɟʌk ɟʌk ɟʌk kəɟɔk kəɟɔk kəcɒk 
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Appendix G. Lexical similarity counting methodology 
As previously stated, many Mon-Khmer languages are sesquisyllabic, meaning they are 

comprised of a syllable and a half. In the lexical comparison procedure we followed, the half-

syllable—or presyllable—we ignored when deciding whether two items are similar or not, 

and we only took the root into account. Markowski and Mann (2005) give the reason that, 

“Over time…minor syllables are subject to innovation and sometimes collapse onto the main 

syllable, while the major syllable is usually retained and can be reliably reconstructed…Thus, 

for a lexical comparison attempting to approximate cognate percentages between speech 

varieties, it is often misleading to compare minor syllables.” Some items, however, proved 

especially difficult when striving to discern just what the presyllable might be or whether or 

not to count a phone as a presyllable. We invite the conscientious reader to make their own 

comparisons of our wordlists.  

The following two tables present the criteria and counting method as set forth in Blair (1990) 

for deciding whether two words are lexically similar. Table 12 gives the criteria for judging 

whether individual phones are similar. The degree of similarity for each individual phone is 

then assigned a category. Table 13 instructs as to the combination of categories that must 

occur for two full words to be considered lexically similar to each other; otherwise, they must 

be considered dissimilar.  

  
Table 12. Criteria for phone comparisons 

Category Criteria 
i
 

Category 1 a. Exact matches. 

b. “Vowels which differ by only one phonological feature and occur in the 

same place in each word.” 

c. Regular sound correspondence. 

Category 2 a. Phonetically similar non-vocalic segments which are not attested in three 

pairs. 

b. Vowels differing by two or more features. 

Category 3 a. All corresponding segments which are not phonetically similar. 

b. A segment which corresponds to nothing in the second word of the pair. 

Ignore a. Interconsonantal [ə]. 

b. Word initial, word final, or intervocalic [h]. 
c. Regularly occurring deletions. 

d. Presyllables. 

e. Length. 

f. Breathiness.
j
 

i
Quoted and heavily borrowed from Markowski and Mann (2005). 

j
For purposes of our comparisons, especially between the Bunong varieties, we took breathiness into account, if ignoring it 

meant that two words would be have to be considered different based on a word-initial voiced/voiceless contrast. For 

example [p̤] and [b̤] were considered to be the same sound, falling into Category 1, since, due to the influence of breathiness, 

many times it was not possible to determine for certain whether the initial stop was voiced or voiceless. A simple difference 

in opinion as to how to transcribe the sound would then assign the phones to different categories and, in some cases, result in 

a verdict of lexically dissimilar.   
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Table 13. Criteria for lexical similarity 

# of Phones Category One Category Two Category Three 

2 = 2 0 0 

3 = 
3 0 0 

2 1 0 

4 = 

4 0 0 

3 1 0 

3 0 1 

2 2 0 

2 1 1 

5 = 

5 0 0 

4 1 0 

4 0 1 

3 2 0 

3 1 1 

6 = 

6 0 0 

5 1 0 

5 0 1 

4 2 0 

4 1 1 

3 2 1 

 

Our wordlist contained 142 items. Mann (2004) presents a list of common words ranked in 

accordance with their likelihood of changing over time. Those words that are given a weight 

of 3 are considered the most stable and least likely to change. Therefore, we only compared 

the 85 items from our list that had this weight. This method also guarantees that all resultant 

percentages are comparable, as all words compared had the exact same weighting. For 

purposes of our survey, the “extra” words collected serve the function of providing a broader 

word base in which to discover regular sound correspondences, if they occur. In our 

wordlists, a correspondence often occurs in Bunong, Khaonh, Mel, Stieng, and Tampuan 

between [s] and [c] word initially, and in Khaonh and Mel’s [ɵ] and [ɨ] word finally 

compared to [r], [ɾ], or [ʀ] of the other varieties.  
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Appendix H. Wordlists  
The lexical similarity results as presented in the matrices of tables 3, 4, and 5 are based on the 

85 items in our list which have a weight of three. Exceptions are ‘bird’ and ‘heart,’ which are 

weight 3 words also on our list, but are compound words meaning ‘winged animal’ and ‘fruit 

of a person,’ respectively. The following pages present the raw wordlist data. Starred items * 

were included in the comparison.  

Language code (Ethnologue) cmo cmo cmo cmo 

Village (Variety code)   Lao Ka (V1) 
Puretang 

(V2) 
Puxiem (V3) 

Andong 

Kralaeng (V4) 

Commune 

  
Sokh Dom Sokh Dom 

Saen 

Monourom 
Saen Monourom 

District 

  

Saen 

Monourom 

Saen 

Monourom 
Ou Reang Ou Reang 

Province  Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri 

Collected by  Julie & Che Che & Julie Che Mee-Sun 

Date collected  15 Feb 06 16 Feb 06 17 Feb 06 20 Feb 06 
 

  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 

# English gloss Khmer gloss Variety 1 Variety 2 Variety 3 Variety 4 

*1 sky  េមឃ troːk troːk troːk troːk 

*2 sun រពះអទិ naːr naːr naːr naːr 

*3 moon រពះច័នទ kʰae kʰai kʰai kʰai 

*4 star ផក យ maɲ maɲ maɲ kᵊmaɲ 

*5 cloud ពពក tok tɔk tɔk ᵐbṳtroːk 

*6 rain េភលៀង miç meç məç meç 

*7 night យប់ maŋ maŋ maŋ maŋ 

  8 day ៃថង naːr naːr naːr naːr 

*9 water ទឹក ta̤ː k ta̤ː k ta̤ː k ta̤ː k 

  10 stream អូរ       ⁿhɔːŋ 

*11 soil ដ ី neh neh neh kənɛh 

*12 stone ថម   lowʔ lowʔ luʔ 

*13 mountain ភន ំ joːk juːk joːk joːk 

*14 tree េដម(េឈ) tʌːm cʰiː  ta^m cʰej ta^m cʰəj ta^m cʰej 

  15 bark សបំក(េឈ) ⁿdao cʰiː ᵑkʰɔp cʰej ᵑkʰɔp cʰej ᵑkʰɔːp 

*16 root (tree) ឬសស(េដមេឈ) rɛh  rijeh rɛh  rijeh cʰei 

*17 leaf សលកឹ(េឈ) ⁿhaː  ⁿhaː  ⁿhaː  ⁿhaː  

*18 flower ផក  kaʷ kaʷ kaʷ kau 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 

# English gloss Khmer gloss Variety 1 Variety 2 Variety 3 Variety 4 

*19 fruit ែផល(េឈ) plae plai plai plai 

*20 grass េសម  reːp ɟaː ɟaː reːp reːp 

  21 betel chew មលូ  məluː məlow məlow məlow 

  22 banana (ែផល)េចក priːt prit prit prit 

*23 salt អំបិល pɔh̤ pɔh̤ pɔh̤ pɔh̤ 

*24 animal សតវ   cʰʌm   cʰʌm 

  25 monkey សវ  tṳ̞ː k tṳ̞ː k to̤ːk to̤ːk 

*26 dog ែឆក cʰɔː cʰɔː cʰɔː cʰɔː 

*27 bite (v.) (dog) ខំ kãp     kap 

  28 pig (domestic) រជូក cʃʌːr cʰʌr cʰʌr cʰʌrː 

  29 bird សតវសល ប cʃəm naːr cʰʌm cʰʌm naːr cʰʲʌm kənaːr 

  30 wing សល ប naːr naːr naːr kənaːr 

*31 feather េរម សល ប rəcʰaw     rəcʰaw 

*32 egg (chicken) ពង (មន់) tap tap tap kətɒp 

  33 chicken មន់ jːar jːar jːar jːar 

*34 snake ពស ់ pɛç̤ pɛç̤ pɛç̤ pɛç̤ 

*35 fish រត ី       kaː 

  36 fly (n.) រុយ rəhwaj rohwaj rohwaj rohwaj 

*37 head កបល pṳːk pṳːk po̤ːk pṳːk 

*38 hair សក់       cʰɔk 

*39 eye ែភនក trə mat mat mat mat,ʔamat 

*40 ear រតេចៀក toːr toːr toːr ʔatoːr,toːr 

*41 mouth មត់ ᵐbuːŋ ᵐbṳŋ ᵐbṳŋ ʔəmbṳŋ 

*42 tongue អណត ត ᵐbiat ᵐbiat ᵐpiat ᵐpiat 

*43 tooth េធមញ cʰeːjk cʰeːjk cʰeːjk cʰeːjk 

*44 neck ក kɒː tɔŋ kɒː kɒo ʔa kɒː 

*45 hand ៃដ របអប់ៃដ ⁿtṳp tʌe     ⁿtṳp tʌi 

*46 fingernail រកចក ɲɛh     ʔa ɲɛh 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 

# English gloss Khmer gloss Variety 1 Variety 2 Variety 3 Variety 4 

  47 back ខនង kəʲ ⁿdrək̤ʌj kaᵊj ʔakəj 

*48 abdomen/belly េពះ ⁿdʊl ⁿdəl ⁿdʊl ʔandol 

  49 heart េបះដូង plaenuç plai nuç plai nuç plai nuç 

*50 intestines េពះេវៀន prɔːc prɔːc prɔːc ʔaprɔːc 

*51 foot របអប់េជង       ⁿtṳp ɟʌŋ 

  52 knee ជងគង់ kəmɒk kəmɒk kəmɒk kəmɒk 

  53 calf កំភួនេជង plaepox plai pox plai poːx plaʲ poːx 

*54 bone ឆអឹង s listⁿdɪŋ ⁿdɪŋ ⁿdɪŋ ⁿtiːn 

  55 flesh សច់ ᵐlaʲ poac ᵐlaʲ aᵐlaʲ 

*56 fat ខល ញ ់ ŋəiː ŋəiː ŋəiː ŋᵉiː 

*57 skin ែសបក ⁿdaʷ ⁿdaʷ ⁿtaʷ ⁿtaʷ 

*58 blood ឈម ᵐhãːm ᵐhãːm ᵐhãːm ᵐhãːm 

*59 person មនុសស pṳnʊç pṳnʊç pṳnʊç pṳnʊç 

  60 mother មត យ mɛʔ mɛʔ mɛʔ mɛʔ 

*61 child កូន kɔːn kɔːn kɔːn kɔːn 

  62 wife របពនធ ʔʊrː ʔʊrː ʔʊrː ʔarː,ʔʊrː 

  63 brother (older) បងរបុស nao 

puklaw 

nao 

puklaw 
nao puklaw now buklaw 

*64 road (path) ផលូ វ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ 

  65 house ផទះ coaɪɲ coaɪɲ coaːɲ coaːɲ 

*66 sew េដរ ɟɵŋ ɟəŋ ɟɵ̤ŋ ⁿcʰʌt 

*67 fire េភលង ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ 

*68 burn (v.) (wood) េឆះ hɪːt     hɪ ̤ː t 

*69 ashes េផះ ʔoɲ pṳh ʔoɲ po̤x ʔoɲ pṳh ʔɔɲpṳh 

*70 smoke ែផសង hʲuk hʲuk hʲuk ⁿhuk 

  71 arrow រពួញ harː harː harː harː 

  72 hear (v.) ឮ taŋ taŋ taŋ taŋ 

  73 weep/cry (v.) យ ំ jəm jəm jəm jɔm 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 

# English gloss Khmer gloss Variety 1 Variety 2 Variety 3 Variety 4 

*74 eat (v.) (rice) ហបូ (បយ) cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ 

*75 drink (v.) ផកឹ       ɲeːt 

*76 vomit (v.) កអួត hɒːk hɒːk hɒːk hɒːk 

*77 spit (v.) េសត ះ rəcʰɔh pra̤c,rəcʰɔh prɛt̤ prac 

  78 breathe (v.) ដកដេងហម ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm 
ⁿhaːʷ 

nhʌm 
ⁿhaːʷ nhʌm ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm 

  79 
blow (v.) 

(w/mouth) 
ផលុ  ំ kʰoːm kʰoːm kʰoʷm kʰoːm 

*80 laugh (v.) េសច gɵːm kɵ̤ːm kɵ̤ːm gəːm 

*81 
know 

(something) 
ដងឹ kɵt kɵ̤t kɵ̤t gət 

*82 sleep (v.) េដក pec̤   rᵊpec pec̤ 

*83 
scratch (v.) 

(person) 
េអះ kwãːk   kwãːk kʷaːc 

*84 die (v.) សល ប់ kʰʌt kʰʌt kʰʌt kʰʌt 

*85 sit (v.) អងគុយ ʔguʔ ʔkuʔ ʔkṳʔ ʔgoʷʔ 

*86 stand (v.) ឈរ tʌk̤ tʌk̤ tʌk̤ tɒ̤k 

  87 walk (v.) េដរ braʷʔ braʷʔ proʔ̤ braʷʔ 

  88 push (v.) រុញ ⁿdrol ⁿdroːl ⁿdroːl ⁿdroːl 

  89 throw (overhand) គប់ ⁿdʌp ⁿdɔp ⁿdʌp ⁿtʌp 

  90 
fall (v.) (person, 

off cliff) 
ធល ក់ tɔp     kəɗox 

  91 swim (v.) ែហល (ទឹក) rɛː re̤ː  rɛ̤ː  rɛː 

*92 give េអយ ʔɒn ʔan ʔɒn ʔɒn 

*93 tie (v.) ចង kɒt kat kɒt kʌt 

  94 wipe (v.) ជូត ɟṳt ɟut ɟṳt ɟut 

*95 rub (v.)  ដុស tʰɔː tʰɔː   tʰɒː 

*96 
wash (v.) 

(dishes) 
លង (ចន) raʷ raʷ raʷ raʷ 

  97 
hit (v.) (w/ small 

stick) 
វយ       ᵐbaːŋ 

*98 cut (v.) (hair) កត់ kɔh kɔh kɔh kɒh 

  99 split (v.) (wood) ពុះ bla̤h pla̤h rəlah plah 

100 stab (v.) ចក់ ⁿdap ⁿdap ⁿtap ⁿtɒp 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 

# English gloss Khmer gloss Variety 1 Variety 2 Variety 3 Variety 4 

  101 
squeeze (v.) 

(lemon) 
រចបច ់ piac ᵐpiac ᵐpiac ᵐpiac 

*102 dig (v.) (a hole) ជកី koç koç koç koç 

*103 one (person) មួយនក់       tṳhʷae 

*104 two (people) ពីរនក ់ pɛa̤r̤ hae pa̤ː r pa̤ː r par̤ hae 

*105 three (people) បីនក់ pae nix peː pae ̤ pae nʊç 

*106 four (people) បួននក ់ pʷan nix pʷan nix poan pʷan nʊç 

*107 five (people) របំនក ់ pram nix pram nix pram pram nʊç 

  108 six (people) របំមួយនក ់ praʷ nix praʷ nix praʷ praʷ nʊç 

  109 seven (people) របំពីរនក់ paɵh nix paɵx nix paɵx pɒx nʊx 

  110 eight (people) របំបីនក់ pʰaːm nix pʰaːm nix pʰaːmnix pʰaːm nʊç 

  111 nine (people) របំបួននក់ cʰən nix cʰən nix   cʰən nʊç 

  112 ten (people) ដប់នក ់ ɟɵ̤t nix ɟɛt ɟɛt ɟɛat nʊç 

*113 many (people) េរចន ʔɒk ʔɒk ʔɒk ʔɒk 

  114 all (people) ទំងអស ់ tɵŋlɛʔ tɵŋlɛʔ dɵŋlɛʔ dɵŋlɛʔ 

  115 big ធ ំ kwɒŋ kwɒŋ kwɒŋ kwɒŋ 

  116 small តូច ɟeʔ ɟɪʔ ɟɪʔ ɟeʔ 

*117 long (string) ែវង.(ែខស) ɟo̞ːŋ ɟo̤ːŋ ɟo̤ːŋ ɟɔ̤ː ŋ 

  118 short (height) ទប tɛ̡̤ x taʲç taʲç tɛx̤ 

*119 right (side) (ខង)សត ំ pəmaː pəmaː ɟim̤aː ɟɪmaː 

*120 left (side) (ខង)េឆវង pəcʲaʷ pəcʲaʷ ɟic̤ʲaʷ ɟɪcʲaʷ 

*121 far ឆង យ ŋaːe ŋaːj ŋaːj ŋaːj 

*122 near ជតិ ta̤it ta̤it ta̤it ta̤c 

*123 black េខម  krak krak krak krak 

  124 white ស ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ 

*125 red រកហម caŋ caŋ caŋ caŋ 

  126 green ៃបតង mʌt ʔeːr nʌːr nʔʌrː 

  127 dirty កខវក់ rəmaːʷ rəmaːʷ rəmaːʷ rəmaːʷ 

*128 new ថម ី ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 

# English gloss Khmer gloss Variety 1 Variety 2 Variety 3 Variety 4 

  129 rotten (fruit) ពុក (ែផលេឈ) ʔɔom ᵐbɵ̤ːəʔ ʔɔomtṳh ʔɔom dṳ 

  130 hot (water) េកត  (ទឹក) təo̤̤h kᵊtɔh kᵊtɔh kəto̤x 

*131 cold (water) រតជក ់(ទឹក) ʔnɪk ʔnik ʔnik ʔnɪk 

*132 heavy ធងន់ ɟɔk kəcɔk kᵊɟʌk̤ kəɟɔk 

*133 full (container) េពញ pɪ ̤ːŋ     pe̤ː ŋ 

  134 good លអ  ʔwɛh ʔwɛh ŋan ʔwɛh ʔwɛh 

  135 bad (evil) អរកក ់ mo ʔwɛh jʌh ᵐhʌk ʔjʌh 

*136 I (familiar) ខញុ  ំ kʌp̤ kap̤ kɒ̤p kɒ̤p,hɛː 

  137 he, she គត់ paŋ paŋ paŋ paŋ 

  138 we (inclusive) េយង pʌn̤ heːn pʌn̤ pʌn̤ 

  139 
you (pl. familiar 

male) 
ពួកឯង (របុសៗ)  pʌlmaʲ   pʌl̤maʲ kʰəmaj 

  140 
you (pl. familiar 

female) 
ពួកឯង (រសីៗ)  pʌlʔaʲ     kəʔaj 

  141 but ប៉ុែនត         

  142 because ពីេរពះ         
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Appendix H. Wordlists (continued): 

Language code  cmo cmo cmo cmo cmo 

Village (Variety code) Purang (V5) Puleh (V6) Pulung (V7) Rungoal (V8) Putang (V9) 

Commune Saen Monourom Dak Dam Romonea Me Mang Bu Chri 

District Ou Reang Ou Reang 
Saen 

Monourom 
Kaev Seima Pech Chenda 

Province Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri 

Collected by Mee-sun Julie & Che Julie & Che Eric Che & Julie 

Date collected 21 Feb 06 21 Feb 06 22 Feb 06 23 Feb 06 23 Feb 06 
 

  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 5 Variety 6 Variety 7 Variety 8 Variety 9 

*1 sky tro̤ːk troːk troːk trok troːk 

*2 sun naːr naːr naːr nɑːr naːr 

*3 moon kʰaj kʰai kʰae kʰɑi kʰai 

*4 star maɲ maɲ maɲ maɲ maɲ 

*5 cloud tok tɔk tɔk ⁿdok tok 

*6 rain miç meç meç mih̤ məç 

*7 night maŋ maŋ maŋ mɑŋ maŋ 

  8 day naːr naːr naːr nɑːr naːr 

*9 water ta̤ː k ta̤ː k tɛa̤k̤ dɑ̤ː k ta̤ː k 

  10 stream ⁿhoːŋ ⁿhɔŋ ⁿhɔŋ ⁿᵊhoŋ ⁿhɔːŋ 

*11 soil nɛh neh neh nɛh nɛh 

*12 stone nuʔ lowʔ lowʔ luʔ lowʔ 

*13 mountain joːk joːk joːk joːk joːk 

*14 tree taɨm cʰɛj  ta^m cʰɛi ta^m cʰəj daəm cʰəi ta^m cʰəj 

15 bark ᵑkʰɒːp ᵑkʰɔp cʰej ᵑkʰɔp cʰəj ᵑkʰɔːp cʰəi ᵑkʰɔːp 

*16 root (tree) rijeh cʰei rɛh  rɛh  rijɛh rɛh  

*17 leaf ⁿᵃha  ⁿhaː  ⁿhaː  ⁿhãː ⁿha  

*18 flower kãw kaʷ kaʷ kɑu kaʷ 

*19 fruit plaj plai plae plɑi plai 

*20 grass rɛ̤ː p caː ɟa̤ː  rep ciaː 

21 betel chew məlow məlow məlow ᵐloː məlow 

22 banana prit prit prit prit prit 

*23 salt bɒ̤h pɔh̤ pəh̤ bɔh̤ pɔh̤ 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 5 Variety 6 Variety 7 Variety 8 Variety 9 

*24 animal cʰom cʰʲɔm cʰʲəŋ cʰʲʌm cʰʲʌm 

25 monkey tṳːk to̤ːk tṳ̞ː k to̤k to̤ːk 

*26 dog cʰɒː cʰɔː cʰɔː cʰɔː cʰɔː 

*27 bite (v.) (dog) kap kap kap kɑp kap 

28 pig (domestic) cʰorː cʰɔr cʰʌr cʰər cʰɔr 

29 bird cʰom barː cʰʲɔm naːr cʰʲəŋ naːr cʰəm kᵅnɑr cʰʲʌm naːr 

30 wing kənaːr naːr naːr kᵅnɑr naːr 

*31 feather rəcʰaᵒ rəcʰaw rəcʰaw rᵊcɑᵘ kᵊnɑr rəcʰaw 

*32 egg (chicken) tãp tap tap tap tap 

33 chicken ʔjːar jːar jːar jɑr jːar 

*34 snake pɛç̤ pɛç̤ pɛç̤ pɛx̤ pɛç̤ 

*35 fish kaː kaː kaː kɑː kaː 

36 fly (n.) rohwaj rəhwaj rəhwaj rɑhʷɑi rohwaj 

*37 head po̤ːk po̤ːk ʔ^pʰṳːk bo̤ːk pṳːk 

*38 hair cʰɒk cʰɔk cʰak cʰɔk cʰɔk 

*39 eye tromat trə mat trə mat mɑt trə mat 

*40 ear toːr toːr toːr tor toːr 

*41 mouth ᵐbṳŋ ᵐbṳŋ ᵐbṳŋ ᵐbuŋ ᵐbṳŋ 

*42 tongue ᵐpiat ᵐbiat ᵐpiat,ᵐbiat ᵐbiat ᵐbiat 

*43 tooth cʰɛːjk cʰeːjk ʔ^cʰeːjk cʰeːjk cʰeːjk 

*44 neck toŋ kɒː kɒː kɒː doŋkɒː kɒː 

*45 hand tai ᵐbaːŋ tʌe tʌe pɑntɛi ⁿdop tʌi 

*46 fingernail ɲɛh ɲɛh ɲɛh ɲɛh ɲɛh 

47 back ⁿdru kaj ⁿdrɔŋ kəj ⁿdrək̤əj ⁿdrukəi cərkoç 

*48 abdomen/belly ⁿdol ⁿɗol ⁿdəl̤ ⁿdʊl ⁿɗəl 

49 heart plai nuç plai nuç plae nuç plɑi nṳç plai nuç 

*50 intestines aprɔːc prɔːc proc prɔc prɔːc 

*51 foot paːŋ ɟʌŋ̤ ᵐɓaːŋ ɟʌŋ ⁿtṳp ɟʌŋ̤ pɑŋ ɟʌŋ ⁿtṳp ɟʌŋ 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 5 Variety 6 Variety 7 Variety 8 Variety 9 

52 knee kəmɒk kəmɒk kəmak kᵊmɔk,kamɔk kəmɒk 

53 calf plaʲ poːx plaʲ poːx plae pox pʰlɑi poːᵉx plaʲ poːx 

*54 bone ⁿtɪŋ ⁿɗɪŋ ⁿteiŋ ⁿtɪŋ ⁿɗɪŋ 

55 flesh ᵐlaʲ,pʷac pʷac poac ᵐlaʲ ᵐlaʲ 

*56 fat ŋᵉiː ŋᵉiː ᵑhei ŋᵊiː ŋəiː 

*57 skin ⁿtaʷ ⁿɗaʷ ⁿtaʷ ⁿdaᵒ ⁿtaʷ 

*58 blood ᵐhãːm ᵐhãːm ᵐhãʌm ᵐhaːm ᵐhãːm 

*59 person pṳnʊç pṳnəç pṳnix buniç̤ pṳniç 

60 mother mɛʔ mɛʔ mɛʔ meʔ maiʔ 

*61 child kɔːn kɔːn kɔon kɒːn kɔːn 

62 wife ʔurː ʔʊrː ʔʊrː ʔʊːr ʔʊrː 

63 brother (older) nao buklaw nao  
naːo 

pʰuklaw 
naw bᵘklau nao  

*64 road (path) trɔːŋ trɔʷŋ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ trɔʷŋ 

65 house coaːɲ cʌe coaɪɲ coaɲ coaɪɲ 

*66 sew ɟəŋ̤ cɵŋ ɟɵ̤ŋ cəŋ ɟɵ̤ŋ 

*67 fire ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ ʔəɲ ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ 

*68 
burn (v.) 

(wood) hɪ ̤ː t hɪ ̤ː t hɪːt hit̤ hit̤ 

*69 ashes ʔɔɲbṳh pṳh ʔoɲ pṳh 
kɨ bṳh,ʔɔɲ 

bṳh 
ʔɔɲ pṳh 

*70 smoke ᶮhṳk ᶮhʲʊk ᶮhʲʊk ᶮhʲṳk ᶮhʲṳk 

71 arrow harː harː harː hɑr harː 

72 hear (v.) taŋ   taŋ tɑŋ taŋ 

73 weep/cry (v.) ᶮhjaŋ ᶮheᵃŋ ᶮjəm ᶮjəm ᶮjɔm 

*74 eat (v.) (rice) cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ 

*75 drink (v.) ɲeːt ɲeːt ɲiet ɲeːt ɲeːt 

*76 vomit (v.) hɒːk hɒːok hɒok hɒːk hɒːk 

*77 spit (v.) prac cʰɔh prɛt̤ rᵊcʰɔh rəcʰɔh 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 5 Variety 6 Variety 7 Variety 8 Variety 9 

78 breathe (v.) ⁿhaʷ nhʌm ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm ⁿhɑu ⁿhʌm ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm 

79 
blow (v.) 

(w/mouth) kʰoːm kʰoːm kʰoːm kʰom kʰoːm 

*80 laugh (v.) gə̤ː m gɵːm kɵ̤ːm kə̤ː m gɵːm 

*81 
know 

(something) gət̤ gɵt kɵ̤t kɵt̤ gɵ̤t 

*82 sleep (v.) pec̤ pec pet̤ pec pec̤ 

*83 
scratch (v.) 

(person) kʷaːc kʷac kwaːk kʷɑ̤ː k kwãːk 

*84 die (v.) kʰʌt kʰʌt kʰʌt kʰʌt kʰʌt 

*85 sit (v.) ʔgoʷʔ ʔgɔʷʔ ʔkṳʔ ko̤ʷʔ ʔgṳʔ 

*86 stand (v.) dʌk̤ tʌk̤ tʌk̤ tʌk̤ tʌk̤ 

87 walk (v.) bro̤? pro̤ʔ prɔʔ̤ proʔ prɔʔ̤ 

88 push (v.) ⁿdroːl ⁿdroːl ⁿtrol ⁿdrol ⁿdroːl 

89 
throw (v.) 

(overhand) ⁿtʌp ᵑglɔp ⁿtɒp ⁿtɔp ᵑglɔp 

90 
fall (v.) (person 

off cliff) kəɗox dox dox kɑdɑp,kᵅdo̤h tɔp 

91 swim (v.) rɛː rɛː rɛ̤ː  reː rɛ̤ː  

*92 give ʔɒn ʔan ʔan ʔɑn ʔɒn 

*93 tie (v.) kɒt kat kat kɑt kɒt 

94 wipe (v.) ɟṳt ɟuːt ɟṳt ɟṳt ɟṳt 

*95 rub (v.)  tʰɒː rᵊpoʷt tʰɔː tʰɔː,rᵊpot tʰɔː 

*96 
wash (v.) 

(dishes) raʷ raʷ raʷ raʷ raʷ 

97 
hit (v.) 

(w/small stick) ᵐba̤ː ŋ ᵐɓaːŋ ᵐbɛa̤̤ŋ ᵐbɑːŋ ᵐba̤ː ŋ 

*98 cut (v.) (hair) ⁿdrəŋ kɒh kɔh kɒh kɒh 

99 split (v. wood) bla̤h rəlah rəlɛh blɑh ɟo̤k 

100 stab (v.) ⁿtɒp ⁿɗaːp ⁿtap ⁿdap ⁿdap 

101 
squeeze (v.) 

(lemon) ᵐbiac piac piac ᵐpiac piac 

*102 dig (v.) (a hole) koç ciːk koç koiç koç 

*103 one (person) tṳ hae tṳ hʷeː tʊ̤hʷai du whɑi tṳ hʷae 

*104 two (people) par̤ hae pa̤ː r heː pɛ̤ː r hae par hɑi par̤ hae 

*105 three (people) pae nʊç pae nix pae nix pai nʊç pae nix 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 5 Variety 6 Variety 7 Variety 8 Variety 9 

*106 four (people) pʷan nʊç pʷan nix pʷan nix pʷan nʊç pʷan nix 

*107 five (people) pram nʊç pram nix pram nix pram nʊç pram nix 

108 six (people) praʷ nʊç praʷ nix praʷ nix prau nʊç praʷ nix 

109 seven (people) pɒx nʊx pʌh nix paɵh nix pɑʷx nʊç pɒx nix 

110 eight (people) pʰaːm nʊç pʰaːm nix pʰaːm nix pʰɑːm nʊç pʰaːm nix 

111 nine (people) cʰən nʊç cʰən nix cʰən nix cʰən nʊç cʰən nix 

112 ten (people) ɟɛt nʊç ɟɛt nix ɟɵ̤t nix cʰɛt nʊç ɟɵ̤t nix 

*113 many (people) ʔɒk ʔɒk ʔak ʔɒk ʔɒk 

114 all (people) dɵŋlɛʔ məpal dɪŋlɛʔ təŋ̤lɛʔ dɛŋlɛ? dɵŋlɛʔ 

115 big kwɒŋ kwɒŋ kwɔŋ kwɔŋ kwɒŋ,taiç 

116 small ɟeʔ ɟeʔ ɟɪʔ̤ ɟeʔ ɟeʔ 

*117 long (string) ɟɔ̤ː ŋ ɟoːŋ ɟo̤ːŋ cɒːŋ ɟo̤ːŋ 

118 short (height) tɛx̤ tɛx̤ tɛ̡̤ x tɛh̤ ta̤ʲç 

*119 right (side) ɟɪmaː pᵊhmaː ɟim̤aː cɨt maː,cʰmɑː pəm̤aː 

*120 left (side) ɟɪcʲaʷ pəhcʲaʷ ɟic̤ʲaʷ cɨt cau,cʲaʷ pəc̤ʲaʷ 

*121 far ŋaːj ŋaːj ŋaːe ŋɑːi ŋaːj 

*122 near ta̤it ta̤c tɛt̤ ta̤c ta̤t 

*123 black krak krak krak krɑk krak 

124 white ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlɑŋ ᵑlaːŋ 

*125 red caŋ kʊrː caŋ cɑŋ caŋ 

126 green nʔʌrː ʔʌrː nʌrː nər ʔʌrː 

127 dirty rəmaːʷ 
rəmaːʷ,ʔu

k 
rəmaːʷ ʔjəx̤ ᵐhʌk 

*128 new ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː 

129 rotten (fruit) ʔoːm ʔɔom ʔɔom ʔo̤ːm ʔoːm 

130 hot (water) do̤x to̤x təo̤̤h do̤x ta̤wh 

*131 cold (water) ʔnɪk neʲk nʔɪk ʔnik ʔnɪk 

*132 heavy ɟʌk ɟʌk ɟʌk̤ kᵊɟɔk ɟʌk 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 5 Variety 6 Variety 7 Variety 8 Variety 9 

*133 full (container) pe̤ː ŋ pe̤ː ŋ pɪ ̤ːŋ pe̤ː ŋ pe̤ː ŋ 

134 good ʔwɛh ʔwɛh ʔwɛh ʔwɛh ʔwɛh 

135 bad (evil) ʔjʌh ʔjʌh lik ʔweh ᵐhʌk ʔjʌh,ᵐhʌk 

*136 I (familiar) kʌp̤ kʌp̤ kap̤ kɒ̤p kʌp̤ 

137 he, she paŋ paŋ paŋ pɑŋ paŋ 

138 we (inclusive) pʌn̤ pʌn̤ pʌn̤ pʌn̤ pʌn̤ 

139 
you (pl. 

familiar male) kʰənmaj kʰənmaj kʰəmaj kʰɔnmɑj kʰənmaj 

140 

you (pl. 

familiar 

female) 
kʰənʔaj kʰənʔaj kʰəʔaj kʰɔnʔɑj kʰənʔaj 

141 but jolrah         

142 because   jorlah   bəp̤rɔh̤,jorlɑh joːr 
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Appendix H. Wordlists (continued): 

Language code  cmo cmo cmo cmo rka 

Village (Variety code) 
Village 4 / 

Putil (V10) 

Village 7 

(V11) 

Pukraeng 

(V12) 

Srae Thom 

(V13) 
Roya (V14) 

Commune Bu Sra Bu Sra Srae Ampum Sokh Sant Roya 

District Pech Chenda Pech Chenda Pech Chenda Koah Nheak Koah Nheak 

Province Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri 

Collected by Julie Mee-Sun Mee-sun 
Mee-Sun & 

Julie 

Che & 

Mee-Sun 

Date collected 24 Feb 06 24 Feb 06 24 Feb 06 27 Feb-06 28 Feb 06 
 

  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 10 Variety 11 Variety 12 Variety 13 Variety 14 

*1 sky troːk troːk troːk troːk troːk 

*2 sun naːr naːr naːr naːr nɑːr 

*3 moon kʰae kʰaj kʰaj kʰai kʰɑːj 

*4 star maɲ maɲ maɲ maɲ ssᵊmɑɲ 

*5 cloud tɔk tok tɔk tɔk bᵊɓuʌk 

*6 rain mɛh miç miç mɛh mɨʌh 

*7 night maŋ maŋ maŋ maŋ mɑːŋ 

8 day naːr naːr naːr naːr nɑːr 

*9 water ta̤ː k tɛa̤̤ː k tɛa̤k ta̤ː k dãːk 

10 stream ⁿhɔːŋ ⁿhɔːŋ ⁿhɒŋ ⁿhɔːŋ cɑːʷk 

*11 soil nɛh neh nɛh nɛh ʔuək 

*12 stone lowʔ luʔ luʔ lowʔ tʰᵊmow 

*13 mountain joːk juːk ju̞ːk joːk bᵊnʌːm 

*14 tree ta^m cʰiː tam cʰᵉiː tam cʰᵉiː ta^m cʰej tɑᵊm cʰɨː 

15 bark ᵑkʰɔːp ᵑkʰɒːp cʰiː ᵑkʰɒp cʰiː ᵑkʰɔːp 
ssəmɓuᵓk 

cʰɨː 

*16 root (tree) reh̝  reh̤  rɛh reh  riɛh 

*17 leaf ⁿha  ⁿhã  ⁿhãː ⁿha  lɑː 

*18 flower kaʷ kaᵒ cʰi kaʷ cʰiː kaʷ pkɑːʷ 

*19 fruit plai plai plaj plae pʰɑe 

*20 grass ɟaː reːp reːp reːp kɵnɟiː 

21 betel chew məlu mələʷ mᵊlo̝ʷ məlow mᵊluː 

22 banana prɪt prɪːt priːt prit prɨːᵊt 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 10 Variety 11 Variety 12 Variety 13 Variety 14 

*23 salt pɔh̤ pṳᵃh pɔh̤ pɔh̤ bɔh̤ 

*24 animal cʰʲɔm 
mpombaː 

cʰiɨm 

ᵐpombaː 

cʰɨm 
cʰʲʌm ssɑt 

25 monkey tʊ̤ːk tṳːk tṳːk tʊ̤ːk to̤ːk 

*26 dog cʰɔː cʰɔː cʰɒː cʰɔː cɑʷ 

*27 bite (v.) (dog) kap kap kap kap kɑp 

28 pig (domestic) cʰʌr cʰor cʰʌrː cʰʌr ʔun 

29 bird cʰʲɔm naːr cʰim naːr cʰɵm naːr cʰʲɔm naːr cɪm 

30 wing naːr naːr naːr naːr slɑːp 

*31 feather rəcʰaw rəcʰao rᵊcʰaᵒ rəcʰaw tʰᵊnɑːᵒk 

*32 egg (chicken) tap tap tap tap kᵊtɑp 

33 chicken jːar jarː jarː jːar ʔiːr 

*34 snake pɛx̤ peh pex pɛx̤ peç̤ 

*35 fish kaː ka kaː kaː kɑː 

36 fly (n.) rohwaj rᵊhwaj rᵊwhaj rohwaj ruːj 

*37 head pṳːk pṳːk pṳːk pṳːk bo̤ːk 

*38 hair cʰɔk cʰɔk cʰɒk cʰɔk ssɔk 

*39 eye trə mat tro mat trᵊmat trə mat mɑt 

*40 ear toːr toːr tɔrː toːr toːr 

*41 mouth ᵐbṳŋ ᵐbuŋ ᵐbuŋ ᵐbṳŋ mʊːɲ 

*42 tongue ᵐbiat ᵐbiat ᵐbiat ᵐbiat ləmpiᵊt 

*43 tooth cʰeːjk cʰɛjk cʰeːjk cʰeːjk ceːʲk 

*44 neck te kɒː teŋ kɔː tᵊkɒː tɔŋ kɒː kɑːʷ 

*45 hand ⁿtṳp tʌi taj tʌi tai ləmpɑŋ dɑj 

*46 fingernail ɲɛh ɲɛh ɲɛh ɲɛh krɔcoːʌk 

47 back drəkʌe ⁿdur kaj ⁿdur kʌj ⁿdru kaj kɑɵj 

*48 abdomen/belly ⁿdəl ⁿdur   ⁿɗʊl ⁿɗʊl kɔnɗul 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 10 Variety 11 Variety 12 Variety 13 Variety 14 

49 heart plai nuç plaj nuːç plaj nuːç plai nuç 
pṳh 

nuᵉh,truəŋ 

*50 intestines prɔːc prɔːc prɔːc prɔːc puhviən 

*51 foot ⁿtṳp ɟʌŋ ⁿdup ɟɔŋ ⁿdup ɟʌŋ ⁿtṳp ɟʌŋ ləmpɑŋ ɟoŋ 

52 knee kəmɒk kəmak kᵊmɒk kəmɒk pokᵊtɑŋ 

53 calf plaʲpoːx plaʲpoːç plaj poːᵉx plaʲ poːx pɑːʷç 

*54 bone ⁿdɪŋ ⁿdaʲŋ ⁿdɛŋ ⁿdɪŋ kᵓⁿtɨːəŋ 

55 flesh pʷac poac pʷac pʷac jɑm 

*56 fat ŋəiː ᵑiː ŋiː ŋᵉiː ləmbɑː 

*57 skin ⁿdaʷ ⁿdo ⁿtaᵒ ⁿdaʷ sp̤eːʲk 

*58 blood ᵐhãːm ᵐhãːm ᵐhaːm ᵐhãːm mᵊhɑːm 

*59 person pṳniç punuç buniç pṳniç mᵊniːh 

60 mother maiʔ mɛʔ maʲʔ maiʔ mɛʔ 

*61 child kɔːn kɔːn kɒːn kɔːn kɑːʷn 

62 wife ʔʊrː ʔʊrː ʔʊr ʔʊrː sə̤ʔʊːr 

63 brother (older) nao puklaw ɨno buklo noː buklo nao  miː kʰloːʷ 

*64 road (path) trɔːŋ trɒŋ trɒŋ trɔːŋ trɑːʷŋ 

65 house coaːɲ coan coaɲ coaːɲ ɲɨːᵊ 

*66 sew ɟɵŋ ɟɵm ɟɨm ɟɵŋ ɟəŋ 

*67 fire ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ ʔʊɲ ʔʊɲ 

*68 burn (v.) (wood) hit̤ ʔhiːt ʔhiːt hʌr cɑː 

*69 ashes ʔɔɲ pṳh ʔɔɲ puh ʔɔɲ pṳh pṳh pṳᵊh 

*70 smoke ᶮhʲṳk ᶮhʲʊk ⁿhʲuk ⁿhuk ɲuᵉj 

71 arrow haːr har harː haːr kɑm 

72 hear (v.) taŋ taŋ taŋ taŋ kᵊtɑŋ 

73 weep/cry (v.) ᶮjɔm ⁿɲom ɲʊm ᶮjɔm ɲɨːᵊm 

*74 eat (v.) (rice) cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ cʰoːŋ coːŋ,cɑː 

*75 drink (v.) ɲeːt ɲieːk ɲeːt ɲeːt ɲeːʲt 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 10 Variety 11 Variety 12 Variety 13 Variety 14 

*76 vomit (v.) hɒːk hɒok hɒːk hɒːk hɑːʷk 

*77 spit (v.) rəcʰʌh 
cʰo, sdah, 

moːkah 
cdɒh rəcʰɔh kᵊcɒːh 

78 breathe (v.) ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm ncʰor ⁿham ⁿcʰor ⁿhʌm ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm 
tɑʷk 

ləŋhəːm 

79 
blow (v.) 

(w/mouth) kʰoːm kʰoːm kʰoːm kʰoːm kʰloːm 

*80 laugh (v.) gɵːm gɵ̤ːm gɵːm gɵːm gɵːm 

*81 
know 

(something) gɵt gɵt gɵt gɵt gɵt 

*82 sleep (v.) pec bit̤ pɪc pec̤ pɪc 

*83 
scratch (v.) 

(person) kʷaːk kʷaːk kʷaːk kʷaːk kwɑːc 

*84 die (v.) kʰʌt kʰat kʰʌt kʰʌt ɓɑt 

*85 sit (v.) ʔgṳʔ ʔgṳʔ ʔguʔ ʔgṳʔ ɠʊk 

*86 stand (v.) tʌk̤ dɨək dʌk̤ tʌ̤k tɑwjɑːʷŋ 

87 walk (v.) proʔ broʔ broʔ braʷʔ cɑːk 

88 push (v.) ⁿdroːl ⁿdrol ⁿdrɔl ⁿdroːl ɟᵊrɛŋ 

89 
throw (v.) 

(overhand) ᵑglɔp kᵊlop glʌp ᵑglɔp trᵊʋɛːŋ 

90 
fall (v.) (person 

off cliff) dox təp tʌp tɔp cop 

91 swim (v.) rɛː rɛa rɛː rɛː rɛj 

*92 give ʔɒn ʔan ʔan ʔɒn ʔɑn 

*93 tie (v.) kɒt kat kat kɒt coːʌŋ 

94 wipe (v.) ɟṳt ɟuːt ɟṳːt ɟṳt ɟuːᵊt 

*95 rub (v.)  tʰɔː proç bᵊroːʲç tʰɔː ɗoʲç 

*96 
wash (v.) 

(dishes) raʷ raᵒ raʷ raʷ rɑʷ 

97 
hit (v.) (w/small 

stick) ᵐbaːŋ ᵐbaːŋ, mhat ᵐbᵋa̤ː ŋ,lɵh ᵐbaːŋ tuɑr 

*98 cut (v.) (hair) kɒh kreh krɛh krɛh kɑt 

99 split (v. wood) rəlah,ɟok bla̤ bla̤h pla̤h pṳʌh 

100 stab (v.) ⁿdap ⁿdap ⁿdap ⁿdɒp ɟᵊrɑʔ 

101 
squeeze (v.) 

(lemon) rᵊpiac piat piac ᵐpiac crəbɑc 
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  Language name Bunong Bunong Bunong Bunong Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 10 Variety 11 Variety 12 Variety 13 Variety 14 

*102 dig (v.) (a hole) koç koç koç,cik̤ koç cuːr 

*103 one (person) tṳhʷae duhaj duː haj tṳ hʷae nɗ̩ɑːŋ 

*104 two (people) par̤hae bɛ̤a r haj bɛr̤ haj par̤ hae pɑ̤ː r neh 

*105 three (people) paenix paɛ nuç paɛ niç pae nʊç pɑe neh 

*106 four (people) pʷan nix pᵒan nux pʷan niç pʷan nʊç puᵊn neh 

*107 five (people) pramnix pram nuç pram niç pram nʊç prɑm neh 

108 six (people) praʷnix praʷnuç praw niç praʷ nʊç prɑw neh 

109 seven (people) pʌhnix pəç nuç pʌh niç pʌhn nʊç pɔh̤ neh 

110 eight (people) pʰaːmnix pʰaːm nuç pʰaːm niç pʰaːm nʊç pʰɑːm neh 

111 nine (people) cʰənnix cʰɨnnuç cʰɛn niç cʰən nʊç cɛn neh 

112 ten (people) ɟɵ̤t nix ɟɵ̤t nuç ɟɪt niç ɟɵ̤t nʊç ɟɪt neh 

*113 many (people) ʔɒk ʔak ʔɒk ʔɒk ʔɒk bəl 

114 all (people) dɛŋlɛʔ lɛʔ rəŋuːc 
deŋlɛʔ 

(rᵊŋuːc) 
dɵŋlɛʔ 

teᵊŋ lɛʔ 

tᵊbəl 

115 big kwɒŋ kwaŋ kwɔŋ kwɒŋ kᵊteːç 

116 small ɟeʔ ɟiʔ̤ ɟɨʔ̤ ɟɪʔ kᵊtiːʔ 

*117 long (string) ɟo̤ːŋ ɟɨoŋ ɟoːᵓŋ ɟoːŋ ʋɛːʲŋ 

118 short (height) tɛx̤ tɛh̤ teh̤ ta̤ʲç teh 

*119 right (side) pəm̤aː bɨm̤ãː pɛh̤ mãː ɟɪmaː kʰɑŋ mɑː 

*120 left (side) pəc̤ʲaʷ bɨ ̤cao pɪ cao ɟɪcʲaʷ kʰɑŋ gioʷ 

*121 far ŋaːj ŋaj ŋaj ŋaːj ŋɑːj 

*122 near ta̤it tet̤ tɛc̤ ta̤c tʰɑːp 

*123 black krak krak krak krak ssəʔʊc 

124 white ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ ᵑlaːŋ bɑːʷk 

*125 red caŋ caŋ caŋ caŋ kᵊcᵊrɑːl 

126 green ʔʌrː ʔar, nar ʔʌr ʔeːr bɑjtɒːŋ 

127 dirty rəmaːʷ rəmaːᵒ rᵊmaʷ rəmaːʷ ɓəʔ 

*128 new ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛ ̤ ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː tʰᵊmɛj 
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129 rotten (fruit) ᵐpṳh ɒm ʔoːm ʔoːm ᵐɓʊk 

130 hot (water) tɔx̤ tṳh tṳh tɔx̤ tɑɲ 

*131 cold (water) ʔnɪk nᵃik nᵃik ʔnɪk lᵊʔʌt 

*132 heavy ɟʌk ɟɨk ɟək ɟʌk kᵊcʊk 

*133 full (container) pe̤ː ŋ pi ̤ːŋ pɪːŋ pɪ ̤ːŋ pe̤ː ŋ 

134 good ʔwɛh wɛh ʔwɛh ʔwɛh kʰʌːɲ 

135 bad (evil) mo ʔweh mbɛah ᵐbɛah ᵐhʌk ɓəʔ 

*136 I (familiar) kʌp̤ gəp gəp̤ kʌp̤ hɛj 

137 he, she paŋ paŋ paŋ paŋ ʔɑj 

138 we (inclusive) pʌn̤ hɛː haːᵋ pʌn̤ bɪn 

139 
you (pl. familiar 

male)   kᵊmaj kʰən maj kʰənmaj 
pʰuŋ 

kʰᵊmɑj 

140 
you (pl. familiar 

female)   kᵊnʔaj,puʔur kʰən ʔaj kʰənʔaj pʰuŋ kʰᵊʔɑj 

141 but   ʔjaʔla jorlah   
  

ɓɵlɛh 

142 because   jor jorlah   
  

bɪn topɑːn 
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Appendix H. Wordlists (continued): 

Language code  tpu qaa sti cmo stt 

Village (Variety code) Nang Bua (V15) 
Memom 

(V16) 

Chhnaeng 

(V17) 

Ou Rona 

(V18) 

Ou Am 

(V19) 

Commune Nang Khi Loek Roya Srae Khtum Srae Khtum Srae Khtum 

District Koah Nheak Koah Nheak Kaev Seima Kaev Seima Kaev Seima 

Province Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri Mondul Kiri 

Collected by Julie Julie & Che 
Mee-Sun & 

Julie 

Mee-Sun & 

Che 
Julie & Che 

Date collected 28 Feb 06 1 Mar 06 2 Mar 06 2 Mar 06 2 Mar 06 
 

  Language name Tampuan Thmon Stieng Bunong Ra'ong 
# English gloss Variety 15 Variety 16 Variety 17 Variety 18 Variety 19 

*1 sky plaᵋŋ troʷk trok troːk troːk 

*2 sun daːr naːr naːr naːr naːr 

*3 moon kʰaj kʰaj kʰaʲ kʰai kʰaj 

*4 star ˈsɔmlɔŋ sᵊmaiɲ sᵊmaʲɲ kᵊmaɲ sᵊmaʲɲ 

*5 cloud kᵊmɔːl to̞k tᵓmiːx,trok ⁿtɔk tɔk 

*6 rain ɓəj mʌᵊ ⁿdaːk miː miç ?mih̤ 

*7 night maŋ maŋ maŋ maŋ maŋ 

8 day kᵃdaːr naːr naːr naːr naːr 

*9 water tɨ ̤ə k ta̤ː k da̤ː k ta̤ː k daːk 

10 stream druːŋ caʷ ⁿhɔːt kənhoːc ⁿhɔːc 

*11 soil ta̪ɛh ⁿtah tɛh̤ kənnɛh kənɛh 

*12 stone ᵐhaʷ ᵐhᵃoʷ tᵊmoːʷ luʔ luʔ 

*13 mountain pᵊnom kᵊnʌm bᵊnʌːm kənoːr kᵊnoːr 

*14 tree tᵊɵm dɔːŋ taʌm cʰəɵ dʌːm cʰᵊɨ ta^m cʰiː təm cʰiː 

15 bark ᵐhɔːk dɔːŋ ᵐpoːr kuᵊp cʰᵊɨ ᵑkʰoːp koːp cʰi 

*16 root (tree) rijah dɔːŋ riɛh cʰəːɵ rʲah reah reᵋ cʰiː 

*17 leaf ⁿlaːh laː laː ⁿha  laː cʰiː 

*18 flower pᵊkaʷ tᵊkaʷ kaʷ kau kaʷ 

*19 fruit plaᵉ dɔːŋ pʰaj plaᵉ plai plaᵋ 

*20 grass cʰ/sᵊmaŋ rep/ jej smaʷ reːp reːp 

21 betel chew mᵊlɔʷ la mᵊlɔʷ məloʷ məlu mᵊluː 

22 banana prəit priːt prit prit priːt 
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*23 salt pɔ̤ː  bɔh̤ ᵐpɔ̤ː  pɔh̤ bɔːh 

*24 animal ssaᵋm cem paʲcʌm cʃom com 

25 monkey tɔ̤ː k tɔʷk ⁿto̤ːk tʊ̤ːk do̤̝ːk 

*26 dog sa̩ʷ caʷ ssoː ʃɒː ssoː 

*27 bite (v.) (dog) kap kap kap kap kap 

28 pig (domestic) cʰʃkaᵉ rᵊkaɛ ssər ʃɒr ssʌːr 

29 bird ssaᵉm kᵊhlaːp hʌːr 
pᵊnaːr,pɛc 

cʌm 
cʃom kənaːr baᵉpᵊnaːr 

30 wing kᵊhlap ⁿhaːr pᵊnaːr kənaːr pᵊnaːr 

*31 feather sɔ̩ːk rᵊcaʷ pᵘnɔːʔ rəʃaw pᵊnoːk 

*32 egg (chicken) kᵊtap jʌːr kᵊtap tap kətap tap 

33 chicken jʌːr jʌːr ʔijaːr jːar ʔjjaːr 

*34 snake pih pɛh̤ ᵐpɛh̤ pɛx̤ bbeh̤ 

*35 fish kaː kaː kaː kaː kaː 

36 fly (n.) roːe rᵘwʌj pᵉruaːj rohwaj roaj 

*37 head kɔːl powk ᵐpṳːk po̤ːk bo̤ːk 

*38 hair sɔ̩k cʰak ssɔk ʃɔk ssɒk 

*39 eye mat mat krəpmat mat mat 

*40 ear tawr taur lətoːr toːr toːr 

*41 mouth pʌ̤ː r ᵐbuŋ ʋiam ᵐbṳŋ ʋiːam 

*42 tongue ᵐpiat lᵊpiʌt lᵊppiat ᵐpiat lᵊpiːʌt 

*43 tooth ssᵊnaɲ caek ssiɵk ɟeːik sseːk 

*44 neck ⁿkaːʷ kaʷ koʷ tɔŋ kɒː kɒː 

*45 hand tʌi təi kəj tᵊiː tiː ttiː 

*46 fingernail ⁿhijah kᵊrəcaʷk kᵊniɛh tiː kəɲɛh konniˈʌh 

47 back ᵑkɔk kaɵj kəːj kəj kəːj 

*48 abdomen/belly ʋaʲc ɗʊl kɵndəl ⁿɗol po̞l 

49 heart noʲh pʰaᵉ nuᵉh plaᵉ nuç plai nuç peh nuç 
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*50 intestines ʋaʲc praʷc proːc prɔːc prɔːc 

*51 foot cɵːŋ ɟɔŋ ɟʌŋ paːŋ ɟʌŋ ɟʌŋ 

52 knee kᵒkʊːl pokətaŋ ᵐpuʔ kʊtaːŋ kəmɒk kottaŋ 

53 calf pʷɛːh pʰaʲ pɔç plae poɛh plaʲ poːx pɛ poːç 

*54 bone ⁿtaʲŋ ᵑciʌŋ tɪgŋ ⁿdɪŋ ttiŋ 

55 flesh jaːm jaːm ᵐlaj pʷac paːj 

*56 fat poŋ lᵊmaʔ ʋiːʌr ʋiːr ʋiːr 

*57 skin ᵑkaːr sᵊpaᵉk ssəbᵉɛk ⁿtoːw peːk 

*58 blood pʰaːm ᵐhaːm ᵐhaːm ᵐhãːm ᵐhaːm 

*59 person pᵊnoç kᵊnʊç ᵐbənɛh kənʊç bṳnʊç 

60 mother maʲʔ maiʔ mɛʔ meʔ meʔ 

*61 child kɒːn kaʷn koːn kɔːn kɔːn 

62 wife kᵊmaɲ cʰəʔuːr ssəʔuːr ʔʊrː sᵉʔur 

63 brother (older) maʲ kᵊmak maʷŋ kʰlʌʷ naʔdᵊklᵓo 
now 

buklaw 
nõː dʲklaw 

*64 road (path) trɔːŋ trawŋ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ 

65 house həj jʌɵ ⁿhᵉiː coaːɲ ɲih 

*66 sew ɟɪŋ cɪŋ ᵑɟɟɪgŋ ɟəŋ ɟɪŋ 

*67 fire ʔɔɲ ʔʊɲ ʔoɲ ʔɔɲ ʔɔɲ 

*68 burn (v.) (wood) ssa caː ssaː hɪ ̤ː t saː 

*69 ashes ᵐᵊhɔʷ pṳᵊh pɔ ̤ pṳh bṳh 

*70 smoke ʔjəj ⁿjoʌk ɲoaj ᶮhʲṳk ᶮhuːk 

71 arrow kam haːr kᵒnnaː haːr konaː 

72 hear (v.) kᵊtaŋ kᵊtaŋ taŋ taŋ taŋ 

73 weep/cry (v.) ɲam ᵑjʌːm ᶮjʌːm ɲiːm ɲiːm 

*74 eat (v.) (rice) sɔŋ cɔʷŋ sso̝ːŋ ʃoːŋ peaŋ saː piːaŋ 

*75 drink (v.) ʔaᵉt ɲᵃet ɲiːᵋt ɲeːt ?oːn 

*76 vomit (v.) hak haʷk hɒːk hɒːk hɔːk 
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*77 spit (v.) kᵊsaʷ kᵊcaː cʰah  rəʃɔh cʰɔh 

78 breathe (v.) təŋhəːm cʰɔːl ⁿhʌːm ɗoːk ⁿhaːm ⁿhaʷ ⁿhʌm 
ⁿhaʷn 

ⁿhʌːm 

79 
blow (v.) 

(w/mouth) klaʷm klɔom kʰuːm kʰoːm kʰoːm 

*80 laugh (v.) kakəʲk gɯm gəːm gəːm gɵːm 

*81 
know 

(something) ɗaʷk kɪt̤ ᵑgət gət ggɵt 

*82 sleep (v.) taᵋp pic ᵐpɪc pec̤ bbec 

*83 
scratch (v.) 

(person) kʰəkʰʷac kʷat kwaːc kʷaːik kʷaːc 

*84 die (v.) ta̤ʷ bat cʰʌt kʰʌt cʰʌt 

*85 sit (v.) ʔəŋʋaᵉ guk ᵑgɔʔ ʔguʔ guːʔ 

*86 stand (v.) ⁿtaʷ taʷ  ⁿtʌk̤ tʌk̤ dʌːk 

87 walk (v.) caːk caːk haːn bro̤ʔ,han haːn 

88 push (v.) trʊːt ⁿdrɔwl rʊɲ ⁿdroːl troːl 

89 
throw (v.) 

(overhand) hɛr glɔp grᵊʋeᵃŋ ⁿtop ɟaŋ 

90 
fall (v.) (person 

off cliff) laᵋʔ kᵊcop tᵊʔtej kədox kᵊɗuh 

91 swim (v.) raj raɛ rej rɛː reː 

*92 give ʔɔn ʔɔn ʔaːn ʔɒn ʔaːn 

*93 tie (v.) kɔːt kɔːt kat kʌt kɒt 

94 wipe (v.) jʌɵt ɟṳːᵊt ɟut ɟṳt ɟuːt 

*95 rub (v.)  ʋaʔ ɗʊç ɟɟɛç tʰɒː dɔh 

*96 
wash (v.) 

(dishes) raʷ raʷ raʷ raʷ raʷ 

97 
hit (v.) (w/small 

stick) pit̤ poːm ʋat ᵐbaːŋ pɒm 

*98 cut (v.) (hair) kat,kʰɟɛt kat kat kɒh kat 

99 split (v. wood) pah cɔʷk ᵐbɔh̤ bla̤h,bṳ bṳh 

100 stab (v.) t ̪h ɛːŋ,ɟraʔ ⁿtɔʷp sstəp ⁿtɒp srɒp 

101 
squeeze (v.) 

(lemon) mac cᵊbac ciʔbiac piac krəɲaːm 

*102 dig (v.) (a hole) sa̩ᵋr cek ssiᵊr koç cʰiːr 

*103 one (person) mʌɲ ɗoʷ ti nʊç dɔmboʷ dṳ hɛː diheːj 
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*104 two (people) pər̤ ɗoʷ par nuç ᵐbaːr ⁿdoː par̤ hɛː bar heːj 

*105 three (people) paᵋŋ ɗoʷ paᵋ nuç peː ⁿdoː pe nʊç peː 

*106 four (people) pʷan ɗoʷ puᵊn bwan doː pwan nʊç pᵒan 

*107 five (people) pᵊtʌm ɗoʷ pᵊram pram ⁿdoː pram nʊç pᵊram 

108 six (people) traʷ ɗoː pᵊraʷ praʷ praʷ nʊç praʷ 

109 seven (people) t ̪ə mpaʷh ɗoː pɒːh pah pʌh nʊç pɔh 

110 eight (people) təŋhaːm ɗoː pʰaːm pʰaːm pʰaːm nʊç pʰaːm 

111 nine (people) ⁿcʰɛn ɗoː ɟɪn ssɵn ʃən nʊç ssɵn 

112 ten (people) ɟət ɗoː ɟɪt ɟimət ⁿdoː ɟɵt nʊç ɟimɔt 

*113 many (people) jɨːʌŋ ɗoː ʔɔk̝ ʔʌk ʔɒk ʔɒk 

114 all (people) tiʔ noah teŋ lɛʔ tɵŋ lɛʔ lɛʔməpal dʌŋlɛʔ 

115 big taiç teh teh kwɒŋ teh 

116 small tʰɛːʔ ci ̤ə t ⁿdɛʔ ɟeʔ deʔ 

*117 long (string) ɗɪŋ ʋɛŋ ⁿɟɔːʷŋ ɟɔ̤ː ŋ ɟɔːŋ 

118 short (height) kᵊtɛh de̤ː  ⁿdiɛh dɛ̤ː  deh 

*119 right (side) keŋ cʰᵊmaː pu maː ɟi maː ɟɪmaː maː 

*120 left (side) keŋ çɪŋʔjaʷ pᵘ ciaw ⁿɟi giaʷ kʲaʷ ggiaw 

*121 far cʰɪŋhaᵉʔ ɲaj ŋaᵉ ŋaːj ŋaːj 

*122 near kɛ̤ː m da̤ɛ k ⁿtʌh̤ ta̤it daːc 

*123 black maʷ cᵊʔʊc ssəʔɔc krak səʔʊc 

124 white ɓaːk ba̤ː ʷk ᵐpɔ̤ː k ᵑlaːŋ ɲlaːŋ,bɔ̤ː k 

*125 red kərəj cᵊraːl ⁿdʌpm dɔm mhaːm 

126 green cʰat cɛtleːŋ kʰiaʷ nʌrː kənnəːr 

127 dirty ɓəɵk ɓʊk ssᵊgʌt rəmaːʷ 
kə buʔ, 

ɟɪndrəːk 

*128 new naʷ mᵊhaj maj ᵐhɛː mheː 

129 rotten (fruit) pṳk ɓo̝k ʔoːm ʔɔom dṳ ʔoːm 

130 hot (water) ta̪ʷʔ taʲŋ kəɗaʷ do̤x taᵉŋ 
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*131 cold (water) rəʔɔt lᵊʔʌt lᵊŋʌˈt ʔnɪk ləŋɒːt 

*132 heavy klaŋ kᵊcɔk ⁿɟʌk ɟʌk ɟʌk 

*133 full (container) pa̡̤ ɲ peŋ ᵐbiᵊŋ pe̤ː ŋ bɪ ̤ːŋ 

134 good rəjʌːm kʰaᵋn klaᵋŋ ʔwɛh klaᵉŋ 

135 bad (evil) ɓəɵk ɓᵊʊk sᵊgʌt leʔweh ʔapʔɪŋ 

*136 I (familiar) ʔaɲ kᵒɒp hej hɛː heː 

137 he, she ʔʌç gʌ̤p,ʔaj ɓoʷ paŋ bbu  

138 we (inclusive) pɪ ̤ːn bʌn̤ ᵐbʌn̤ pʌn̤ bʌn 

139 
you (pl. familiar 

male) keŋⁿdoç kʰʌnmaj kᵊmɔj kʰəmaj majneː 

140 
you (pl. familiar 

female) keŋⁿdoç kʰʌnʔaj kᵊʔaj kʰəʔaj ʔajneː 

141 but   ʔinmɔːŋʔaː kʰəlʔaw   bajneː 

142 because   kᵒ^ciʔaː ᵐbiːbrah     
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Appendix H. Wordlists (continued): 

Language code  sti sti cmo cmo cmo 

Village (Variety code) Chrap (V20) Mil (V21) 
Chukrang 

(V22) 
Chung (V23) 

Kosang 

(V24) 

Commune Pi Thnu Khsuem Khsuem Khsuem Changkrang 

District Snuol Snuol Snuol Snuol Kratie 

Province Kratie Kratie Kratie Kratie Kratie 

Collected by Che Julie Che Julie Julie 

Date collected 7 Mar 06 8 Mar 06 8 Mar 06 8 Mar 06 24 Apr 06 
 

  Language name Stieng Stieng Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 20 Variety 21 Variety 22 Variety 23 Variety 24 

*1 sky trok tro̤ːk troːk troːk trok 

*2 sun nar naːr naːr naːr naːr 

*3 moon kʰaj kʰaʲ kʰaj kʰaj kʰaj 

*4 star sᵊmaɲ samaɲ kᵊmaɲ kᵊmaɲ kᵊmaɲ 

*5 cloud truɓɔk tro̤ːk ss?ʊc trṳːʔ pɔ̤ː k truːk trok 

*6 rain miː mi ̞ː  mih mɪh mɛç 

*7 night maŋ maŋ maŋ maŋ maŋ 

8 day nar naːr naːr naːr naːr 

*9 water da̤ː k da̤ː k ta̤ː k ta̤ː k ta̤ː k 

10 stream ⁿᵊhɔːc ⁿhɔːc ⁿhɔːc ⁿhɔːc ⁿhõːŋ 

*11 soil tɛh tɛh kᵊnɛh kᵊnɛh kᵊnɛh 

*12 stone tᵒmɔʷ tᵊmoː kᵊluʔ kᵊluʔ gᵊloʔ 

*13 mountain bᵊnʌːm bᵊnʌːm kᵊnoːr kᵊnoːr joːk 

*14 tree dʌm cɯː tʌːm cʰɯ tʌːm cʰiː təːm cʰiː tʌːm cʰᵊiː 

15 bark kop cɯː kuᵊp cʰɯ ᵑkʰoɔp ᵑkʰɔːp ᵑkʰo̞ːp 

*16 root (tree) reh cɯː rʲaʲh rijeh  rijeh cʰi rɛh 

*17 leaf laː cɯː laː ⁿhaː cʰiː ⁿhaː  ⁿhaː 

*18 flower kaw kaʷ kau kau kaʷ 

*19 fruit paj plʌj plai plai plaj 

*20 grass smaw ssamʷ reːp riːəp rip 

21 betel chew ᵐluː mᵊluː mᵊluw mᵊlow mᵊloː 

22 banana prɪt prit prit prit prit 
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*23 salt ɓɔh ᵐbɔ̤ː  pɔh̤ pɔh̤ pɔh̤ 

*24 animal paj paːj cʰom cʰo̞m cʰʌm 

25 monkey dok ⁿdʊ̤ːk to̝̤ːk to̤ːk to̤ːk 

*26 dog ssoː ssoʷ cʰɔː cʰɔː cʰɒː 

*27 bite (v.) (dog) kap kap kap kap kap 

28 pig (domestic) ssər ssər cʰo̟rː cʰərː cʰər 

29 bird paj pᵃnar paᵉ pᵊnaːr cʰom paːr  
cʰo̞m 

kənaːr 

kᵊnaːr 

cʰʌm 

30 wing pᵃnar pᵊnaːr kənaːr kənaːr kᵊnaːr 

*31 feather pᵒnok pᵘnɔːk rəcʰaw rəcʰaw kᵊnaːr 

*32 egg (chicken) tap tap tap kətɒp kᵊtap 

33 chicken ʔijaːr ʔijaːr ʔjːar ʔjːar ʔjar 

*34 snake beːh peh̤ peh̤ pɛh̤ paʲç 

*35 fish kaː kaː kaː kaː kaː 

36 fly (n.) rowaj roaj rohwaj rohwaj rohwaj 

*37 head ɓʊk pṳːᵊk pṳːk,əpṳːk pṳːk,əpṳːk bubṳːk 

*38 hair ssɒk ssɒk cʰɔk cʰɔk cʰɒk 

*39 eye mat mat mat,ʔamat mat,ʔamat mᵊmãt 

*40 ear la toːr tuːᵊr to̝ːr ʔatoːr,toːr tᵒtor 

*41 mouth ʋea,moː ʋeːam ᵐbuŋ mbuŋ ᵐbuŋ 

*42 tongue lapiat laːpeat ᵐpiat ᵐpiat ᵐpiat 

*43 tooth ssek ssiɵt cʰeːk cʰiːk cʰik 

*44 neck koːʷ koʷ kɒː kɒː ⁿduŋ kɒː 

*45 hand tiː ttᵉiː tᵉi,ⁿdoːptᵉi tᵊiː kᵊlaʷ təj 

*46 fingernail kᵒniah kanniaj kᵊɲɛh kᵊɲjɛh ɲɛh 

47 back klaŋ kɔːj kəːj kəj kəj kᵊkɵj 

*48 abdomen/belly kɔndʊl kᵃⁿdʊːl ⁿdəl ⁿdəl ⁿɗʊl 

49 heart paj nui piᵊh dɔŋ nuç ᵐbʌŋ nuç nᵊnuç 
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*50 intestines prɔːc proːc pᵊ proːc prɔːc pᵊprɔc 

*51 foot ɟʌŋ ⁿɟʌŋ ɟʌŋ,ⁿduːpɟʌŋ ɟʌŋ cʌŋ 

52 knee kᵃtaŋ kʊttaŋ ᵐbṳkᵊmɒk kᵊmɒk pṳkɔmɔk 

53 calf paj poʲeː poᵃh plaᵉ poːᵉh plaᵉ poːᵉh tɪŋtur 

*54 bone tɪŋ tɪgŋ ⁿttɪŋ ⁿttɪŋ ⁿdɪŋ 

55 flesh paj paːj ᵐlaːj pʷac pwoᵃc 

*56 fat ʋiːr ʋiːər ʋiːr ʋiːr kᵊŋᵊiː 

*57 skin ssᵊbeːk ssabɛːt ⁿtoʷ ⁿtoʷ ⁿdaʷ 

*58 blood ᵐhaːm mahaːm ᵐhãːm ᵐhãːm ᵐhaːm 

*59 person siˈdiaŋ ssadiaŋ kᵊnuç kᵊnuç pṳniç 

60 mother mej mɛʔ mbai mbai ᵐbaj 

*61 child koən kɒːn kɔᵊn kɔːn koən 

62 wife ssᵊʔʊr ssaʔuːr ʔuːr ʔurː ʔur 

63 brother (older) ʔɛm tᵊklaw ʔianʔdᵊkloʷ noʷ kloʷ naw klaʷ naʷ 

*64 road (path) trɔŋ trᵒɔŋ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ trɔːŋ 

65 house niː ⁿhᵉiː twaːɲ toʷaːɲ coaʲŋ 

*66 sew ɟɪŋ ɟɟɪgŋ ⁿcʰʌt ⁿcʰʌt ɟəŋ 

*67 fire ʔoɲ ʔʊɲ ʔɔɲ ʔuɲ ʔuɲ 

*68 burn (v.) (wood) ʔoɲ ssaː ssaː hiːt cʰaː hɐːr 

*69 ashes bonak pɔ ̤ ʔɔɲ pṳh ʔuɲ pṳh kᵊpṳːh 

*70 smoke ɲiam jju̞aj huːk huk hũk 

71 arrow konaː kɔːnaː harː harː hɑːr 

72 hear (v.) taŋ ss^taŋ taŋ taŋ taŋ 

73 weep/cry (v.) ɲʌm jjʌm ɲom ɲəm ɲʌm 

*74 eat (v.) (rice) ssoŋ saː cʰoːŋ cʰaː cʰoːŋ 

*75 drink (v.) ɲet ?jjɛt ɲiːt ɲiː^t ɲet 

*76 vomit (v.) hɔk hɒːk hɒːk hɒːk hoːk 

*77 spit (v.) cɔː ssᵊtɔh rᵊcʰɒh cʰɒh tɒːh 
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78 breathe (v.) ⁿhʌːm ɗɔːkⁿhʌːm doʔ ⁿhʌːm do?ⁿhʌːm ⁿhuʲ ⁿhʌːm 

79 
blow (v.) 

(w/mouth) kʰoːm kʰuːʌm kʰuːm kʰuːᵊm kʰo̝ːm 

*80 laugh (v.) gɵːm ggəm gɵ̤ː ^m gɵːᵊm gɵ̤ːᵊm 

*81 know (something) gət gɵːt gɵt gʌt gɵt 

*82 sleep (v.) bec bbeːc bec ᵐpec bec 

*83 scratch (v.)(person) kʷac kᵒʋaːʲc kʷaːc kʷaːc kwak 

*84 die (v.) cʰʌt cʰət kʰʌt kʰʌt kʰʌt 

*85 sit (v.) gɔk gok guʔ guʔ ʔguʔ 

*86 stand (v.) tᵊjᵒɔːŋ dʌ̤ː k dʌk tʌk̤ tʌ̤k 

87 walk (v.) han haːn broʔ broʔ broʔ 

88 push (v.) rʊɲ rʊɲ ⁿdro̝ːl ᵑglɛh,ⁿdoːl ⁿdrol 

89 
throw (v.) 

(overhand) ɟaŋ ɟaŋ ⁿtʌp ⁿtʌp rᵊvʌt 

90 
fall (v.) (person off 

cliff) ʔatʌp tatteː kəɗuh kəɗuh doh,kᵊlʌp 

91 swim (v.) rej  reʲ rɛː reː rɛː 

*92 give ʔan ʔaːn ʔaːn ʔaːn ʔʌn 

*93 tie (v.) kɒt kat kɒt kɒt kɒt 

94 wipe (v.) ɟṳt ɟuːt ɟuːt ɟuːt cuːt 

*95 rub (v.)  doj ?jjoç dɒh rəpoːt rᵊcʰoᵊt 

*96 wash (v.) (dishes) laːŋ raːʷ raʷ raʷ raʷ 

97 
hit (v.) (w/small 

stick) paʷk ʋaːj ᵐbaːŋ ᵐbaːŋ ᵐbaːŋ 

*98 cut (v.) (hair) kɒt kat kɔh kat krɛh 

99 split (v. wood) boːh bʊ̤h bṳh bṳh cok 

100 stab (v.) ssᵊrʌp sstəp ⁿtɒp ⁿtɒp ⁿdap 

101 
squeeze (v.) 

(lemon) cᵊbec cᵊrɔbɛʲc ᵐpiac ᵐpiac pɛːt 

*102 dig (v.) (a hole) cɪr ssiːr kuç kuç kɔx 

*103 one (person) ᵐbuː tambuː duː heː duhe tᵒhʋaj 

*104 two (people) bar duː baːrⁿduː par heː par he bar haj 

*105 three (people) peː duː peː paᵉ nuç paj nuç pae nʊç 
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*106 four (people) poan duː pʷoan pʷan nuç pʷan nuç poᵊn niç 

*107 five (people) pram duː pᵊram pram nuç pramnuç pram nʊç 

108 six (people) prao duː pᵊraʷ praʷ nuç praʷnʊç praw nuç 

109 seven (people) pɔː duː pɔh̤ pəh  pəh  paʷh nʊç 

110 eight (people) pʰam duː pʰaːm pʰaːmnuç pʰaːmnuç pʰaːm nʊç 

111 nine (people) ssɪn duː ssɵn cʰən nuç cʰənnuç cʰən nʊç 

112 ten (people) ɟɪmʌt duː ɟimʌt ɟɛt nuç ɟɛt nuç cʰɛt nʊç 

*113 many (people) ʔʌk ʔʌk ʔɒk ʔɔk ʔɒk 

114 all (people) dɛŋlɛʔ daŋlɛʔ dɵŋlɛʔ tɛŋlɛʔ deŋ lɛʔ 

115 big teh tih teh teh taʲh 

116 small diaʔ ddeʔ ɟɪʔ ɟit ɟet̤ 

*117 long (string) ɟo̤ŋ ɟɔ̤ː ŋ ɟɔːŋ ɟɔːŋ ɟoːᵊŋ 

118 short (height) ddiː ddiᵋh deh deh tɛh 

*119 right (side) maː mãː ɟima cimai ɟimaː 

*120 left (side) ʔggiaw ggɛaʷ ɟʲaʷ ɟaw ɟicʲaʷ 

*121 far ŋaːj ŋaːj ŋaːj ŋaːj ŋaj 

*122 near dəː ddʌh̤ daːjc ndɛt tɛt̤ 

*123 black ssᵊʔʊc ssᵊʔʊc krak krak kᵊrak 

124 white bɔːk bɔ̤ː k po̤ːk po̤k ᵑlaːŋ 

*125 red dʌːm ddoːm do̞ːm ntɔːm ɟaŋ 

126 green kʰiaw kʰɛaʷ kɪʔɪr keiuː ʔir 

127 dirty ɟᵊrək kakʰwɒk rəmaʷ kəbuʔ   

*128 new meː ʔmeː ᵐhɛː ᵐhɛː huᵊmᵊhɛː 

129 rotten (fruit) ʔom ʔuəm ʔuːm  ʔuːm dṳh ʔumduh 

130 hot (water) kᵊdɔo kədaʷ kᵊdoh doh kᵊtɔh̝ 

*131 cold (water) ləŋʔʌt laŋʔʌt nɪːk nɪk ⁿʔik 

*132 heavy ɟʌk ɟɟʌk kᵊɟɔk kəɟɔk kᵊɟɔk 

*133 full (container) bɪŋ bbiəŋ bɪŋ biə̤ŋ bɪ ̤ːŋ 
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  Language name Stieng Stieng Bunong Bunong Bunong 
# English gloss  Variety 20 Variety 21 Variety 22 Variety 23 Variety 24 

134 good klaɲ kᵊlaᵉŋ ʔwɛh ʔwɛh ʔwɛh 

135 bad (evil) ɟᵊrək (mut) ʔaːkrɔk ʔjəh, biᵃm lek ʔweh   

*136 I (familiar) heː heː hɛː hɛː kɒ̤p 

137 he, she ʔaj ʔaj ʔaj məʔaj paŋ 

138 we (inclusive) bʌn bbʌn̤ bʌn bɔn̤ bʌn̤ 

139 
you (pl. familiar 

male) boh gᵊmaj 
pʰuŋ ʔaj 

dᵊkloʷ 
baːl maj kʰəmaj pʰuːŋ maj 

140 
you (pl. familiar 

female) boh gᵊʔaj 

pʰuːŋ ʔaj 

dduər,pʰuːŋ 

doʔuːr 

baːl ʔaj kʰəʔaj 
pʰuːŋ 

kʰənʔaj 

141 but   pontaᵉ pʌnlah pontea   

142 because piːbrɒː piːbrɒh  bəhjəː pipruᵊh   
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Appendix H. Wordlists (continued): 

Language code  qab qac cmo qab 

Village (Variety code) Kosang (V25) 
SraeTahaen 

(V26) 
Bung Run (V27) Chhok (V28) 

Commune Changkrang Sambok Sambok Thmei 

District Kratie Kratie Kratie Kratie 

Province Kratie Kratie Kratie Kratie 

Collected by Mee-Sun Julie Mee-Sun & Che Mee-Sun 

Date collected 24 Apr 06 25 Apr 06 25 Apr 06 25 Apr 06 
 

Language name Khaonh Mel Bunong Khaonh 
# English gloss Variety 25 Variety 26 Variety 27 Variety 28 

*1 sky troːk tʀok tru̞ːk tʀok 

*2 sun rᵊnɑɨ kʰaɛ nɑːr nɑɨ 

*3 moon kʰɑɛ kʰaɛ kʰɑe kʰɑɛ 

*4 star sᵊmɑɲ ssᵊmaɲ mɑɲ sᵊmɑɲ 

*5 cloud bɔbɔːʷk tʀok tru̞ːk,popoːk bobɑʷk 

*6 rain miːu miu miç̞ miːu 

*7 night mɑŋ maŋ mɑŋ mɑŋ 

8 day rᵊnɑɨ naːʀ nɑːr nɑɨ 

*9 water da̤ː k ta̤ː k tɑːk dɑ̤ː k 

10 stream koːʷ ʔoː ʔɔo,ⁿhoːᵊŋ kɔːʷn dɑ̤ː k 

*11 soil ⁿtɛh tɛh nɛh ⁿtɑh 

*12 stone tᵊmɑw tʰmɒː luʔ tᵊmɑʷ 

*13 mountain pᵊnʌm pᵊnʌːm juːᵊk pᵊnʌm 

*14 tree dɑːm siː taːm cʰɵː cʰiː tɑm siː 

15 bark səmɓɑok siː sɔmɓɔk cʰɵː ᵑkʰo̞ːp səmɓɑʷk siː 

*16 root (tree) ̟ʀɛh siː hajɛh cʰɵː reh ʀɛh siː 

*17 leaf lɑː siː laː ⁿhɑː lɑː siː 

*18 flower pʰkɑw pʰkaːʷ kɑw pʰkɑw 

*19 fruit plɑi blaj plɑj plɑi siː 

*20 grass kɑʔɑːŋ kᵊʔãːŋ riəp kɑʔɑːŋ 

21 betel chew mᵊluː mᵊluː məluː mᵊluː 

22 banana prɪt pʀit prɪt pʀiːt 
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Language name Khaonh Mel Bunong Khaonh 
# English gloss Variety 25 Variety 26 Variety 27 Variety 28 

*23 salt bə̤ː h bɔh pɔh̤ bə̤ː h 

*24 animal ssɑt ssɐt cʰom ssəm 

25 monkey doːk do̤k tṳk to̤ːk 

*26 dog sɑo sɒː cʰɒː ssɑo 

*27 bite (v.) (dog) kɑp kap kɑp kɑp 

28 pig (domestic) suː ssoːɾ cʰʌr ssuː 

29 bird ssɑt pᵊnɑw 
ssɐt 

pᵊnaːɾ,hɵː 
cʰom ᵐpɑːr pnɑɵ ssəm 

30 wing pᵊnɑw pᵊnaːɾ ᵐpɑːr pnɑɵ 

*31 feather tᵊnɑok tᵊnɒːʷk roːm tnɑːok 

*32 egg (chicken) kᵊtɑp kᵊtap tɑp kᵊtɑp 

33 chicken ʔeo ʔiʌɾ ʔjɑr ʔeɵː  

*34 snake pɛh̤ ɓɛh̤ pɑiç be̤ː h 

*35 fish kɑː kaː kɑː kɑː 

36 fly (n.) rᵒʋɑj ɾavaj rohwʌj ʀɑvɑj 

*37 head po̤ːk ɓo̤ːk buːk ɓoːk 

*38 hair sɔk ssʌk cʰʌk ssɔk 

*39 eye mɑt mãt mɑt mɑt 

*40 ear tow toːr tur lɑː tow 

*41 mouth bɵː sənɗoj,bɵːɾ ᵐɓuŋ ɓəɨ 

*42 tongue ᵐpeːət lᵊpiʌt ᵐpiat,ʔʌnciət ᵐpeːᵊt 

*43 tooth sejk sseːk cʰiᵊk sseːʲk 

*44 neck kɑːʷ kɒː kɔ̝ː  kɑːʷ 

*45 hand tiː tiː tʌi tᵉiː 

*46 fingernail kᵅɲɛh kᵊcʰɒk ɲɛh gᵊɲeːəh 

47 back kɑɵi kʌj kᵊkəːj kɑɵi 

*48 abdomen/belly kɔnɗʊl kɔnɗʊl ⁿɗʊl kənɗʊl 

49 heart bɛhɗuːŋ bɛhɗuŋ nuç bɑɛh duːŋ 
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Language name Khaonh Mel Bunong Khaonh 
# English gloss Variety 25 Variety 26 Variety 27 Variety 28 

*50 intestines pʀɑuc pʀɔc prɔc pʀɑuc 

*51 foot ɟəŋ ɟʌŋ ɟɔːŋ ɟʌŋ 

52 knee po̤kkᵊtɑŋ bu̝k̤ᵊtaŋ pṳʔkɔmɔk bo̤kkᵊtɑŋ 

53 calf 
kɑmpʰuəŋ 

ɟɵŋ 
pɔç rəmoːl ɟəŋ pɑwç 

*54 bone ⁿtɪːŋ tiŋ ⁿtɪŋ ⁿtɪːŋ 

55 flesh pɑj pae poɑc pɑːj 

*56 fat kʰlɑɲ pəndriʌŋ ŋiː kʰlɑɲ 

*57 skin speʌk sspiʌk ⁿtɑw speːɑk 

*58 blood ⁿhɑːm ᵑhãːm ᵐhɑːm ⁿhɑːm 

*59 person bunʊç pᵊnih̤ bənuʲç bunuʲç 

60 mother mɑʔ mɛʔ ᵐbɑj mɑʔ 

*61 child kɑun kɒːn koːᵅn kɑwn 

62 wife ʔuːl ʔur ʔʊr ʔuːl 

63 brother (older) miː kᵊklaw miʔ kᵊklaʷ nɑw miː kᵃklaw 

*64 road (path) trɑwŋ tʀɔːŋ tro̞ŋ tʀɑoŋ 

65 house ɓɑwn ɓɔːn coɑːn ɓɑːwn 

*66 sew ɟɵŋ ʔɟɪŋ ɟɵŋ ɟɵ̤ŋ 

*67 fire ʔʊɲ ʔʊɲ ʔʊɲ ʔʊɲ 

*68 burn (v.) (wood) ʔɑsɑː ʔasaː hɑːr ʔɑsɑː 

*69 ashes nɑk boknʌk puh nɑk 

*70 smoke ɲuk ɲũk ᶮhũːk ɲuk 

71 arrow hɑɵ haːʀ hɑːr hɑɵ 

72 hear (v.) kᵊtɑŋ kᵊttaŋ tɑŋ kᵊtɑŋ 

73 weep/cry (v.) ɲɵm ɲɪm ɲʌm ɲəm 

*74 eat (v.) (rice) soŋ peɑŋ saː cʰuːəŋ peɑŋ soŋpeɑŋ 

*75 drink (v.) ɲeːt dɑ̤ː k ɲeːt ɲiᵊt ɲeːt 

*76 vomit (v.) hɑok hɒːk hᵓoːk hɑʷk 
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Language name Khaonh Mel Bunong Khaonh 
# English gloss Variety 25 Variety 26 Variety 27 Variety 28 

*77 spit (v.) sdʌh sᵊɗɒh rocʰɒh sᵊpɛc 

78 breathe (v.) dɑok ⁿhʌm ɗɒk ⁿhɵːm ⁿhʌm ɗɑok ⁿhʌːm 

79 
blow (v.) 

(w/mouth) kʰoːm kʰoːm kʰuːᵊm kʰoːm 

*80 laugh (v.) ʀɑːc ʀaːc gɵːᵊm ʀɑːt 

*81 know (something) gɵt ʔggɪt gɵt gɵt 

*82 sleep (v.) pɪc ppɪc pɪc bɛc 

*83 scratch (v.)(person) kʷɑːc kᵊkwac kwɑːk kwɑːc 

*84 die (v.) kʰət kʰɪt kʰʌt kʰʌt 

*85 sit (v.) gok ggʊk guʔ ggok 

*86 stand (v.) ᶮᵊɲɑoŋ kənjɔːŋ tʌːk ᶮᵊɲɑoŋ 

87 walk (v.) hɑn haːn prɑʷʔ hɑn 

88 push (v.) rʊɲ cʀaːn ᵑglɑʷt,ⁿdrul ʀʊɲ 

89 
throw (v.) 

(overhand) kɑvɑjn kop ᵑglʌp kᵒvɑjn 

90 
fall (v.) (person off 

cliff) kᵊtop ʔalaʲc kᵊɗoh kᵊto̞p 

91 swim (v.) ʀɛː hel rɑ̤ː ᵉ ʀɑɛː 

*92 give ʔʌn ʔan ʔɒn ʔʌn 

*93 tie (v.) kʌt kʌt kɒt kʌt 

94 wipe (v.) ɟuːt ɟṳːt ɟṳːt ɟṳːt 

*95 rub (v.)  ɗʊç ʔɗuʲç ropuᵊt ɗuç 

*96 wash (v.) (dishes) ʀɑw  ʀaʷ rɑw ʀɑw 

97 
hit (v.) (w/small 

stick) ᵐɓɑːŋ ʀamɓaːŋ ᵐbɑːŋ ᵐbɑːŋ 

*98 cut (v.) (hair) kɑt kɒh,kat kᵊreh kɑt 

99 split (v. wood) tɒh ttɒh rolah,coːk tɔh 

100 stab (v.) səntʌp ʔsstʌp ⁿtɒːp səntʌp 

101 
squeeze (v.) 

(lemon) cᵊbac cᵊpac toɑːc,puːət cᵊbɑc 

*102 dig (v.) (a hole) siːɨ ɟi ̤ː t kuːih siːɨ 

*103 one (person) ᵐɓuː  ʔiː nɪh tʰohwaj ʔiəŋ ᵐɓuː 

*104 two (people) pɑw nʊç baːʀ nih pɑːr hɑj ɓɑw niç 
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Language name Khaonh Mel Bunong Khaonh 
# English gloss Variety 25 Variety 26 Variety 27 Variety 28 

*105 three (people) pɑɛ nʊç pɛː nih pɑɛ nuç pɑɛ nuç 

*106 four (people) poᵊn puən poɑn nuç poɑn niç 

*107 five (people) pʀɑm pᵊʀam prɑm nuç pʀɑm  

108 six (people) pʀɑw pʀaw prɑw pʀɑw 

109 seven (people) pʌh pɵh pɑʷx nuç pəh 

110 eight (people) pʰɑːm pʰaːm pʰɑːm pʰɑːm 

111 nine (people) sɵn sɪn cʰɵn nuç sən 

112 ten (people) ɟɛt ʔɟɛt ɟɛt nuç ɟɛt 

*113 many (people) ʔɒk ʔək ʔɒk ʔɒk 

114 all (people) deŋ lɛʔ ɗəŋ lɛʔ deŋ lɛʔ deŋ lɛʔ 

115 big tɛh tɪh taʲh tɛç 

116 small ɟeʔ ɗɪʔ ɟit ɟɛʔ 

*117 long (string) ɟᵓoːŋ ɟɔːŋ coːᵊŋ ɟɔːʷŋ 

118 short (height) deh̤ ɗe̤ː h teh de̤ː h 

*119 right (side) kʰɑŋ mɑː bᵊmaː bəmɑː kʰɑŋ mɑː 

*120 left (side) kʰɑŋ geo bᵊgiu ciɑw kʰɑŋ geo 

*121 far ŋɑːi ŋaːj ŋɑːj ŋɑːj 

*122 near dɑt̤ ⁿta̤c tɑc dɑt̤ 

*123 black sᵊʔoːc ssᵊʔoc kərɑk ssᵊʔoːc 

124 white bɑo̤k bɒ̤ːk ᵑlɑːŋ ɓɑ̤ː ok 

*125 red kəhɑːɲ kᵊhaːɲ cɑŋ kᵊhɑːɲ 

126 green bɑjtɒːŋ bajtɒːŋ ʔir bɑjtɒːŋ 

127 dirty pɑlɑk gᵃgʀɪt rəmɑw pɑlɑk 

*128 new məhɑɛ mᵊhɛː mᵊhɑɛ mɑhɑɛ 

129 rotten (fruit) ʔom ʔom ʔuᵊm ʔoːm 

130 hot (water) tɑːɲ ttaʲɲ kətɑʷh tɑɲ 

*131 cold (water) lɑʔɑk ləʔãːk ʔⁿdik lɑʔɑːk 

*132 heavy kᵊɟək kᵊɟʊk kəcɒk kᵊɟʌk 
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Language name Khaonh Mel Bunong Khaonh 
# English gloss Variety 25 Variety 26 Variety 27 Variety 28 

*133 full (container) be̤ː ŋ ɓe̤ː ŋ pi ̤ː ᵊŋ be̤ː ŋ 

134 good lɑŋ laːŋ ʔwɛh lɑŋ 

135 bad (evil) ʔɑjɑh ʔakʀɔk pʊt ʔwɛh ʔɑkʀɒːk 

*136 I (familiar) gɵ̤p gəp gɔːp gʌp̤ 

137 he, she mɑj miʔ pɑŋ,mɑj mɑj 

138 we (inclusive) bən̤ bʌ̤ː n goɑp,gɒp bɑ̤ː ᵒn 

139 
you (pl. familiar 

male) 

bo̤k mɑj 

kəklaw 
bo̤kmaj kʰʌn mɑj kᵊklɑo mɑj 

140 
you (pl. familiar 

female) bo̤k [...] ʔuːl bo̤kʔaj kʰʌn ʔɑj ʀɑuːl 

141 but pɔntɑɛ pəntaj   pɔntɑɛ 

142 because pibʀʌh pibʀɔh   bibʀɒh 
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Appendix H. Wordlists (continued): 

Language code  qac rka rka 

Village (Variety code) Ou Krieng (V29) Ampok (V30) Srae Chih (V31) 

Commune Ou Krieng Srae Chih Srae Chih 

District Sambou Sambou Sambou 

Province Kratie Kratie Kratie 

Collected by Mee-Sun 
Mee-Sun & 

Julie 
Che 

Date collected 26 Apr 06 26 Apr 06 26 Apr 06 
 

  Language name Mel Kraol Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 29 Variety 30 Variety 31 

*1 sky tro̤ːk trok  trok 

*2 sun nɑɨ naːr naːr 

*3 moon kʰʌj kʰaj kʰaj 

*4 star sᵊmɑɲ sᵊmaɲ sᵊmaɲ 

*5 cloud bᵊbɔ̤ː k bᵊboᵃk bobɔːk 

*6 rain miu mɨːh mɵːᵊh 

*7 night maŋ maŋ maŋ 

8 day nɑɨ naːr naːr 

*9 water da̤ː k dak̤ dak̤ 

10 stream kɔnda̤ːk  caʷk chaᵒk 

*11 soil teh ʔuᵊk ʔuːᵊʔ 

*12 stone tᵊmuːʲc tʰᵊmoː tʰᵊmoː 

*13 mountain pᵊnʌm bᵊnʌm bᵊnʌm 

*14 tree daɵm cʰɨː daːm cʰɵː taᵊm cʰɨː 

15 bark ssᵊʔbɔk cʰɨː səmpoᵊk səmbɔk cʰɨː 

*16 root (tree) riəh cʰɨː riᵊh rih cʰɨː 

*17 leaf lɑː cʰɨː laː laː cʰɨː 

*18 flower pʰkɑw pᵊkaʷ pkaw 

*19 fruit plɑj pʰaᵉ pʰaj 

*20 grass kɑʔɑːŋ kɔnɟiː kᵊⁿɟiː 

21 betel chew mᵊluː mᵊluː mᵊluː 

22 banana prit prɵᵊt prʊːᵊt 
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  Language name Mel Kraol Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 29 Variety 30 Variety 31 

*23 salt bə̤ː h bɔh̤ ᵐbɔh 

*24 animal kɔnsɵm sat ɟəm,sʌt 

25 monkey to̤ːk do̤k ɗo̤k 

*26 dog ssɒː caʷ caw 

*27 bite (v.) (dog) kɑp kap kap 

28 pig (domestic) ssuː ʔun ʔun 

29 bird kɔnsɨm pᵊnaɵ sat slaːp sʌt slaːp 

30 wing pᵊnɑɵ slaːp slaːp 

*31 feather tᵊnɒːk tʰᵊnɔwk tʰᵊnaʷk 

*32 egg (chicken) kᵊtɑp kᵊtap kᵊtap 

33 chicken ʔiɵː ʔiːɾ ʔiːr 

*34 snake bəç pɛh̤ ɓʌh 

*35 fish kɑː kaː kaː 

36 fly (n.) ləvʌj ruʲː ruːi 

*37 head bo̤ːk bo̤k ɓoːk 

*38 hair ssɔk cʰ/sɔk sʌk 

*39 eye ʔmɑt mat mat 

*40 ear tow toɾ toʷr 

*41 mouth ssᵊtoːj mʊɲ mɔɲ 

*42 tongue lᵊpiət lᵊᵐpiət lᵊᵐpiət 

*43 tooth sseːjk cek ceiːk 

*44 neck kɒː kɔw kɔw 

*45 hand tiː daj ɗaj 

*46 fingernail kᵊniːəh krᵓcoᵊk krəcoːək 

47 back kəːj kʌi kaᵒi 

*48 abdomen/belly kᵊtʊːl kᵓⁿdul kɔnɗul 

49 heart bɛh ɗṳːŋ bo̤k nux ɓɔŋnuɛh 

*50 intestines prɔːc ʔac ʔɑit roŋʋiɛn 
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  Language name Mel Kraol Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 29 Variety 30 Variety 31 

*51 foot ɟʌŋ jɔŋ kɔnɗop ɟɔŋ 

52 knee bo̤ːktaŋ bokᵊtaŋ ɓokᵊtaŋ 

53 calf pɔ̤ː ç poᵉç pɔːç 

*54 bone tɪːŋ kᵓⁿtɵᵊŋ kɔntɵːᵊŋ 

55 flesh pɑːj cam jam 

*56 fat pᵊtriːᵊŋ lᵊᵐbaʷ ləmbaw 

*57 skin sspiək s/cᵊbɛik sᵊpaik 

*58 blood ᵑhãːm mᵊhãːm ᵐᵊham 

*59 person bᵊnuç mᵊnɪh mᵊnɛh 

60 mother mɛʔ mɛʔ mɛʔ 

*61 child kɒːn kaʷn kɔwn 

62 wife ʔuː sᵊʔur səʔur 

63 brother (older) miʔ kᵊklɑw miː kʰlow miː klow 

*64 road (path) trɔːŋ traʷŋ traʷŋ 

65 house ɲɵːʷ ɲɵːᵊ ɲɨː 

*66 sew ɟɵŋ ɟəŋ ɟɪgŋ 

*67 fire ʔɔɲ ʔʊɲ ʔɔɲ 

*68 burn (v.) (wood) ʔɑsɑː ɟaː caː 

*69 ashes buh ʔnak bṳːh ɓuᵊʔ 

*70 smoke ᵊɲok ɲuj ɲʲoj 

71 arrow hɑɵ kam kam 

72 hear (v.) kᵊtɑŋ kᵊtaŋ kᵊtaŋ 

73 weep/cry (v.) ʔɲəm ɲɵᵊm ɲɵːm 

*74 eat (v.) (rice) soŋ piəŋ coːŋ coŋ 

*75 drink (v.) ʔjɛːt,ɲieːt ɲeːt ɲet 

*76 vomit (v.) hɒːk haʷk haʷk 

*77 spit (v.) dᵊpac kᵊcɒh kᵊcɒh 
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  Language name Mel Kraol Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 29 Variety 30 Variety 31 

78 breathe (v.) ɗɒk ᵑhɵm 
dɒːk 

lᵊᵑhʌːm 
ɗaʷk lɔŋhʌm 

79 
blow (v.) 

(w/mouth) kʰoːm kʰloːm kʰlom 

*80 laugh (v.) rɑːc gɵm gɵm 

*81 
know 

(something) gɵt tɔgɵt gɵt 

*82 sleep (v.) bɪc pic bɪc 

*83 
scratch (v.) 

(person) kʷɑːc kʰwac kwaʲc 

*84 die (v.) kʰʌt ɓat ɓat 

*85 sit (v.) gok gʊk gok 

*86 stand (v.) ɲᵊɲɔːŋ taʷjɒʷŋ tawjɔŋ 

87 walk (v.) hɑn caːk ɟa̤ː k 

88 push (v.) cᵊrɑːn ɟᵊrʊɲ ɟᵊrʌn 

89 
throw (v.) 

(overhand) prṳːt drᵓveːŋ droʋɛːŋ 

90 
fall (v.) (person 

off cliff) to̝p cop cop 

91 swim (v.) rɛː reːʲ reː 

*92 give (v.) ʔɑːn ʔɒn ʔʌn 

*93 tie (v.) kʌt coᵃŋ coːᵓŋ 

94 wipe (v.) ɟṳt ɟṳːᵊt ɟuːᵊt 

*95 rub (v.)  dduç doç ɗoʲx 

*96 
wash (v.) 

(dishes) rɑw raʷ raw 

97 
hit (v.) (w/small 

stick) lᵊpɑːŋ doᵃr doaɾ 

*98 cut (v.) (hair) kɑt kat kat 

99 split (v. wood) tɔh bṳːh ɓuəh 

100 stab (v.) sstʌp ɟᵊraʔ ɟᵅrɑʔ 

101 
squeeze (v.) 

(lemon) cᵊbɑc crɔbac cᵊrabac 

*102 dig (v.) (a hole) ssiɨ ɟɵ̤ᵊk ɟɵːk 

*103 one (person) dᵊbuː mui ⁿdaŋ ⁿɗaŋ 

*104 two (people) paw nʊç paːr nɛh baːr nih 
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  Language name Mel Kraol Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 29 Variety 30 Variety 31 

*105 three (people) pae nʊç pae nɛh pae nih 

*106 four (people) puən nʊç buən nɛh puᵊn nɪh 

*107 five (people) prɑm nʊç pram nɛh pram nɪh 

108 six (people) prɑw nʊç praʷ nɛh praw nɪh 

109 seven (people) pʊh nʊç pɔh nɛh pɔh nɪh 

110 eight (people) pʰɑːm nʊç pʰam nɛh pʰam nɪh 

111 nine (people) sən nʊç ɟən nɛh cɛn nɪh 

112 ten (people) ɟɛt nʊç ɟɵ̤t nɛh ɟɛt nɪh 

*113 many (people) ʔʌk  ʔɒk ʔɒk 

114 all (people) dənlɛʔ dʌŋ lɒt lat tᵊbəːl 

115 big teh kᵊteh kəteh 

116 small deʔ kᵊtiʔ kᵃɗiʔ 

*117 long (string) ɟɔːŋ ʋeːŋ ʋɛːŋ 

118 short (height) dʊːx teh̤ ⁿɗej 

*119 right (side) tɔːŋ mɑː maː maː 

*120 left (side) tɔːŋ kiu giuː giu 

*121 far ŋɑːj ŋaj ŋaːj 

*122 near tɛc tʰap tʰap 

*123 black sᵊʔoːc sᵊʔʊc sᵊʔʊc 

124 white bɔ̤ː k ɓɔʷk ɓaʷk 

*125 red gᵅhɑːɲ kᵊcɪral kᵊcəral 

126 green kʰiu kʰiuː kʰiu 

127 dirty bɑlːɑk kɒkʰweʔ bʊʔ 

*128 new mᵊheː tᵊmej dᵊmeːʲ 

129 rotten (fruit) ʔom ʔom ʔom 

130 hot (water) tɑɲ ⁿtaŋ taɲ 

*131 cold (water) lɑʔɑːk laʔɵt ləʔʌt 

*132 heavy kᵊɟʌk kᵊɟok kᵊɟok 
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  Language name Mel Kraol Kraol 
# Gloss 1 Variety 29 Variety 30 Variety 31 

*133 full (container) be̤ː ɲ peŋ̤ ɓeɲ 

134 good lɑŋ kʰəɲ kʰʌɲ 

135 bad (evil) ʔɑkrɒːʔ ɓʊʔ ɓʊʔ 

*136 I (familiar) gʌp hɛj hej 

137 he, she mʌj sɵt ʔaj 

138 we (inclusive) [gɨnɑ] bə̤ː n pɵ̤n ɓɪn 

139 
you (pl. familiar 

male) mɑj 
hanmɒŋ 

maj 
puk maj 

140 
you (pl. familiar 

female) ʔɑj hanmɒŋ ʔaj puk ʔaj 

141 but   
same as 

Khmer 
pɔntaj 

142 because   bᵊbrɔh biːbrɔh 
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Appendix I.  Khmer summary 

 

ÉksarsegçbÉksarsegçbÉksarsegçbÉksarsegçb    
matikarmatikarmatikarmatikarsegçbsegçbsegçbsegçb    

b uKÁl ik m YyR k um ) a nc uHe T A e F VIk a rs ik Sa eT A elIm n us Sm Yy R kum  E dl n iya yPa sa  
) a sna rik 60 E dls ißtk ñ úge xt þm NÐl KI rI n i ge xt þR k ec HénR B Hra Ca N a cR k k m <úCa .  
k a rs ik Sa  enHeF VIe LIg c a b ;B IE xk um Ö³ dl ;E xem s a q ña M 20 0 6 E dlR t Uv c MNa yeB l  
6s) a þh _. 
k a rs ik Sa enHKWCMh a n dMb Ug é nk a rv a ytMé lE dlm a nr y³ e B lyU reT A e lIT Mna k ;T Mng Pa s a  
nig k a rR) a R s½yTa k ;Tg Kña rv a g R bePTPa sa ) a s na rik ep Sg²k ñúgR be Ts k m <ú Ca . R k um    
k a rg a rTa Mgen H) a nc u HTs Sn k ic© 30 PUm i R B m Ta Mge F VIk a rs Yrs Mn Yr Ta k ;Tgn wg sg Ám  
Pa sa viT üa dl;em P Um i n ig em XM um Yy c Mn Yne dIm I,R sg ; Ba k üE dl m a nlk çN³ R sedo gK ña .  
eKa l b MNg c Mbgé nk a rs ik Sa enHK Wed Im I,E s Vg yl;[ ) a n T UlM TU l a yeTA el Is ßa nPa Bé nsgÁm  
Pa sa viT üa k ñúg ex tþm N Ðl KI rI nig R k ec H. T Ib Ba ©b ;énk a rs ik Sa enH eyIg) a nBüa ya m E s V gyl; B I 
Pa sa ta m t Mbn ; G Mb UrC nCa t i n ig Pa sa p Sa r61 nig edIm I,k MN t;B I TM na k ;TMng E p ñk sg Ám Pas a v iTüa  
Ta Mg en H.  e Ka lb MNg m Y ye To ténk a rs ik S a enHK Wed Im I,R bm UlB t’m a ned Im  edIm I,k MN t ;fa e tIP a sa  
) a sna rik Na mYyx øHE dl KYrE teF VIk a rG Piv DÆ n_.  k a rs Þa t ; CMna jéne T V rPa s a  n ig G a yu CIv it énPa sa  
Etg E tec a T Ca bB a ða en A kñúg b Ts MP a sn _rbs ; eyIg  eh Iyv a KWCa k t þa d¾s Mxa n ; edIm I,eF VIk a r s Merc c it þ 
eTA é f¶G na Kt fa et I c a M) a c ;R tU v G Piv DÆPa sa enHE d rb ¤k ¾G t ; . 
k a rs ik Sa enH) a nCY y[ey Ig em Ile XIj y:a g T U lM TUl a ye TA e lIv is ½ yPa s a  ) a nTTYl Bt ’m a n 
s Mxa n ; ² n ig K UsbB a ¢a k ;n Uvb B a ða n Im Yy² s Áa l;B IG Mb U r Cn Ca tiP a Kt ic  n ig t Mbn ;PUm isa R s þ Ca eR c In 
edIm I,eF VIk a rs ik Sa bE nßm eT o t.  

 

karENnaM 

                                                 
60

 Pa sa EdlR sed ogn wg Pasa )a sna  
 
61 Pa sa EdlG Mb Urn ImY y² eRbI eRkA BI Pa sar b s; BYk eKp Þal ; ed ImI, R)a Rs½ yT a k;T gKña 
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G Mb UrC n Ca tiE dl n i ya yPa sa ) a s na rik ta Mg TIlM en A en A t Mbn ;m YyPa KF Mk ñúg T VIbG a s uI G a eKñy _ B IE b :k xa gt ,Ú g 
é nR b eTsLa v k a t ;e xt þE b :k xa gek Itm Y yc M n Yné nR b eTs k m <úCa  eh Iye q o gc UlR b eTs evo tNa m m YyE p ñk .  
Pa sa )a s na rik rYm k ñúgR k um R KYs a rPa s aG a s uIG a eKñ y_ eh I yv a s ßi tk ñúg R KYs a rPa s a m nExµr.  
Pa sa )a s na rik ma nc MNg Ta k ;Tgs a c ;q ¶a yn w gP a sa E xµr k N a þa l E dl Ca Pa sa Ca tirbs ;R beTsk m <úCa      
f VI ti, tE tP a sa Ta Mg BIre nH Ta k ;TgK ña k ¾e da y k ¾R b Ca Cné nG Mb UrTa MgB Ire nHm i nG a c R ) a Rs ½yTa k ;Tg ;K ña ) a neT. 
k a rsik S a enHeF VIe LI ged Im I,ep þ a teTA el IG Mb Ur CnCa t i E dl n i ya yPa s a ) a s na rik  E dl bc © úb ,n ñk MB ug rs ;en A  
ex tþm N Ðl KIrI n ig ex t þRk ec Hé nR BHra Ca Na cR k k m <úCa  dUc Ca G Mb UrB ñ g es Þó g  e®k a l m il f µÚn ra :G ug   
n ige xa j . Cn Ca ti T MB Ynm Y y c Mn Y nk ¾rs ;en A t Mbn ;en HEdr k ¾ b :uE n þB Yk e KPa KeR c I nrs ;e n A k ñú g ex tþr tnKI rI.  
G g Ák a r ICC k MB ugeF VIKM era g G k çrk mµPa s a kMe NI tB Ir Ca m YyG Mb U rC nCa t iE dln iya y Pa s a )a s na rik c Mn YnR ) a M 
E dlrs ;en A k ñúg ex t þm NÐl KI rI  n igr tn KIr I.  k ñúg k M Lúg e Bl  4q ña Mé nk a rg a rkñúg e xt þm N Ðl KI rI b u KÁl ik rb s ; 
G g Ák a r ICC ) a ncuHe T A eF VIk a rp Þa l ;Ca m Yy Cn Ca tiB ñg edIm I, G Piv DÆG k çra v ir uT §E dl m a nk arTT Yls Áa l ; Ca  
eR sc s Mra b ;Pa sa rbs ;BYk eK edIm I,e yI g G a cb eg áItes o v e PA e ro nG a nk Mritd Mb Ug/  es o v ePA erO g /  xit þb ½N Ñ 
Ta k ;Tgn wg k s ik m µ nig s u xPa BCa edIm  n ig e dIm I,bN þú HbN þ a lR KUG k çrk m µp g . b uKÁ lik r b s ;G gÁk a r ICC 

k MB ug E teF IVk a rCa m Yy na yk dæa nG b ;rMe x tþe dIm I, eF VIk a rG b ;rMeT VrP a sa s Mra b ;R bCa CnBñ g . eda ye ya gta m Ék  
sa rRs a v R Ca vGk çrk m µ E dl) a neF VIen A k ñúgR s uk c Mn Y n 4 n i gPUm icM n Yn 20 k ñúg ex tþm N Ð l KI rI) a n[ dw gf a  R s þI 
3¼ 4 n ig b urs Ca g Ba k ;k Nþal ¬ eda yE p¥k elIk a rva yt Mé lp Þa l ;xøÜn¦  én c Mn Ynb urs Ta M g G s ;m ins Uv ec H 
n iya yE xµr b ¤m inec HPa s a E xµrTa l ;Etesa H ¬ ela k  eh o t es Þvin - Hiett Steven) q ña M 20 0 3/  
¬ k a rva ytMé l eT A el IC Mna jPa s a E xµr n igk Mri tG k çrk m µk ñúgc Me Na m R bCa CneB j v½ yé nBYk k uls m <½nPñ Mk ñúg  
ex tþm N Ðl KIrIé nR B Hra Ca Na cR k km <úCa ¦  
 

karshkarN_rbs;rdæaPi)al 
k ic ©R B m eR B og Ca m YyR k s Yg G b ;rM E dlT TYl b n Þúk R Kb ;R K gel I KMe ra g G k çrk m µé nP a sa k MeNItE d l) a nero b 
ra b ;xa gelI ) a nelIk T wk cit þ G g Ák a r ICC [ eF VIk a rR s a v RCa v eT A el IPa sa  nig ex tþna n a eT o t. eda ym a nk ic © 
R B m eR Bo g enHCa c Mh r na yk énm n ÞIG b ;rM ext þm NÐl KI rI) a nsre srl ix itm YyG n uB a Øa t i [ b uKÁl ik G g Ák a r 
eyIg eF VIk a rR sa v R Ca vk ñúge Ka l b MNg e dIm I,G b ; rM.  k a rG nu m ½ty :a g qa b ; n igeda ys ½µR Kc it þrb s ;el a k  TIm  
sg Va t K WG a R s ½yeda ysn þa nc i t þl¥ n ig T wk ci t þcg ;e XIj C nCa t iPa Kt icTa Mg enHm a nCIv i tR b es Ire LI g.  
eyIg Ta Mg G s ; Kña m a nk a rE føg G MNr Ku Ny :a gxøa Mg c MeBa Hel a k  R Bm Ta Mg sh k a rIk a rg a rrbs ;G gÁk a rTa MgG s ; 
k ñúg ex tþm N Ðl KIrIE dl ) a ncM Na yk Mla Mg n ig e Bl ev la k s a g TMna k ;TMng d¾r wg m a MCa m Y yel a k na yk  T Im  
sg Va t eh IyR B m Ta Mg) a nb Ba ¢a k;B IPk þIPa B rbs ;B Yk eKp g . 
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en A E xm k ra q ñaM 20 0 6  b uKÁl i k G gÁk a rrbs ;ey Igm a n»k a seF VIdM eN Ire T A ex tþR k ec HCa m Yyb u KÁl ik m ña k ;én 
na yk dæa nG Mb Ur Cn Ca t iPa K ti c  edIm I, c u HeT A eF V Ik a rsa k l ,g nUv k Mrg s Mn Y rrbs ;e yI g.  e la k G Pi) a lext þ 
R k e cH) a ns ME dg Ka rvk ic ©c M eB a HeyIg ´ n ig R Bm Ta Mg p þl;k a rG n uB a Øa ti[ e yIg ´eF V Ik a rRsa v R Ca vk ñúge x t þrbs ; 
ela kp gE dr. eyIg Ta MgG s ; Kña Bi tCa G r Ku Nc Me B a Hk a rs h k a rN_B Is MNa k ;m n us S Ca e R c In R B m Ta Mgel a k  
G Pi) a lext þR k ec Hp gE dr K W ela k  k aM eP O n ela k  b Yy KIm eR s o g énna yk d æa nG Mb Ur Cn Ca tiP a K ti c én 
R k s YgG P ivDÆ Cnb T R B m Ta Mgel a k  Fn s a rI – na yk rg é nna yk dæa nG Mb U rC nCa t iP a Kt ic ex t þR k ec H .  
 

viFIsaRsþ 
eyIg ) a ne ro bc Ms Mn Yr Ca eR cIn s Mra b ;em P Um i n i ge m XMu R Bm Ta Mg ) a nTTYlb Ba ¢IBa k üBIs h Km n _E d ln i ya y 
Pa sa GMb UrCnCa t iE dlrs ;en A kñúg PUm in Im Y y ² E dle yIg c u HeTA e F V ITs Snk ic ©. m u ndMb Ug eyIg ) a neR b o b eF o b 
bB a ¢IB a k üP a sa B ñgCa m Yy Kña rYc eh I y  bn Þa b ;e yIg eR CIse rI sbB a ¢IB a k üP a sa B ñg cMn Y nb Ie dIm I,e R b o beF o bCa  
m YyB a k üPa sa GMb Urep Sg²e T o t.  
 

PasapSar 

- etIPa sa G VIx øHE dl m n us Sm k BIR k um Pa s a ep Sg²k ñúg ex tþm NÐl KI rI ni g e xt þR k ecHn i ym eR b ICa m Yy 
Kña ?  

Ca T Ue TA  Rk um G Mb UrCn Ca tiE d lrs ;en A k ñúg ext þm NÐl KI rIeR b IP a sa E xµr B ñg  b ¤P a sa La v edIm I,R ) a R s ½yTa k ; 
TgK ña . k ñúg ex tþR k ecH P a sa E xµrR t Uv) a ns Mer c fa Ca Pa sa Edln i ym eR b IeR cI n.  eb Ita m r) a yk a rN_) a n[  
dwgf a  G ñk edIm k MeN Itn i ya yPa sa B ñgm a nc Mn YnR bE h l Ca  80 ° é ncMn Y nR bCa Cn Ta Mg m Ulk ñúge xt þm NÐl 
KI rI d Uec ñ He x t þm N Ðl KIr ITa Mg m U lG a cc a t ;Tuk fa Ca e xt þE dl  { n iya yPa s a B ñg{ . en A tMb n ;x øHk ñú g R s uk e k a H 
E jk E dl s ißten A E k ,rex tþr t nKI rI La vK WCa Pa s a p Sa r. ra l ;R k um Cn Ca tiPa Kt ic  k ñú g ex tþm N Ðl KIr I nig ex tþ 
R k e cH E tgE tm a nsm a Cik EdlG a c n i ya yPa s a E xµr) a n. 
en A c Mn uc en H e yIg G a c sg át ; F ¶n ;f a  f V It i,tE tP a sa m YyCa P a sa Edl niym eR b IedIm I ,R ) a R s ½yTa k ;Tg Kña k ¾ 
eda y k ¾m inm a nn ½ yfa  R bCa Cn Ta Mg G s ; b ¤m Y yc Mn YnF MG a c n i ya y) a n b ¤s þa b ;Kña ) a nena HE dr. Pa s a p Sa rKW 
Ca Pa s a E dlR bCa Cnk ñúg sh Km n _ E dleR b IPa s a xus Kña  eR b IedIm I, R ) a R s ½yTa k ;Tg Kña .  eyIg ) a ns Y rdl ;em  
PUm im Yy cMn Ynn Uvs Mn YrTa k ;Tg n wgE b bE p né nka reF VIdM eNI r n igP a sa rb s ;G ñk PUm iE dle K eR b ICa m Yym n us S E dl  
m inF øa b ;s Áa l; E tm inE m nm a nn ½y fa G ñk PUm iTa Mg G s ;s u T §E tCa G ñk eF VIdMe NI r b ¤eR b IB a k üs MdIe dIm I, R) a R s ½y 
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Ta k ;TgCa m Yym n us SE dle Km inF øa b ;s Áa l;.  dU ec ñ H k a rc a t ;T uk Pa s a mYyfa Ca P a sa p Sa r m inE m nm a nn ½yfa  
R bCa CnPa KeR c I nG a cn i ya y) a ns Þa t ; b ¤n iya y) a nt ic t Yc e na He T.  
PasatMbn;  

- etIPa sa t Mbn ; Na xø HE dl eKe R b Ikñúg e x tþm N Ðl KIr I n ig ex tþ R k ec H?  
- etIPa sa Ta Mg enHeR b Ien A k E n øgNa  eh Iye da ynr Na ? 

Pa sa )a s Na rik ta m t Mbn ;E dln iya yk ñúge xt þm NÁ lK IrIrY m m a n Pa sa B ñg es Þó g  eR k al T MB Y n ra :G ug  n ig  
f Úµn.  Pa sa ) a s Na rik E dl R bCa CneR b Ik ñúg e x tþR k ecHm a n Pa sa Bñg  es Þó g eR ka l  exa j fµÚn n ig m il.  
s Mra b ;R k um Ta Mg BIren H e Q µa H m inm a nk a rEk ER beTs Mra b ;R bCa Cn n igP a sa  fVIt i,tE tPa sa ra :G ug h a k ;b IdUc Ca  
G n uR k um  b ¤Ca R Ka m Pa sa rbs ;Pa s a es Þó g k¾eda y.  e Q µa HPUm i XM u R s uk  nig B t ’m a nR b Ca s a R s þm a nbE n ßm  
េនកនុងឯកសរពសិដ .  eb Icg ;s Áa l ;E p nT Ié nT I ta Mg P Um in I m Yy ² s Um em Il rUbP a B TI 6 . 

cMNat;CaRkuménRbePTPasa)asnarik 

- etIc MNa t ;R k um é nR bePTPa sa ) a s na rik E dlG a cR )a R s½y Ta k ;TgKña ) a nm a nG VIx øH ?  
Pa BR se do g Kña énb Ba ¢IB a k üKW Ca CMh a ndMb UgE tm Yy Kt ; e dIm I, va s ;s Þ g ;e TA el Ik a rG a c yl; Kña ) a n eR Ba Hv a  
R Ka n ;E tR ) a b ;BIP a Kr yé nB a k üE dldUc Kña r v a g bB a ¢IB a k üBIr b ¤eR c I nb :ue NÑa H.  B a k üé nR b ePTPa s a )a Na rik  
ep Sg²ti c Ca g  70 °  E dl) a nrk eXIj f a m a nlk çN³ R bh a k ;R bE h lKña ena H R t Uv ) a n ca t;T uk f a m inG a c R ) a  
R s ½yTa k ;Tg Kña ) a neT.  e yI gm in) a c;e F VIk a rsa k l,ge TA el IPa B G a c yl; Kña ) a n b En ßm e To teT.  R bCa Cn 
E dln i ya yR beP TP a sa E dlR s edo gKña y:a g eh a c Na s ; 70 °  ) a n[ dwg fa m inG a cR ) a R s½yTa k ;Tg Kña  
) a nTa Mg G s ; E tBit Ca m a nlT §Pa B G a c yl; Kña ) a n. R bE h lCa eyI g c a M) a c ;eF VI ets þ×e T A elIPa BG a c yl; Kña  
) a n edIm I,bB a ¢a k ;BIs ßa nPa B enH[ ) a nc ,a s ;. e da yEp ¥k el Ilk ç½N vin ic ä ½ye nH Pa sa m il n ig Pa s a exa j 
G a c c a t;Ca R k um ) a n eh IyP a sa ra :G ug nig es Þó g k ¾G a cc a t ; Ca R k um E tm Yy) a nE dr eb Ie Ta HCa Pa s a ra :G ug m a n 
Pa BR se do g Kña n wgPa sa B ñgR b E h lCa  70 °k ¾eda y. E tp Þúye T A v ij P a sa B ñg  f µÚn e R ka l  n igT MB Yne nA Ék  
ra CüE tÉ g eTa Hb ICa P a sa es Þó g fµÚn exa j  n igm ilR se do gn wg Pa s a es Þó g  70 °k ¾eda y. Pa sa TMB Yn 
m ins Uv m a nP a BR s edo gn wg R b ePTPa s a déTeT o teT. m a nta ra gE dlm a nP a B Rs edogKña é nR bePT 
Pa sa Bñg n igPa sa ) a s na rik េនកនុងឯកសរពសិដ . s Um em Il  ta ra g T I 3 n ig  ta ra g TI 4.  

- etIR b Ca CnE dln iya yR beP TPa sa ) a s na rik ep Sg² G a cyl ;BIk a rc a t; Ca R k um énR be PTe p Sg Kña  
énPa sa ) a na rik eda yreb o b Na ? 
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G Mb UrC n Ca tiB ñ g es Þó g  eR k a l exa j  T MB Yn n i g m il ca t ; T uk xø Ün Ég fa Ca R k um da c ;eda yE Lk  eh Iy n i ya y 
Pa sa ep SgB IKña  ¬ en A T Ik E n øg Edl BYk eKe n A  E tn i ya yPa sa t Mbn ;rbs ;B Yk eKen A e L Iy ¦ . Rk um G Mb UrnIm Y y² 
m a nlk çN³ Ca b ;Ta k ;Tg Kña T a Mg G s ; B Yk eKG a cc a t ;T uk fa R b Ca CnTa M g G s ;k ñúg G Mb U rn Im Y y² n i ya yPa sa  
dUc Kña  b ¤eTa Hb ICa B Yk eK TT Yl s Áa l;fa m a nPUm ixø Hn iya y xu s Kña b n þi cb n þÜ ck ¾eda y k ¾BYk e Km in) a nb Ba ¢a k ;B I 
Pa Bda c ;E Lk B IKña [) a nc,a s ;E dr.  
TMnak;TMng nigkarR)aRs½yTak;Tg 

- etI T Mna k ;T M ngE p ñk sg Ám Pa sa v iTüa  n ig Cn Ca t i n i ya yPa s a Ta MgenHm a nG VI xø H?  
- etIR b ePT lk ç N³  n ig T Mh M é nk a rR )a R s½yTa k ;Tg rva gR k um n iya yPa s a ) a sna rik m a nG VIxø H?  

- etIR b ePT lk ç N³  n ig T Mh M é nk a rR )a R s½yTa k ;Tg k ñú g c Me Na m R k um n iya yPa sa ) a sna rik m a n 
G VIxøH ?  

f VI ti, tE tR k um n iya yPa sa ) asna rik Pa KeR c InE dl e yIg) a nCYb ca t ;T uk xøÜ n Ég fa Ca R k um eda yE Lk  nig  
ep SgB IR kum dé TeT o tk ¾e da y  E tBYk eKen A E teF VIdMeN Irq ø g k a t;P Um irbs ; Kña e TA v ij eT A m k  eh Iyrs ;en A k ñúg  
PUm ila y LM Kña .  m a nk rNIre lIk E lgm Yy K WPUm i Ta MgG s ;E dl ey IgeF V IdMeN Ire TA m a nl a yLMe da yCn Ca ti 
E xµr n igG Mb U rdé TeTo t eh I y eXIj f a m a nek IneLIg E bb en HeR c In . k a rero b G a Ba h _BiB a h _rv a g G Mb Ur Cn 
Ca ti) a sna rik  n igG Mb U r) a sna rik ep Sg  ehIyG Mb U r) a sna rik  n igCn Ca tiE xµr ek Itm a neR c I n E dlna M[ m a n 
k Me NInR bCa Cnrs ;e nA l a y LMKña eR c I n. cMe B a HdMbn ; xøH dU cCa R s uk ek a HE jk kñúg ex tþm N Ðl KIrIm a nR bCa Cn 
B IG Mb Urep Sg ²rs ;e n A la y LM Kña ta MgB Iy Ur ya rNa s ;m k eh Iy. en A tMb n; x øH em P Um i) a nR ) a b ;ey Igf a  k a lB I 
m un P Um irbs ;B Yk eKKW Ca PUm i s uT§ m a nC nCa t iE tm Yy E t\ LÚv m a n Cn Ca t iep Sg ²rs ;e nA l a yL MKña ta m ry³  
k a rero bGa B a h_B iBa h _cM ru HC nCa t i . m a nE tP Um im Y yb :ue NÑ a H Edl eyI g) a nl WBa k üc c a m G a ra m fa  m a n 
\ri ya bf m ine Bj ci t þc MeBa Hk a rero bG a B a h_B iB a h _cMr uH Cn Ca t ie nH B Ie RB a HB Yk eKe CO f a  E xµrm i nc g; ero b k a r 
Ca m YyR k um G Mb Urep Sg eT.  
G Mb UrB ñg m a nc Mn Y neR c In Ca ge K k ñúg ex tþm N Ðl KI rI e h I ym ins Uvm a nk a rR )a R s½yTa k ;Tg Ca m YyG Mb UrE dl e nA  
eR k A Rkum eT eda y xusE b øk B I Cn Ca t iPa K ti c ep S geT o t.  e xt þR k ec H n igR s uk ek a HE jk k ñúg ex tþm N Ðl KI rI 
m a nlk çN³ da c ;E Lk eR c Ine To t. E t y:a g Na m ij en A k ñú g ext þ Ta MgB Ir lk çN³ m Y yE d lna M[ R kum G Mb Ur Cn 
Ca ti Ta Mg G s ;m a nk a rR )a R s ½yTa k ;Tg Kña ena H KWT Ita Mg t Mb n ;en A Ci tK ña  eR c InCa g Ta k ;Tg n wgG Mb UrB U Csa s n_.   
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G ñk Edl eF VIdM eNI r P a KeR cI n B Yk eKeF VI dMe NI reT A P Um iE dle n A Ci tCa g e Kb Mp ut b ¤ eTA p Sa rk ñúg T IR bC Mu Cn. R k um  
G Mb Urx øHE dle yIg) a nCYb  m in G a c n wgR ) a b ;BIeQ µa H é nT Ik E n øg E dlBYk eKeF VId MeN Ire T A p g  eda ysa rva e nA  
eR k A tMbn ;G Mb UrBYk e Krs ; en A .  y:a g Na k ¾eda y T Ik E n øg N a E dlm a nRk um G Mb UrCn Ca t i e p Sg ²rs ;en A E k ,rxa g  
Kña  E tgE tm a nm n us Se F V Id Me NIrk a t ;PUm iE dle nA E k ,rena H. k a reF VIdMe N I re TA P Um iq ¶a y ² -  Edl k Mr:m a n – 
Ca T Ue TA  BYk eKeF V Id MeN Ire TA e l gs a c;B a Øa t i n i g ¼ b ¤eF VIdMe N IrR tlb ;e TA t Mbn ;m YyE dl eKe rIT Il M en A ecj m k  -         
] Ta > G Mb U reR k a lkñúg e xt þR k ecHeF VIdM eN IreT A e lg G Mb U reR k a lk ñúgR s uk ek a HE j k . 
G Mb Urm il TMng Ca ca b ;ep þIm ca t;T uk xø Ün Ég  Ca CnCa t iE xµrCa Ca g Cn Ca t im il. G Mb U rf µÚnk ñú gex t þm N Ðl KIr Ik MB ug 
eR b IP a sa Bñg Ca Pa sa edIm k MeNIt eh Iy ey Ig en A m in dwg c , a s ;f a et IBYk eKe nA c a t ; Tuk x øÜnÉg Ca Cn Ca t if µ Ún b ¤ 
k MB ug TT Yls Áa l; fa dUc Cn Ca t iB ñ g.  G Mb Ur ra :G ug c a t ;T uk xøÜ n Ég f a Ca G Mb Ures Þó g  eb IeTa HC a TTYl s Áa l; ;f a x øÜn Ég  
Ca R beP TG Mb Ures Þó ge p Sg E dl eR b IPa sa es Þó gep Sgk ¾eda y. CnCa t iB ñ g  n ig Cn Ca ti e s Þó g m Yyc Mn Ynk ñúge xt þ 
m NÐl KIr Ic a t ; Tuk CnCa t ira :G u gf a Ca sm a Cik k ñúg R kum rbs ; BYk eKero g ² xøÜn eb Ie Ta HCa BY k eKn i ya yPa sa xus 
Kña bn þi c bn þÜ c k ¾eda y.  CnCa t iBñ g  n ig Cn Ca t ie s Þó gep Sg e To tca t; T uk C nCa t ira :G ug fa C a Rk um G Mb Urm Yy 
ep Sg.  
esckþIsnñidæan 

G Mb UrTa Mg  7é nRk um Cn Ca t iE d ln iya yPa s a ) a sna rik rs ;en A k ñúgex t þm NÐl KI rI n ige xt þ Rk ec Hé nR BHra Ca  
Na c R k k m <úCa  dUc Ca  ³  B ñg  e R ka l es Þó g ¬ rYm bB a ©ÚlCn Ca t i ra :G ug¦ f µ Ún e xa j m il n ig TMB Y n. R k um Ta MgenH 
E dley Ig ) a ns MPa s ) a n[dwg fa B Yk e KeR b IBa k üdE dl e dIm I,n iya yB Im n us S  n igP a sa rrb s ;B Yk eK. R k um  
Ta Mgen Hm inm a nG a rm µN_G a R k k ;G MBIK ña eT A v ije T A m k eT E tca t; T uk x øÜn Ég da c ;E Lk BI Kñ a .  s Um I, E t R b ePT 
Pa sa E dlb gða j BIk MritR bh a k;R bE h l Kña bn þic  -  dUc Ca  P a sa exa j  n igm il  -  m in) anca t;T uk P a sa Rk um  
G Mb Urdé Tf a d Uc Ca Pa sa rrb s ;xø Üne na HeT.  e n A eB lR t Uv n i ya yCa m Y ym n us SeR k A BIR k um rbs ;B Yk eK Ca T Ue T A  
CnCa t i) a s na rik eR b IP a sa Exµr E ten Hm inE m n) a nn ½yf a B Yk eKTa MgG s ;G a c n iya yP a sa E xµr) a nl ¥ena He T 
b ¤m inec HPa s a E xµresa Hk ¾m a n. ex t þm N Ðl KI rI KW Ca t Mbn ;E dlm a nCn Ca ti n i ya yPa s a Bñg eR c In Ca g e K eh I y 
c ME Nk É tMb n ;xa ge CIg v ij P a sa La vKWCa Pa s a p Sa rkñúg cM e N a m CnCa t iTa Mg ena H.  
G a yuCI v itPa sa KWCa k t þa c Mbg E dlKY rE tB ic a rNa en A eB l Ki tB Ik a rG Piv DÆn _P a sa . eTa Hb ICa Cn Ca t iexa j 
en A E te R b IPa s a rrbs ;xø Ünk ¾eda y E tm nus SCMna n;eR k a yh a k ;b IdUc Ca E b rm k eR b IPa sa Exµrk a n ;E teR c In.  
R sedo g Kña E dr c Me Ba H KMn it r bs ;G ñk t MNa g G Pi) a le xt þE dley Ig) a nC Ybk ñúge xt þR k ec H) a n[ dwg f a  Cn Ca t i 
m il) a nrs ;en A ta m vb ,Fm ’E xµr nig Pa s a E xµr. e l IsB I enHeT o t Cn Ca t ifÚ µnk ñúg e x tþm NÐl KI rIh a k ;b IdUc Ca  
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p øa s;b þÚrP a sa rb s ;x øÜne TA eR b I Pa s a Bñg v ij E te yI gn w g eF VIk a rs ik Sa Rsa v R Ca vb E nßm eT o teT A elIG Mb Ur Cn Ca ti 
f ÚµnE dlrs ; en A E b :k n irt Iéne x tþR k ec He dIm I, E s Vg yl ;BIPa sa rbs ;BYk eK eh I yf a et IP a sa enHeF VIk a rR ) a  
R s ½yTa k ;Tg Kña e da yreb o bNa k ñúg R k um Pa sa ) a sna rik  ta m reb o bP a sa viT üa  n ig s gÁm Pa sa viT üa .  
k a rG Piv DÆn _Pa sa kMB ugE teF V I eLI gc Me B a HPa s a Bñg  n ig T MB Y n k ¾dUc Ca R kum G Mb Urn iya yPa s a ) a sna rik E dlrs ; 
en A k ñúg ex tþ rt nKIrIE dr. E ty:a g Na k ¾eda y R beP Tep Sg²é n Pa sa Ta Mg enHm inm a n Pa B R bha k;R bE h l Kña  
eT A n wgR k um Pa s a E dleyIg s ik Sa B IG k S rsa R sþ b ¤G k çra v iruT §rbs ;B Yk eKe T. k a rs ik Sa enHm a ns a r³ s Mxa n ; 
k ñúg k a rpþl;n Uv Ék sa re ro b ra b ;xø Im YyG MB I tMb n ;P a sa /  TTYl n UvB t’m a ndMb Ug n ig c g¥ úl b Ba ¢a k;B IbB a ða Ca k ;la k ;/  
R kum Pa sa  n igt Mbn ;P Um isa R s þe dIm I, eF VIk a rR sa v R Ca vb E n ßm eTo t. s Um em Il E p ñk E Nna Mxa geR k a m edIm I,eF VI 
k a rR sa v R Ca vb E n ßm eTo t E dlCa k a rc a M) a c ;edIm I,p þl ;B t ’ m a nR Kb ;R Ka n ;ed Im I,eF V Ik a rs Merc c i tþ d¾é vq øa t ed Im I, 
G Piv DÆPa sa .  
karENnaMsMrab;karRsavRCavbEnßm 

1 > va yt M él G a yu CIv itPa s a es Þ ó g  eh Iyk MN t;k a rca t; Ca R k um énR be PTP a sa es Þó ge p Sg²en A k ñúg 
Rs uk s ñÜl ex t þR k ec H.  

2> k MNt ;B IT M na k ;T MngP a sa G Mb Urra :G ugk ñúgR k um Pa sa ) a s na rik .  R bE h l Ca G Mb Urra :G ug n i ya yR Ka m  
Pa sa esÞó g  E dley Ig e XIj f a m a neR c Ink ñúg R beTsev o t Na m .  

3 > va yt M él eT VrP a sa B ñg k ñúg c Me Na m G Mb Urra :G ug  n ig es Þó g Ed l rs ;en A k ñúg ex tþm NÐl KI rI  
4 > va yt M él G a yu CIv itPa s a fµÚ n k ñúgex tþR k ec H.  
5 > k MNt ;B IT M na k ;T Mngé nPa s a fÚµ nk ñúgR k um Pa s a) a sna rik . 
6 > Rs g;yk bB a ¢IB a k ü eF VIk a rs Yrs Mn Y rTa k ;Tgn wgs gÁm Pa sa viT üa  eh IyeF V Ik a rsa k l, geT A elIk a r 

s þa b ; ) a nc MeBa HP a sa eRk a lk ñúgP Um iek þa y n i gr: v k E dls ßi tk ñúgR s uk ek a HE j k ext þm NÐl KI rI n i g  
Pa sa eRka l kñúg R s uk s Mb Yre x tþR k ec H.  

7> va yt M él eT VrP a sa E xµrk ñúg c Me Na m G Mb UreR k a l E dl rs ;en A k ñúg R s uk s Mb Yr ex tþR k e cH.  
8 > va yt M él G a yu CIv itPa s a Bñg k ñúg R s uk nIm Yy²k ñúge x t þRk ec H.  
9 > va yt M él eT VrP a sa E xµrk ñúgG M b UrB ñg Ed l rs ;e n A k ñúg e xt þR k e cH.  
1 0 > k MNt;B IPa B xus Kña rv a gP a s a B ñg k ñúg Rb eTsk m <úCa  n igPa sa B ñg62  k Nþa l  b ¤xa g t ,Úg 

k ñúgR be Ts  ev o tNa m .  
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 Pa sa Bñg RtUv )an eK ehA fa  { mñ g} k ñúgR be T sev otN a m e hI yEck Ca  m ñgk N þal n i gmñgxa g t, Úg 
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1 1 > v a yt Mé lG a yuCIv itP a sa exa j  b ¤v a yt Mé l eT VrP a sa é nP a sa E xµrk ñúg c Me Na m G Mb Urexa j 
1 2> v a yt Mé leT A e lIG a yuCI v i tP a sa m il ³  et IK YrE t[ CnCa t i m ilrs ;e n A ta m v b ,F m ’E xµr 

n ig Pa sa E xµr b ¤e t IPa sa m ile n A m a nt Mél k ñúg P Um i) a :E xø dE d l?  
1 3 > eF VIk a rs a k l, geT A elIP a BG a cyl; Kña ) a nrv a g G Mb Ure xa j n igm il . k a rsa k l,g enHR bE h l 

Ca k a rta m da nE tb :ueN Ña H eR Ba HG Mb UrTa Mg B Ire nHh a k ;dUc C a b E gVrm k rk Pa saE xµr.  
1 4 > v a yt Mé leT VrPa s a La v k ñúg R s uk e k a HE jk . 
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Bt’manRbCasaRsþ 
B t’ma nR b Ca sa R sþR tUv)a npþl ;enA xa g eR k a mcMeBa HP Um inI m Yy²E dle yIg eFVIk a rsik S a  nig )a nTT YlT Ure lx cMn YnR b Ca Cn.  TUr el xTa Mg Gs; tM N a g[ b uKÁl m Y yr Ub² 
ebIm inm a nbB a ¢a k ;cMNa ME bbdU cxa ge Rk a meT ¬“fam” =  RKYsa r/  “hous” =  p ÞH/  “#” = cMnYnk M Nt;eTAn wgb Ba ¢IBa k üEdl )a nk t;R ta k ñúgP Um i¦     

t a ra g TI 1  t a ra g TI 1  t a ra g TI 1  t a ra g TI 1  ³ ³ ³ ³ TUr el xcMn YnR bC a CnE d l)a nk t;R t ak ñúg e xtþm N Ðl KIr ITUr el xcMn YnR bC a CnE d l)a nk t;R t ak ñúg e xtþm N Ðl KIr ITUr el xcMn YnR bC a CnE d l)a nk t;R t ak ñúg e xtþm N Ðl KIr ITUr el xcMn YnR bC a CnE d l)a nk t;R t ak ñúg e xtþm N Ðl KIr I     
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# ភមូិភមូិភមូិភមូិ    ឃុំឃុឃំុំឃុ ំ   រសុករសុករសុករសុក    E x µrE x µrE x µrE x µr B ñgB ñgB ñgB ñg es Þóges Þóges Þóges Þóg e R ka le R ka le R ka le R ka l f µÚnf µÚnf µÚnf µÚn TMB YnTMB YnTMB YnTMB Yn R cayR cayR cayR cay La vLa vLa vLa v ca mca mca mca m 

១ ភូមិឡវក ឃុសំុខដុម រសុកែសនមេនរមយ 4រគ 158រគ     
5  

 

6  

 
 

២ ភូមិ ពូរ៉តង ឃុសំុខដុម រសុកែសនមេនរមយ 4  

 
126រគ 

1  

 
      

៣ ភូមិពូេហៀម ឃុំែសនមេនរមយ រសុកអូររងំ  1224        

៤ ភូមិអនឧុងរកែឡង ឃុំែសនមេនរមយ រសុកអូររងំ  
88 

16ផទះ        

៥ ភូមិពូរ៉ង ឃុំែសនមេនរមយ រសុកអូររងំ 
29 

11រគ  

115 

54រគ  
       

៦ ភូមិពូេលស ឃុដំក់ដំ រសុកអូររងំ  
17 

2-3រគ 
403        

៧ ភូមិពូលុង ឃុរំ ៉ូម៉េនៀ  រសុកែសនមេនរមយ 10 
532 

91ផទះ  
       

៨ ភូមិរូងល ់ ឃុេំមម៉ង រសុកែកវសមី 3 
362 

57ផទះ  
 1      

៩ ភូមិពូតង ឃុបំូរចី រសុកភិរជេចនត  26រគ 123រគ        4រគ  

១០ ភូមិពូេទៀល ឃុបំ៊ូរស រសុកភិរជេចនត  4រគ 
225 

53រគ  
 1      
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 TUre lxe n HtMNa g[ cMn Yn R bCaC n kñúgXMu min E mn E ten AkñúgPU mi b:ueN ÑaHeT 

# ភមូិភមូិភមូិភមូិ    ឃុំឃុឃំុំឃុ ំ   រសុករសុករសុករសុក    E x µrE x µrE x µrE x µr B ñgB ñgB ñgB ñg es Þóges Þóges Þóges Þóg e R ka le R ka le R ka le R ka l f µÚnf µÚnf µÚnf µÚn TMB YnTMB YnTMB YnTMB Yn R cayR cayR cayR cay La vLa vLa vLa v ca mca mca mca m 

១១ ភូមិរបំពីរ ឃុបំ៊ូរស រសុកភិរជេចនត  
6 

4 រគ  

មនែត
អត់ដឹង
ប៉ុនម ន 

       

១២ ភូមិពូែរកង ឃុែំរសអំពុំ រសុកភិរជេចនត  
28 

9រគ 

211 

48រគ  
      

101 

25រគ  

១៣ ភូមិែរសធំ ឃុសំខុសនត រសុកេកះែញក  

860 

176រគ  

157ផទះ  

       

១៤ ភូមិរយ៉
63
 ឃុរំយ៉ រសុកេកះែញក 10រគ 150រគ  312រគ  1រគ      

១៥ ភូមិណងបួរ ឃុណំងឃលីឹក រសុកេកះែញក 18រគ 23រគ   3រគ   34រគ  2រគ  30រគ   

១៦ ភូមិេមមម ឃុរំយ៉ រសុកេកះែញក 3រគ 2រគ   24រគ 1រគ    

១៧ ភូមិែឆនង ឃុែំរសខទុម រសុកែកវសមី  123រគ 126រគ       

១៨ ភូមិអូររណ ឃុែំរសខទុម រសុកែកវសមី 40រគ 89រគ 2រគ       

១៩ ភូមិអូរអំ ឃុែំរសខទុម រសុកែកវសមី   
28ផទះ 

រ៉អុង 
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ta ra gta ra gta ra gta ra g TI 2 TI 2 TI 2 TI 2 ³ ³ ³ ³ TUr e lxcMn Yn R bC aC n E d l)an k t;R tak ñúgex tþR k ecH . TUr e lxB In a yk d æan Ep n k arx usB IT Ure lx E d l)an ray k arN _k ñúgb Ts MPa sn _r bs ;ey Ig. TUr e lxcMn Yn R bC aC n E d l)an k t;R tak ñúgex tþR k ecH . TUr e lxB In a yk d æan Ep n k arx usB IT Ure lx E d l)an ray k arN _k ñúgb Ts MPa sn _r bs ;ey Ig. TUr e lxcMn Yn R bC aC n E d l)an k t;R tak ñúgex tþR k ecH . TUr e lxB In a yk d æan Ep n k arx usB IT Ure lx E d l)an ray k arN _k ñúgb Ts MPa sn _r bs ;ey Ig. TUr e lxcMn Yn R bC aC n E d l)an k t;R tak ñúgex tþR k ecH . TUr e lxB In a yk d æan Ep n k arx usB IT Ure lx E d l)an ray k arN _k ñúgb Ts MPa sn _r bs ;ey Ig. 
T Ur el xrbs ;rd æaP i)al m an R s em al  nigG kS reR TtT Ur el xrbs ;rd æaP i)al m an R s em al  nigG kS reR TtT Ur el xrbs ;rd æaP i)al m an R s em al  nigG kS reR TtT Ur el xrbs ;rd æaP i)al m an R s em al  nigG kS reR Tt 

# P Um iP Um iP Um iP Um i     ឃុំឃុឃំុំឃុ ំ   រសុករសុករសុករសុក    E x µrE x µrE x µrE x µr     B ñgB ñgB ñgB ñg     es Þóges Þóges Þóges Þóg     eR k a leR k a leR k a leR k a l     FFFF µÚnµÚnµÚnµÚn     exa jexa jexa jexa j     m ilm ilm ilm il     k Yyk Yyk Yyk Yy     camcamcamcam     
២០ ភូមិរចប ឃុំពីរធនូរ រសុកសនលួ 6រគ  

334 

63រគ 
     188រគ 

២១ ភូមិមិល 
ឃុំឃសឹម រសុកសនលួ 424 

88រគ  

315, 

322 

66រគ 

     

 

២២ ភូមិជូរកង ឃុំឃសឹម រសុកសនលួ 18រគ 70រគ        

២៣ ភូមិចឹង ឃុំឃសឹម រសុកសនលួ 74រគ 423, 420        

២៤ 
២៥ ភូមិកសង

64
 ឃុំចរងកង់ រសុករកេចះ 1356 

164រគ 
547, 547 

118រគ 
   

704, 147 

155រគ 
  

 

២៦ ភូមិែរសតែហន ឃុំសំបុក រសុករកេចះ 
      

319 

80រគ 
 

 

២៧ ភូមិបឹងរុន ឃុំសំបុក រសុករកេចះ 94រគ 
625 

54រគ 
      

 

២៨ ឈក ឃុំថមី រសុករកេចះ 5រគ 3រគ    130រគ  10រគ  

២៩ ភូមិអូរេរគៀង ឃុំអូរេរគៀង រសុកសំបូរ 
346រគ 

52 

10រគ 
    9រគ  

 

៣០ ភូមិអំពក ឃុំែរសជិះ រសុកសំបូរ 
 

264 

10រគ 
 3358 

2–3 

333 
100+រគ   

 

៣១ ភូមិែរសជិះ ឃុំែរសជិះ រសុកសំបូរ          

                                                 
64 TUrel xen HtMNa g[cMn Yn R bCaC n kñúgXMu min E mn E te n AkñúgPU mi b:ue NÑa HeT 
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Sociolinguistic questionnaire 

Khmer version 

កែណនំកែណនំកែណនំកែណនំ    
•សរេសររគប់ចំេលយេនកនុងេសៀវេភសរេសរ។ 

     • កពីរ រ ឺបី ទំព័រខងមុខសំរប់មតិក ។ 
•ដក់េលខរគប់ទំព័រ ។ 
•សូមអនសំនួរេអយចបស់ដូចករសរេសរកនុងអតថបទ។  េហយេនេពលខលះល់ករពនយល់ 
េដមបីេអយសំនួរកន់ែតចបស់ ។  
របសិនេបអនករតវូពនយល់សំនួររបសិនេបអនករតវូពនយល់សំនួររបសិនេបអនករតវូពនយល់សំនួររបសិនេបអនករតវូពនយល់សំនួរ    សំុកំុេអយចំេលយេគ។សំុកំុេអយចំេលយេគ។សំុកំុេអយចំេលយេគ។សំុកំុេអយចំេលយេគ។    សរេសរសរេសរសរេសរសរេសរកនងុេសៀវេភសរេសរកនងុេសៀវេភសរេសរកនងុេសៀវេភសរេសរកនងុេសៀវេភសរេសរ    
((((ជិតចំេលយជិតចំេលយជិតចំេលយជិតចំេលយ) ) ) ) ែដលអនកបនពនយល់សំនួរែដលអនកបនពនយល់សំនួរែដលអនកបនពនយល់សំនួរែដលអនកបនពនយល់សំនួរ    រចួេហយ។រចួេហយ។រចួេហយ។រចួេហយ។ 
•ពកយែដលគូសពណT េខម  កំុអនេអយលឺ។ 
•ពកយ ឬ ឃល េនកនុងឃន ប [ ] រតវូែតបតូរេទតមទីកែនលងមនុសស ឬ ភស។ 
•សរេសរចំេលយចូលកនុងេសៀវេភកត់រតរបស់អនកេដយដក់េលខេទតមសំនួរ។ 
េធវរេបៀបេនះ 
វអចេធវេអយអនកចបស់ថចំេលយមួយណរតូវនឹងសំនួរមួយណ។ 
•សូមសរេសរេអបនចបស់។ 
•សរេសរចំេលយដូចែដលេគេឆលយ។ 
•រកីរយ! 

 

ករយលរ់ពមរបសអ់នកេឆលយសំនួរករយលរ់ពមរបសអ់នកេឆលយសំនួរករយលរ់ពមរបសអ់នកេឆលយសំនួរករយលរ់ពមរបសអ់នកេឆលយសំនួរ    
សួសត!ី ខញុំេឈម ះ………ខញុំេធវករេន ICC ជអងគករែដលកំពុងេធវករងរេដមបអីភិវឌឍន៏តំបន់េនកនុង
េខតត Rattanakiri និង  Mondul Kiri។ េយងកំពុងែតេធវកររសវរជវខលះៗេនកនងុតំបន់ែដល
េរបភសខុសៗគន ៃនកមពុជ។ ជពិេសសេយងមនករចប់អរមមណ៏េនកនុងករែសវងរកភស ឬ 
រកមភសែដលមិនទន់សគ ល់ចបសល់ស់។ េយងមនសនួំរ ២ ឬ ៣ ែដលេយងចង់សួរអំពីអនក 
និងភសរបស់អនក។ វពំុមនចំេលយរតវូ ឬ ខុសេទ។ សូមរគន់ែតរបប់េយងនូវអវីែដលអនកគិត 
េពលែដលេយងសរេសរអំពីករងរ ៃនកររសវរជវរបស់ពួកេយងេយងនឹងមិនដក់េឈម ះរបស់ 
អនក ឬ ពត៏មនបញជ ក់េផសងៗ េទ។  អវីទំងអស់ចំនយេពលរបែហល……នទី។ 
 

េតអនកចង់េឆលយសំនួររបស់េយងឬេទ? 
 ករអនុញញ តេឆលយសំនួរ   
កត់េនកនុងេសៀវេភកត់រតរបស់អនករបសិនេបពួកេគនិយយ បន ឬ មិនបន (យល់រពម ឬ 
មិនយល់រពម)។ 
 

ពត៏មនដំបូងពត៏មនដំបូងពត៏មនដំបូងពត៏មនដំបូង        
1- េលខសំនួរ 
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2- សទង់មតិ 
3- កែនលងសំភស 
4- េឈម ះអនកសំភស 
5- ៃថង  ែខ  ឆន  ំ  
6- ភសែដលេរបសំរប់សួរ  
7- ភសសំរប់េឆលយ  
8- េឈម ះអនកបកែរប 
9- េយបល់ 
 

    ពត៏មនរបស់អនកេឆលយសំនួរពត៏មនរបស់អនកេឆលយសំនួរពត៏មនរបស់អនកេឆលយសំនួរពត៏មនរបស់អនកេឆលយសំនួរ    
10- េតអនកេឈម ះអវ?ី 
11- េភទ 
12- អនកអយុបុ៉នម ន?  
13- អនកេរៀបករេហយ ឬ េន?  
14- (េបសិនេរៀបករេហយ) េតអនកមនកូនេទ? 

a. មន ឬ មិនមន 
b. (េបមន) បុ៉នម ន? 

15- េតអនកេធវករអវី? 
16- េតអនកេរៀនដល់ថន ក់ទីបុ៉នម ន? 
17- េតអនកេកតេនឯណ? 
18- េតអនកធំេឡងេនឯណ? 
19- េតឥឡូវអនករស់េនឯណ? 
2០- េតអនករស់េនទី [X] រយៈេពលបុ៉នម នេហយ? 
21- េតអនកេហភសអនកថេម៉ច?  
  

េឈម ះភូមិរបជជនេឈម ះភូមិរបជជនេឈម ះភូមិរបជជនេឈម ះភូមិរបជជន        
22- េតេឈម ះជផលូវកររបស់ភូមិេនះេឈម ះអវី? 

a. េឈម ះ 
b. េតេនកនុងរសុកអវី? [សួរអំពីរគប់កំរតិទក់ទង] (ឧទ. ភូមិ ឃំុ រសុក េខតត) 

  

23- េតរបជជនែដលរស់េនទីេនះេហភូមិេនះថេម៉ច? េតភូមិេនះមនេឈម ះេផសងេទៀតឬ? 
a. េឈម ះ  
b. េតេឈម ះេនះមនន័យដូចេមតច? 
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24- េតអនកេនខងេរកេហភូមិេនះថេម៉ច? 
a. េឈម ះ 

(េបសិនមិនដូចេឈម ះភូមិរបស់ពួកេគ) 
b. េតអនកណេហវថដូេចន ះ? 
c. េតេឈម ះេនះមនន័យថេម៉ច? 
d. េតអនកភូមិេនះចូលចិតតេឈម ះេនះេទ? 

ភសនឹងរកុមជនជតិភសនឹងរកុមជនជតិភសនឹងរកុមជនជតិភសនឹងរកុមជនជតិ    
25- េតភូមិេនះេគនិយយភសអវី? 

a. េឈម ះភស 
b. េតេឈម ះភសេនះមនន័យយ៉ងេម៉ច? 
 

26--េតអនកេផសងេទៀតេហភសភូមិេនះថេម៉ច?    
េតមនអនកេផសងេទៀតែដលេហភសភូមិេនះខុសគន ? 

a. េឈម ះភស 
(របសិនេបមិនដូចេឈម ះភសរបស់ភូមិេនះ) 

b. េតអនកណេហវដូេចន ះ? 
c. េតេឈម ះេនះមនន័យថេម៉ច? 
d. េតមនុសសភូមិេនះចូលចិតតេឈម ះេនះេទ? 
 

27- េតមនុសសេនភូមិេនះេគគិតថពួកេគជជនជតិអវី? 
a. េឈម ះមនុសស 
b. េត [[[[X]]]] េនះមនន័យថេម៉ច? 
 

28- េតអនកេផសងេទៀតេហពួកអនកថេម៉ច? 
a. េឈម ះមនុសស 

(របសិនខុសគន  / មិនដូចគន ) 
b. េតអនកណេហពួកេគដូេចន ះ? 
c. េតេឈម ះេនះមនន័យថេម៉ច? 
d. េតមនុសសភូមិេនះចូលចិតតេឈម ះេនះេទ? 
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29- េតេនភូមិេនះមនុសសទំងអស់ជជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] ឬ មនជនជតិេផសងេទៀត? 
a. ជជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] ឬ មនជនជតិេផសងេទៀត? 

(របសិនមនជនជតិេផសងេទៀត) 
b. េតជនជតិអវីខលះរស់េនទីេនះ?   
c. មនជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] បុ៉នម ននក់ និងមនបុ៉នម នផទះ? 

i. ចំនួនផទះសំរប់រកមុនីមួយៗ។  
ii. ចំនួនមនុសសសំរប់រកមុនីមួយៗ។ 
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30- ពួកអនកែតងែតរស់េនជមួយគន ែបបេនះ 
      តំងែតពីេដមេរៀងមកឬអត់េទ?  

a. បទ ឬ េទ  
(របសិនេបផល ស់បតូរ) 

b. េតផល ស់បតូរយ៉ងេម៉ច? េតជនជតិ 
[[[[X]]]] េរចន ឬ តិច? 

 

30- េតមនែតជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] មួយតំងពីេដម 
      មក ឬ? 

a. បទ ឬ េទ 
(របសិនេបផល ស់បតូរ) 

b. េតផល ស់បតូរយ៉ងេម៉ច? េតជនជតិ 
[[[[X]]]] េរចន ឬ តិច?

 
 

31- េរបែផនទីៃនភសតំបន់េនះសំរប់សួរៈ 
a. េតអនកធល ប់េធវដំេណ រេទកែនលងណេនកនុងតំបន់េនះ? 
b. េតេនកតំបន់ទំងេនះេគនិយយភសអវីខលះ? 

សួរសំនួរខងេរកមេបអនកលឺភសែដលអនកមិនសគ ល?់ 
c. េតមនុសសែដលនិយយភសេនះរស់េនឯណ? 
d. េតពួកេគគិតថពួកេគជជនជតិអវី? 

e. េតអនកដៃទេហពួកេគថេម៉ច? 
f. េតភសរបស់ពួកេគរសេដៀងគន  ឬ ខុសគន ពីភសរបស់អនក? 

 

32- េតមនភូមិែដលេនជិតគនបំុ៉ែនតនិយយភសខុសគន ទំងរសុងេទ? 
a. ភូមិ 
b. េតអនកេហភសេនះថេម៉ច? 

c. េតមនុសសែដលនិយយភសេនះេហភសេនះថេម៉ច? 
d. េតអនកេរបភសអវីេនេពលអនកនិយយជមួយមនុសសទងំេនះ? 

 

33- មនជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] ែដលនិយយភស[[[[X]]]] មិនស្◌វូបនលអ ឬ េទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ 

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ) 
b.  រកមុមួយណ? 
c.  េតភសណែដលព្◌កួេគនិយយបនលអ? 
d.  េតភសអវីែដលអនកេរបជមួយពួកេគ? 

 

34- េតភូមិមួយណេនជិតភូមិេនះមនមនុសសមកពីជនជតិេផសងៗ? 
a.  ភូមិ 
b. េតអនកេហមនុសសទំងេនះយ៉ងដូចេមតច? 
c. េតពួកេគគិតថពួកេគជជនជតិអវី? 
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របវតតិសរសតរបវតតិសរសតរបវតតិសរសតរបវតតិសរសត    
35- េតមនុសសែដលកំពងរស់េនទីេនះមកពីណ? 

a. កែនលងណ 
b. មុនេពលេគេន [[[[X]]]] េគមកពីណ? 
c. េពលណែដលពួកេគផល ស់មកេនទីេនះ? 

(របសិនេបពួកេគេទបមកទីេនះថមីៗ) 
d. េពលពួកេគេន [[[[X]]]] េតរកមុេផសងណខលះែដលេនជិតេគ? 
e. េតភសអវីែដលពួកេគេរបេនទីេនះ? 
f. េហតុអវីបនជពួកេគមកេនទីេនះ? 
g. េតពួកេគេន [[[[X]]]] មកទីេនះឬេទ? េហតុអវី? 
h. េតមនុសសេនទីេនះេទ [[[[X]]]] ឬេទ? េហតុអវី? 

 

36- េតជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] ទំងអស់មកពីណ? ទំងេនភូមិេនះនិងភូមិេផសងេទៀត? 
a. កែនលងណ? 
b. េពលណពួកេគមកកន់ទីេនះ? 
c. េហតុអវី បនជពួកេគចកេចញពីភូមិមុន? 
d. េតមនុសសេន [[[[X]]]] មកេលងទីេនះ ឬេទ? េហតុអវី? 
e. េតមនុសសេនទីេនះ េទទីេនះឬេទ? េហតុអវី? 
f. េតកំេណ តេដមរបស់ ជនជតិ [X][X][X][X] េនទីណ? 

 

ភសភសភសភសេរបរបស់និងភសសំរប់ទំនក់ទំនងេរបរបស់និងភសសំរប់ទំនក់ទំនងេរបរបស់និងភសសំរប់ទំនក់ទំនងេរបរបស់និងភសសំរប់ទំនក់ទំនង    
37- េរកពីភស [[[[X]]]] េតភសអវីខលះេគនិយយេនកនុងភូមិេនះ? 
 

38- េតជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] កនុងភូមិេនះនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] េនផទះឬេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ  

(របសិនេបអត់)  
b. េតពួកេគនិយយភសអវីេនផទះ?  

 

39- េតេកមងៗកនុងភូមិេនះែតងែតនិយយភសអវ?ី 
 

40-សំរប់ភសនីមួយៗមកពី [#37] 
     ជនជតិពនងមួយណខលះេចះនិយយភសែខមរបនលអណស់? 

a. នរណនិយយ ភស [ទំងេនះ] បនលអ? (ឧទហរណ៍៌ បុរស រសត ីចស់ េកមង 
អនកលក់។ល។) 

b. េហតុអវីបនជពួកេគរតូវេចះនិយយភសេនះឲយបនលអ? 
c. េតមនមនុសសខលះកនុងភូមិេនះនិយយ ភស [[[[X]]]] េនះមិនសូវបនលអឬេទ? 
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i. នរណខលះ (បុរស នរ ីចស់...) 
ii.  េហតុអវី?   

 

41- េតមនមនុសសកនុងភូមិេនះែដលអត់និយយភស [[[[X]]]] ឬេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ 

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ) 
b. េគនិយយភសអវី? 
c. ពួកេគេរៀនភស [[[[X]]]] ឬ េទ? 
d. ភសអវីែដលជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] និយយជមួយពួកេគ? 

  

42- ភសទំងអស់រពមទំងភស [[[[X]]]]  ភសមួយណែដលេគនិយយេរចនជងេគ? 
  

43- េបមនុសសកនងុភូមិេនះជួបអនកអត់េចះភស [[[[X]]]] ពួកេគនិយយភសអវីជមួយគន ? 
  

ករយលេ់ឃញពីរកមភសករយលេ់ឃញពីរកមភសករយលេ់ឃញពីរកមភសករយលេ់ឃញពីរកមភស    
របសិនភសរបសិនភសរបសិនភសរបសិនភស    [[[[X]]]]    ជភសកំេនជភសកំេនជភសកំេនជភសកំេនតរបស់អនកេឆលយតរបស់អនកេឆលយតរបស់អនកេឆលយតរបស់អនកេឆលយ    សូមសួរសំនួរដូចខងេរកមសូមសួរសំនួរដូចខងេរកមសូមសួរសំនួរដូចខងេរកមសូមសួរសំនួរដូចខងេរកម    
 

44- េតអនកទំងអស់គន េនកនុងភូមិអនកនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] ដូចគន ? 
  

45- េតមនបុ៉នម នភូមិែដលនិយយភស [[[[X]]]]? 
  

46-  េតមនភូមិែដលនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] ខុសពីេនះខល ំងែដរ ឬ េទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ 

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ) 
b. ភូមិេនះេឈម ះអវី? 

 

47- ភូមិែដលនិយយខុសគន ខល ំង  
a. ភគេរចន េតអនកយលទំ់ងអស់ ឬ ក៏ខលះៗ ឬ អត់យល់េសះ? 

(របសិនេបេឆលយអត់យល់ទំងអស់) 
b. េតវខុសគន យ៉ងេម៉ច? 

  ករេអយឧទហរណ៏ៈ កត់រតកនុងេសៀវេភសរេសររបសអ់នករបសិនេប 
អនករតវូឲយឧទហរណ៏ដូចខងេរកម ។ 
  េតពកយខុសគន យ៉ងេម៉ច? 
  េតពួកេគ និយយយឺតេពកឬក៏េលឿនេពក? 

c. េតអនកេហភសទំងេនះយ៉ងេម៉ច? 
d. េតអនកេហពួកេគទំងេនះយ៉ងេម៉ច? 
e. េពលអនកនិយយជមួយមនុសសែដលមកពីភូមិែដលនិយយភសខុសពី អនកខល ំង 

េតអនកនិយយភសអវីជមួយេគ? 
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i. អនកទំងពីរេរបភសរបស់អនក 
ii. អនកទំងពីរេរបភសរបស់ពួកេគ 
iii. មន ក់ៗេរបភសផទ ល់ខលួន បុ៉ែនតអចយល់បន 
iv. អនកទំងពីរេរ សយកភសមួយេផសងេទៀត (របសិនេបដូេចនះេរបភសអវី) 

 

48-  េតមនភូមិែដលនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] ខុសពីទីេនះបនតិចបនតួចែដរឬេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ  

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ)  
b. ភូមិេនះេឈម ះអវី? 

  

49- ភូមិែដលនិយយភសខុសគន ពីអនកបនតិចបនតួច 
a. ភគេរចន េតអនកយលទំ់ងអស់ ឬក៏ខលះៗ ឬ អត់យល់េសះ? 

(របសិនេបេឆលយអត់យល់ទំងអស)់ 
b. េតវខុសគន យ៉ងេម៉ច? 

   ករេអយឧទហរណ៏ៈ កត់រតកនុងេសៀវេភសរេសររបសអ់នករបសិនេប 
អនករតវូឲយឧទហរណ៏ដូចខងេរកម។ 
  េតពកយខុសគន យ៉ងេម៉ច? 
  េតពួកេគ និយយយឺតេពកឬក៏េលឿនេពក? 

c. េតអនកេហភសទំងេនះយ៉ងេម៉ច? 
d. េតអនក េហពួកេគទំងេនះយ៉ងេម៉ច? 
e. េពលអនកនិយយជមួយមនុសសែដលមកពីភូមិែដលនិយយភសខុសពីអនក

បនតិចបនតួច េតអនកនិយយភសអវីជមួយេគ? 
i.    អនកទំងពីរេរបភសរបស់អនក 
ii.   អនកទំងពីរេរបភសរបស់ពួកេគ 
iii.  មន ក់ៗេរបភសផទ ល់ខលួន បុ៉ែនតអចយល់បន 
iv.  អនកទំងពីរេរ សយកភសមួយេផសងេទៀត(របសិនេបដូេចនះេរបភសអវី) 

 

50- េតមនភូមិែដលនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] ដូចទីេនះឬេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ 

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ)  
b. ភូមិេនះេឈម ះអវី? 

 

51- ភូមិែដលនិយយភសដូចអនក 
a. េតអនកេហភសរបស់េគដូចភសរបស់អនក ឬ េទ? 

(េបេឆលយថអត់េទ) 
b. េតអនកេហភសរបស់ពួកេគយ៉ងេម៉ច? 
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c. េតអនកេហពួកេគទំងេនះថេម៉ច? 
 

ភសទំនក់ទំនងភសទំនក់ទំនងភសទំនក់ទំនងភសទំនក់ទំនង    
52- េតជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] េនកនុងភូមិេនះេរៀបករជមួយមនុសសែដលអត់េចះភស [[[[X]]]] ឬ េទ? 

a. បទ ឬ េទ 
(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ)  

b. េតពួកេគជជនជតិអវីែដលពួក [[[[X]]]] នឹងេរៀបករជមួយ? 
c. េតពួកេគេរៀបករែបបេនះេរចន ឬ េទ? 

 

53- កនុងរដូវបុណយទនមួយ េតមនមនុសសចកេចញឆង យពីភូមិឬេទ?  
a. បទ ឬ េទ  

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ) 
b. ពួកេគេទណ? 
c. េហតុអវីបនជពួកេគេទទីេនះ? 
d. ពួកេគនិយយភសអវីេនទីេនះ? 

 

54- េតមនុសសមិនែមនជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] េធវដំេនរមកកន់កែនលងែដលនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] ឬ េទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ   

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទសួរសំនួរខ (v.)ងេរកម) 

b. េតអនកណមកទីេនះ? ( ឧទ.អនកលក់ កសិករ ជនជតិអវី) 
c. េហតុអវីពួកេគមកទីេនះ? 
d. េតពួកេគមកទីេនះ បុ៉នម នដងកនុងមួយែខ/១ឆន ?ំ 
e. ភសអវីែដលពួកេគេរបេពលេគនិយយជមួយជនជតិ [[[[X]]]]? 

 

55- េពលជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] េចញពីកែនលងនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] េតពួកេគេទទីណ?  
េតមនកែនលងេផសងេទៀតែដលពួកេគេទេរចនដងឬេទ?                             

a. រយេឈម ះកែនលង 
សួរសំនួរខងេរកមសំរប់កែនលននិមួយៗ 

b. មនុសសរបេភទណែដលេទទីេនះ? 
c. េទេរចននក់ ឬក៏បនតិចបនតួច? 
d. េហតុអវីពួកេគេទទីេនះ? 
e. ពួកេគេទទីេនះបុ៉នម នដង? 
f. ជនជតិអវីែដលរស់េនទីេនះ? 
g. ពួកេគនិយយភសអវី? 
h. ភសអវីែដលេគេរបេនទីេនះ ជមួយអនកអត់េចះនិយយភស [[[[X]]]]? 
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56- េតជនជតិ [[[[X]]]] េនកនុងភូមិេនះមនេធវដំេនរេទភូមិ [[[[X]]]] េផសងេទៀត ឬ េទ? 
a. រយេឈម ះកែនលង   

សួរសំនួរខងេរកមសំរប់កែនលននិមួយៗ 
b. មនុសសរបេភទណែដលេទទីេនះ? 
c. េទេរចននក់ ឬក៏បនតិចបនតួច? 
d. េហតុអវីពួកេគេទទីេនះ?  
e. ពួកេគេទទីេនះបុ៉នម នដង? 
f. េតពួកេគនិយយភស [[[[X]]]]    ជមួយគន  ឬក៏ពួកេគរតូវែតនិយយ 

ភសមួយេផសងេទៀត? 
(របសិនេបេគនិយយ [[[[X]]]]) 

g. េតពួកេគពិបកយល់គន េទវញិេទមក ឬ េទ? 
h. េតពួកេគគួរែតបតូររេបៀបែដលេគនិយយភស [[[[X]]]]    កនុងករទំនក់ទំនងគន  ឬ េទ? 

 

57- េតមនុសសកនងុភូមិ [[[[X]]]] េផសងេទៀត មកទីេនះឬេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ 

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ)   
b. មកពីភូមិណ? 
c. េតអនកណមកទីេនះ? (ឧទ.អនកលក់ កសិករ ជនជតិអវី) 
d. េហតុអវីពួកេគមកទីេនះ? 
e. ពួកេគមកទីេនះបុ៉នម នដង? 
f. េតពួកេគនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] ជមួយគន ឬក៏ពួកេគរតូវែតនិយយភសមួយេផសងេទៀត? 

(របសិនេបេគនិយយ[[[[X]]]]) 
g. េតពួកេគពិបកយល់គន េទវញិេទមកឬេទ? 
h. េតពួកេគគួរែតបតូររេបៀបែដលេគនិយយភស [[[[X]]]] កនុងករទំនក់ទំនងគន ឬេទ? 

 

58- េតមនពិធីបុណយែដលជនជតិអនកេធវជមួយជនជតិេផសងេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ  

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ)  
b. បុណយអវី? 
c. កែនលងណេគេធវពិធីេនះ? 
d. រកមុ/ ភូមិអវីខលះែដលចូលរមួ? 
e. បុ៉នម នដង? 
f. ភសអវីែដលេគនិយយជមួយគន ? 
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59- េតមនេកមងវយ័ជំទង់របស់ជនជតិអនកឥឡូវកំពុងរស់េនទីរកុងធំៗ ឬេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ 

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ) 
b. េហតុអវីពួកេគេទ? 
c. េទេរចននក់ ឬក៏បនតិចបនតួច? 
d. េពលពួកេគេនទីេនះ ពួកេគនិយយភសអវីេនទីេនះ? 
e. េតពួកេគែដលរតលប់មករស់េនទីេនះវញិែដរ ឬេទ? 

សលសលសលសល 
60- េតមនសលេនភូមិេនះឬេទ? 

a. បទ ឬ េទ 
(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ)  

b. េតថន ក់ទីបុ៉នម នែដលបេរងៀនកនុងសលេនះ? 
c. េពលបេរងៀនេលករគូេរបភសអវី? 
d. េតមនេកមងបុ៉នម នភគរយេនភូមិេនះែដលេទសល? 
e. សិសសសលេនះមនជនជតិអវីខលះ? 

ជនជតិេនះ_______បុ៉នម នភគរយ? 
ជនជតិេនះ_______បុ៉នម នភគរយ? 

f. េតសិសសសលនិយយភសអវីជមួយគន ? 
 

61- េតមនសិសសខលះេទសលេនភូមិេផសងេទៀតែដរ ឬេទ? 
a. បទ ឬ េទ (េតវអរស័យេទេលកូនរបសុ ឬ កូនរសីឬេទ) 

(របសិនេបេឆលយបទ)  
b. េតមនេកមងបុ៉នម នែដលេទសលឆង យពីភូមិ? 
c. កែនលងណ? 
d. េតពួកេគេទេរៀនទីេនះថន ក់ទីបុ៉នម ន? 
e. េតរគូេរបភសអវីេពលបេរងៀនេនទីេនះ? 
f. េតរកមុនិយយភសអវីខលះ ែដលចូលកនងុសលេនះ? 
g. ជនជតិេនះ_______បុ៉នម នភគរយ? 

ជនជតិេនះ_______បុ៉នម នភគរយ? 
h. េតសិសសសលនិយយភសអវីជមួយគន ? 

 

62- េតរយះេពលបុ៉នម នឆន ំែដលេកមងរបសុេនកនុងភូមិបញច ប់ករេរៀនសូរតរបស់េគ? 
  

63- េតរយះេពលបុ៉នម នឆន ំែដលេកមងរសីេនកនុងភូមិបញច ប់ករេរៀនសូរតរបស់េគ? 
 

64- េតជធមមតេកមងេនកនុងភូមិឈប់េរៀនេនថន ក់ទីបុ៉នម ន? 
 □ ថន ក់ដំបូង 
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 □ បញច ប់ថន ក់ទី៦ 
 □ ប់ថន ក់ទី៩ (អនុវទិយលយ័) 
 □ ប់ថន ក់ទី១២ (វទិយល័យ) 
 

65- មូលេហតុអវីែដលេគឈប់េរៀន? 
 

66- ជធមមត បុ៉នម នអនកកនងុមួយថន ក់? 
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